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II U1 ergo ll'itndum, quod qua:Jam sunt, qme llostl'lf potestati 
minimt suLja~.~nti&. speelllari t&ntllm.lnodo possumus, opera.ri 
auttm non, vdut MathematiC&, Physie&, et Dirin&. Qweda.m vero 
aunt qua: nos1:r11 potestati subjacfnti.a., non solum s~ari, sed et 
orot'rari possumus i et in iis non operatio propter speculationem, S&l 
h~ I•ropter illa.m adsumitur, quonia.m in talibus operatio est finis. 
Cum ergx> materia pt~rat>ns politiC& sit, imo fons atque principium 
J'(<('UIJ'Um politi&rum; et omne politicum nostne potestati suh
jlll'tat; manif~stum est, quod materia p~ non t.d. specula
tivn~m }ter prius, stJ t.d. operationem ordinatur. Rlll'SliS, rum in 
OJ.:·ral·ililtUi rrincipium et causa omnium sit ultimus Fi!Us (movet 
ellim Jlriwo a.gentt>m), oonsequeus est, ut omnis ratio eonun qwe 
sunt aJ Fiuem, ab ipso Fine 8\llll&lur: nam alia erit ratio ineid.:ndi 
li;.,"llUID JII'O}•ter domum oonstruend&lll, et alia propter navim. IDuJ. 
ir.'ltur, IIi quid t't!t, quod sit Finis ultimlli Civilitatis hi1Il1Uli Gtncli.s, 
l'rit h,.: }'rlll<'i}·ium, Jtt'f quod omnia qwe inferiu.s rrob&nda sunt, 
~:runt m&.~J.ik:ota suttlcienM. "-D.I.!\·rr .. 



' Be it known, then, that there are certain things, in no degree 
subject to our power, which we can ~ake the objects of speculation, 
but not o( action. Such are mathematics, physics and theology . 
.But there are some which are subject to our power, and to which 
we can direct not only our speculations but our actions. And in 
the case of these, action does not exist for the sake of specu1ation, 
but we speeulate with a view to action ; for in such matters action 
is the goal. Since the material of the present treatise, then, is 
politica.l, nay, is the very fount and starting-point of right polities, 
and since aJl that is political is subject to our power, it is obvioWI 
that this trf.&tise ultimately concerns conduct rather than specula
tion. Again, since in aJl things that can be done the final goal is · 
the general determining principle and cause {for this it is that first 
stimulates the agent), it follows that the whole rationale of the 
actions directed to the goal depends upon that goal itself. For the 
method of cutting wood to build a house is one, to build a ship 
another. Therefore that thing (and surely there is such a thing) 
which is the final goal of human society will be the principle by 
reference to which all that shall be set forth below must be made 
clear. 



PREFACE 

DEAR READER-I venture to discard the more stately 
forms of preface which alone are considered suitable for 
a serious work, and to address a. few words of direct 
appeal to you. 

An enthusiastic but candid friend, to whom I showed 
these pages in proof, dwelt in glowing terms on the 
pleasure and profit that my reader would derive from 
them, "if only he survived the first cold plunge into 
'functions.'" Another equally canJid friend to whom 
I report.ed the remark exclaimed, "Sun-it'e it indeed ! 
Win·, "'hat on earth is to induce him to ~lke it 1" 

~ftu:h counsel was offered me as to the best method 
of inducing him to take this "cold plunge," the sub
stance of which counsel may be found at the beginning 
of the poems of Lucretius and Tasso, who have given 
such exquisite expression ro the theory of "sugaring 
the Jlill" which their works illustr-ate. But I am no 
LueMius, and have no power, even had I the de5ire 
to di~guise the fact that a firm grasp of the elementary 
truths of Pulitiea.l Economy cannot be got without the 
san1e kind of severe and sustained mental application 
whkh is nt·cessary in all other serious studies. 

At tbe same time I am aware that f01ty vages of 
almost uubruken mathematics may seem to many rc:aders 
a lllu8t unuec~~y iutroductiun to Econoruics, and it 
ill iHIJt0~'1iLlt! tL.at the beginner should Ike their kariug 
liJ•vn tlie aul,ject until he hu Jllli.'itt!rtd llild llJ•~·lit'd 
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them. Some impatience, therefore, may naturally be 
expected. To remove this impatience, I can but express 
my own profound conviction that the beginner who has 
mtstered this mathematical introduction will have solved, · 
before he knows that he has even met them, some of the 
most crucial problems of Political Economy on which 
the foremost Economists have disputed unavailingly 
for generations for lack of applying the mathematical 
method. A glance at the " Index of Illustrations " will 
show that my object is to bring Economics down from 
the clouds and make the study throw light on our 
daily doings and experiences, as well as on the great 
commercial and industrial machinery of the world. 
But in order to get this light some mathematical know· 
ledge is needed, which it would be difficult to pick out 
of the standard treatises as it is wanted. This know
ledge I have tried to collect and render accessible to 
those who dropped their mathematics when they left 
school, but are still willing to take the trouble to master 
a plain statement, even if it involves the use of mathe
matical symbols. 

The portions of the book printed in the smaller type 
should be omitted on a first reading. They generally 
deal either with difficult portions of the subject that 
are best postponed till the reader has some idea of the 
general drift of what he is doing, or else with objections 
that will probably not present themselves at first, and 
are better not dealt with till they rise naturally. 

The student is strongly recommended to consult the 
Summary of Definitions and Propositions on pp. 139, 
140 a.t frequent intervals while reading the text. 

P. H. W. 



INTRODUCTION 

ON lst June 1860 Stanley Jevons wrore to his brother 
Herbert, "During the last session I have worked a good 
deal at political economy; in the last few months I 
have fortunately struck out what I have no doubt is the 
t1'u~ TheO'f'1) of Ewnorny, so thoroughgoing and consistent, 
that I cannot now read other books on the subject 
without indignation." 

Jevons was a student at University College at this 
time, and his new theory failed even to gain him the 
modest distinction of a class-prize at the summer exam
ination. He was placed third or fourth in the list, and, 
though much disappointed, comforted himself with the 
prospect of his certain success when in a few months he 
should bring out his work and "re-establish the science 
on a sensible basis." Meanwhile he perceived more 
and more clearly how fruitful his discovery must prove, 
and " how the want of knowledge of this determining 
principle throws the more complicated discussions of 
economists into confusion." 

It 11·as not tilll862 that Jevons threw the main out
linea of his theory into the form of a paper, to be read 
before the Briti~h Association. He was fully and most 
justly conscious of its importance. "Although I know 
prttty well the paper is perhaps worth all the others 
that 11·ill Le read there put together, I cannot pretend to 
say how it will be received.,. Wnen the year had but 
6\'e minuta more to live he wroUI of it, "It ha.s seen 
my t1oory of economy otfll!"lld to a lt:.ll.flloo socit:ty (f) 
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and received without a word of interest or belief. 
It has convinced me that success in my line of endeavour 
is even a slower achievement than I had thought." 

In 1871, having already secured the respectful atten
tibn of students and practical men by several important 
essays, J evons at last brought out his Thwry of Political 
ECO'Mrny as a substantive work. It was received in 
England much as his examination papers at college and 
his communication to the British Association had been 
received ; but in ltaly and in Holland it excited some 
interest and made converts. Presently it appeared that 
Professor Walras of Lausanne had been working on the 
very same lines, and had arrived independently at con
clusions similar to those of Jevons. Attention being 
now well roused, a variety of neglected essays of a like 
tendency were re-discovered, and served to show that 
many independent minds had from time to time reached 
the principle for which Jevons and Walras were con
tending; and we may now add, what Jevons never 
knew, that in the very year 1871 the Viennese Professor 
Menger was· brinf,ting out a work which, in complete 
independence of Jevons and his predecessors, and by a 
wholly different approach, established the identical 
theory at which the English and Swiss scholars were 
likewise labouring. 

In 1879 appeared the second edition of Jevons's· 
Thelll'y of Political Economy, and now it could no longer 
be ignored or ridiculed. "'hether or not his guiding 
principle is to win its way to general acceptance and to 
"re-establish the science on a sensible basis," it has at 
least to be seriously considered and seriously dealt with. 

It is this guiding principle that I have sought to 
illustrate and enforce in this elementary treatise on the 
Theory of Value or Worth. Should it be found to meet · 
a want amongst students of economics, I shall hope to 
follow it by similar introductions to other branches of 
the science. 

I lay no claim to originality of any kind. Those 
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who are acquainted with the works of Jevons, Walras, 
:Marshall, and Launhardt, will see that I have not only 
accepted their views, but often made use of their 
tenninology and adopted their illustrations without 
specific acknowledgment. But I think they will al~o 
see that I have copied nothing mechanically, and have 
made every proposition my own before enunciating it. 

I have to express my sincere thanks to Mr. John 
Bridge, of Hampstead, for valuable a.dvice and assist
ance in the mathematical portions of my work. 

I need hardly add that while unable to claim credit 
for any truth or novelty there may be in the opinions 
advocated in these pages, I must accept the undivided 
responsibility for them. 

*' * *' Beginners will probably find it conducive to the 
comprehension of the argument to omit the small print 
in the first reading. 

N.B.-1 have frequently given the formulas of the curves 
used in illustration. Not becaUBe I attach any value or im
portmlre to the special forms of the curves, but because I 
have found by experience that it would often be convenient 
to the student to be able to calculate for himself any point 
ou the actual curve given in the figures which he may wish 
to determine for the purpose of checking and varying the 
hypothebtil of the text. 

As a rule I have written with a view to readers guiltless 
of u1athematica.l knowledge (see Preface). But I have some
time.~~ gi\'en inform.ation in footnotes, without explanation, 
"hich is intended only for those who hare an el~:menta.ry 
knowl~d~ of the higher mathematics. 

In couclusion I must apulogise to any mathematicians into 
whast Landb this I)rimer may fill for the evidences which they 
will find on eYery page of my own want of systematic mathe
ll.l.i.tica.l training, but I trust they will d~:tt;ct no errora of 
lbli.l>ollilli or put>itive bluude11. 
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lr is tl1e object of this volume in the first place to 
explain the meaning and demonstrate the truth of the 
proposition, that the value in •use and the mlue in exih.ange 
(1 any commodify are two distinct, but rmmected,fundions of 
/ht' quantity of the commodity possessed by the persons Ql' the 
COIIII!tUIIil,~ to tl'lwm. it is vahuble, and in the second place, 
so to familiarise the reader with some of the methods 
and results that necessarily flow from that proposition 
as to make it impossible for him unconsciously to accept 
art:,'llment:s and statements which are inconsistent with 
it. In other words, I aim at giving what theologians. 
might call a. "saving" knowledge of the fundamental 
propo~ition of the Theory of Value; for this, but no more 
than this, is necessary a.s the first step towards master
ing the "alphabet of Economic Science." 

When I speak of a "function," I use the word in the 
mathcmati~l not the physiological sense ; and our first 
l•u>int•ss is to form a clear conception of what such a 
funl'tion is. 

(l,u qwudil!t, or mtasuraUe tltiug (/1), is a fwu:fioiJ of 
o'' ,fftrt' "'~''·~'trul./r tJ,j,,g (.r}, if any cl~<111:1e in z ttill prl). 
d~<ct vr "d, ftrmiltl" a dqi11iit cun·esj~llldiug rlwn:le in y. 
Thn> t ht' 8Uill I pay for a piece of c}.,th of gi\'en quality 
is a fn11rtion of its len~:,>th, because an~· altt-ration in the 
ld1:;th pnrdta~t·d will cause a definite corrt:sponding 
:.ltl•ratiou in the ~mu I have w 1•ay. 

! B 
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If I do not stipulate that the cloth shall be of the l!allle 
quality in every c~, the sum to be paid will still be a function 
of the le11offth, though not of the length alone, but of the 
quality also. For it remains true that an alteration in the 
k!ngth will always produce a definite eorwponding alteration 
in the sum to be paid, although a contemporaneous alteration 
in the quality may produce another definite alteration (in the 
same or the opposite sense) at the same time. In this case 
the sum to be paid would be "a function of two nriables" 
(see below~ It might still be said, howe\"er, without quali
fication or supplement, that "the sum to be paid is a function 
of the length;" for the statement, though not complete, would 
be perfectly correct. It as.o:ertil that every change of length 
cau.oes a' corre..~nding change in the sum to be paid, and it 
a...-.sertil nothing more. It is :herefore true without qualifica
tion. In this book we shall generally confine OW"ilelves to 
the consideration of one variable at a time, 

So again, if a heavy body be allowed to drop from a 
height, the longer it has been allowed to fall the 
greater the space it has traversed, and any change in 
the time allowed will produce a definite corresponding 
change in the spate trarersed. Therefore the space 
trnversed (say !I ft.) is a function of the time allowed 
(say z seeonds ). 

Or if a hot iron is plunged into a stream of cold 
water, the longer it is left in the greater will be the fall 
in its temperature. The fall in temperature then (say 
fJ degrees) is a function of the time of immersion (say z 
seconds), 

The correlative term to "function" is "variable," 
or, in full, "independent variable." If fJ is a func
tion of :z:, then z is the variable of that function. 
Thus in the case of the falling body, the time is the 
variable and the space traversed the function. When 
we wish to state that a magnitude is a function of z, 
without specifying what particular function (i.e. when 
we wi5h to say that the value of g depends npon the 
value of z, and changes with it, without defining the 
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nature or law of its dependence), it is usual to represent 
the magnitude in question by the symbol l(x) or cp(x), 
etc. Thus, "let y =I (x)" wou1d mean "let y be a 
magnitude which changes when x changes." In the 
case of the falling body we know that the space tx\
versed, measured in feet, is (appr'JXimately) sixteen times 
the square of the number of seconds during which the 
body has fallen. Therefore if x be the number of 
seconds, then y or f (x) equals 16 x'. 

Since the statement y = f(x) implies a definite relaticm 
between the changes in y and the chang~s in x, it follows 
that a. change in y will determine a corresponding change in x, 
as well as vice versa. Hence if y is a. function of x it follows 
that x is also a. function of y. In the case of the falling body, ,-
if y = 16!, then x = ~. * It is usual to denote inverse func-

' tions of this description by the index - 1. Thus if f(x) = y, 
then r 1(y)::: X. In this case ?I= 16x2

, and ,-1(y) becomes 

)1(16x~. Therefore J'(l6x2} = '- But x = JI6x2. There-

' r r l( ..t. ~/i6r d , .r-J ore 16~ 1 = -,-. An 16x =y. Therefore J (y)= 

J"Y 1 lik 1-' Ja _, -r n e manner (a)= T ; and generally f (x) = 

c 
~~. whakrer x may be. 
' Thus y=f(x)== 16x1

, 

X= J 1(Y) = •/y, 
' (Soo Ldow, p. J 1.) 

From the formula y=l(x)=l6l we can easily 
calculate the suc.cessi\'e nlues of I (1) as z increases, i.t. 
the space trarersed by the falling body in one, two, 
thl't'C, etc., StlCOIIdS. 

r 
• In tL~ aktract :~= ±'i/- For-z a.nd z 11'ill give tLe same 

1alUU1 of~ inj\L)==ltl.t*:y; and we slWJ. han±z:~'! . • 
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x f (x) = 16.1::1 

0 f(O) = 16 X 09 = 0. 
1 f(1)=16xl 9 = 16 growth during last second 16 
~ j(2)= 16 X 29 64 , , 48 
3 j(3)=16x31 =144 , , so 
4 f(4)==16x41 ::::256 , , 112 

etc. etc. etc. etc. etc. 

In the case of the cooling iron in the stream the 
time allowed is again the variable, but the function, 

··which we will aenote by cp(x), is not such a simple one, 
and we· need not draw out the details. Without doing 
so, however, ~e can readily see that there will be an 
important difference of ch;Lracter between this function 
and the one we have just investigated. For the space 
traversed by the falling body not only grows continu
ally, but grows more in each successive second than it 
did in the last, as is shown in the last column of the 
table. Now it is clear that though the cooling iron 
will always go on getting cooler, yet it will not cool 
more during each successive second than it did during 
the last. On the contrary, the fall in temperature of 
the red-hot iron in the first second will be much greater 
than the fall in, say, the hundredth second, when the 
water is only very little colder than the iron; and the 
total fall can never be greater than the total difference 
between the initial temperatures of the iron and the 
water. This is expressed by saying that the one 
function f (x), increases uitlwut limit as the variable, x, 
increases, and that the other function cp(x) approaches a 
definite limit as the variable, x, increases. In either 
case the function is always increased by an increase of 
the variable, but only in the first case can we make the 
function as great as we like by increasing the variahle 
sufficiently; for in the second case there is a cert'iin 
fixed limit which the function will never reach, however 
long it continues to increase. If the reader finds this 
conception difficult or para.dorica~ let him consider the 
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series 1 + ! + ! .r t + -[~, etc., and let f (x) signify the 
sum of x terms of this series. Then we shall have 

x f(x) 
-~-~-. 

2 ! (i.e. 1 + ! ). 
3 t (i.e. 1 +! + i). 
4 V (i.e. 1 +! + i + i). 
5 it (i.e. 1 +! + t + i +-h)· 

etc. etc. 

• 

Here j (.r) is always made greater by increasing x, but 
however great we make x we shall never make f(x) 
quite equal to 2. This case furnishes a simple instance 
of a function which always increases as its variable 
increases, but yet never reaches a certain fixed limit. 
The cooling iron presents a more complicated case of 
such a function. 

The two functions we have selected for illustration 
ditfer then in this respect, that as the variable (time) 
incr~es, the one (space traversed by a falling body) 
increases without limit, while the other (fall of tempera
ture in the iron) though always increasing yet ap
pt·oacLes a fixed limit. But j (.r) and ¢(.r) resemble 
each other in this, that they both of them always in
crease (and nel'er decr~:ase) as the variable increases. 

Th~:re are, however, many functions of which this 
camwt be said. For instance, let a body be projeckd 
\'etticaJly upwards, a.nd let the height at ~·hich we find 
it at any gil'~:n moment be regarded as a function of 
tltc time wllich has elapsed since i~ projettion. It is 
u\,1 iuus that at first the body will rise (doing work 
as.1in~t tl':lritati(lll), and the function (height) will in
crt·a~e fl!i the \'arial1le (time) increases. But the initi:J 
et1i'r;:y of the Ludy cannut huld out and do wot·k against 
{.'fa\ lt<~tiuu fur ever, and after a tirue the body will rise 
uo hi;:Ler, and will then kgiu to bll, in oLtdience to the 
&tillllcting furce of gr-.tvitatiun. Then a flllther iucrell.&e 
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of the variable (time) will cause, not an increase, but a. 
decrease in the function (height). Thus, as the variable 
increases, the function will at first increase with i~ and 
tien decrease. 

To recapitulate: one thing is a function of another 
if it varies with it, whether increasing as it increases or 
decreasing as it increases, or changing at a certain point 
or points from the one relation to the other. 

We have already reached a point at which we can 
attach a definite meaning to the proposition : The val~M
i:n-use of any ciYT'ftmodity to an individual is a function of the 
quantity of it he possesses, and as soon as we attach a 
definite meaning to it, we perceive its truth, For by 
the value-in-use of a commodity to an individual, we 
mean the total worth of that commodity to him, for his 
own purposes, or the sum of the advantages he derives 
immediately from its possession, excluding the advantages 
he anticipates from exchanging it for something else. 
Now it is clear that this sum of advantages is greater 
or less according to the quantity of the commodity the 
man possesses. It is not the same for different quan
tities. The value-in-use of two blankets, that is to say 
the total direct service rendered by them, or the sum of 
direct advantages I derive from possessing them, differs 
from the value-in-use of one blanket. If you increase 
or diminish my supply of blankets you increase or 
diminish the sum of direct advantages I derive from 
them. The value-in-use of my blankets, then, is a 
function of the number (or quantity) I possess. Or if 
we take some commodity which we are accustomed to 
think of as acquired and used at a certain rate rather than 
in certain absolute quantities, the same fact still appears. 
The value-in-use of one gallon of water a day, that is to 
say the sum of direct advantages I derive from com· 
manding i~ differs from the value-in-use of a pint a day 
or of two gallons a day. The sum of direct advantages 
which I derive from half a pound of butcher's meat a 
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day is something different from that which I should 
derive from either an ounce or a whole carcase per day. 
In other words, the sum ~f the advantages I derive from 
the direct w;e or consumption of a commodity iJ a funcfi()11, 
~f its ruantity, and increases or decreases as that quanlt'ty 
changes. 

Two points call for attention here. In the first 1Jlace, 
there are many commodities which we are not in the habit 
of thinking of as possessed in varying quantities ; or at any 
rate, we usually think of the services they render as func
tions of some other variable than their quantity. For in
stance, a watch that is a good time-keeper renders a greater 
sum of services to ita possessor than a bad one ; but it seems 
an unwarrantable stretch of language to say that the owner 
of a good watch has "a greater amount or quantity of watch" 
than the owner of a bad one. It is a little more reasonable, 
though still hardly admissible, to say that the one has "more 
time-keeping apparatus , than the other. Bu4 as the reader 
will remember, we have already seen that a function may 
depend on two or more variables (p. 2), and if we consider 
wakhes of different qualities M one and the same commodity, 
then "'e must say that the most important variable is the 
tluality of the watch; but it will still be true that two 
watd1es of the same quality would, as a rule, perform a 
different (and a greater) service for a man than one watch ; 
fur lllost men who have only one bre experienced temporary 
inconvt>nience when they have injured i~ and would have 
b~:~:n \'ery glad of another in reserve. Even in this case, 
tLc~fore, the sum of advantages derived from the commodity 
"watch~" is a function of the quantity as well as the quality. 
~for\~over, the distinction is of no theoretical importance, for 
the prupositioni we establish concerning value-in-use as a 
fuu('tiun of quantity •·ill be equally true of it as a function 
of quality; and indeed "quality'' in the sense of 11 excel
h·nr~," ~kin~ oonoeiva.Lle as "more" or "less," is obviously 
it~lf a qua.utity of some kind. 

'l'he k-coud consideration is su~<!ested Ly the frequent use 
or tht l'Jlr"d.'ie "IUIII of o.Jm11tag~ 11 &.> & J'ill'al•hl'"d.5e of 11 wurfl! 11 

ur "rulu.t·irHu•." What are we to c.m~ider an" advantage'' 7 
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It is usual to say that in economics everything which a man 
wants must be. considered "useful" to him, and that the 
word must therefore be emptied of its moral significance. 
In this sense a pint of beer is more " useful " than a gimlet 
t~ a drunken carpenter. And, in like manner, a wealthier 
person of similar habits would be said to derive a greater 
"sum of advantages" from drinking two bottles of wine at 
dinner than from drinking two glasses. In either case, we 
are told, that is " useful" which ministers to a desire, and it 
is an "advantage" to have our desires gratified. Econo
mics, it is said, have nothing_ to do with ethics, since they 
deal, not with the legitimacy of human desires, but with the 
means of satisfying them by human effort. In answer to 
this I would say that if and in so far as economics have nothing 
to do with ethics, economists must refrain from using ethical 
words ; for such epithets as "useful" and "advantageous'' 
will, in spite of all definitions, continue to carry with them 
associations which make it both .dangerous and misleading to 
apply them to things which are of no real use or advantage. 
I shall endeavour, as far as I can, to avoid, or at least to 
minimise, this danger. I am not aware of any recognised 
word, however, which signifies the quality of being desired. 
"Desirableness" conveys the idea that the thing not only is 
but deserves to be desired. "Desiredness" is not Englioh, 
but I shall nevertheless use it as occasion may require. 
"Gratification'' and "satisfaction" are expressions morally 
indifferent, or nearly so, and may be used instead of ''ad
vantage" when we wish to denote the result of obtaining a 
thing desired, irrespective of its real effect on the weal or 
woe of him who secures it. 

Let us now return to the illustration of the body 
projected vertically upwards at a given velocity. In 
this case the time allowed 'is the variable, and tlw 
height of the body is the function. Taking the 
rough approximation with which we are familiar, whith 
gives sixteen feet as the space through whit:h a body 
will fall from rest in the first second, and supposing 
that the velocity with which the body starts is a ft. 
per second, we learn by experiment, and might deduce 
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from more general laws, that we shall have 1J =ax- 16x', 
where x is the number of seconds allowed, and y is the 
height of the body at the end of x seconds. If a= 128, 
i.e. if the body starts at a velocity of 128 ft. per second, 
we shall have • 

y !28x -16l. 

In such an expression the figures 128 and -16 are called 
the constants, because they remain tlw same throughout the 
iuvestigation, while x and y change. If we wish to indicate 
the general type of the relationship between x and f(x) or y· 
without determining its details, weJnay express the constants 
Ly letters. Thus y =ax+ bx2 would determine the general char· 
acter of the function, and by cl10osing 128 and -16 as the con· 
stants we get a definite specimen of the type, which absolutely 
determines the relation between x and y . . Thus y =ax+ bil 
is the general formula for the distance traversed in x seconds 
by a body that starts with a given velocity and works directly 
with or against a constant force. If the constant force is 
gravitation, b ruust equal 16; if the body is to work against 
(uut with) gravitation the sign of b must be negative. If 
the initial vdocity of the body is 128 ft. per second, l.l must 
tqual 128. 

By giving successive values of 1, 2, 3, etc. to x in 
the expression 128x-I61, we find the height at which 
the body will be at the eud of the 1, 2, 3, etc. seconds. 

X j(J')=l28.r-16/ 
07(0) = }2 8 X 0 16 X 09 

: 0 
1 /(l)=l28xl-16xl 2 =112 
2 j ( 2) = 12 8 X 2 - 16 X 22 = }9 2 
3 /(3)::;: 128 X 3- 16 X 32 240 

etc. t:tc. etc. etc. 

X (•W this relation 1-etween the function and the 
\·:ui<~Lle lila}' be l'tprescuwd gra1Jhically by the well· 
kuu" u 111t:tbod of mea:;uriug the mriuU~ along a. base 
he, ~tartiu,:r from a giHn poiut, lind measuring the 
juMiwtl Vtl'lically upwards from tLat line, ntgative 
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quantities in either case being measured in the opposite 
direction to that selected for positive quantities. To 
apply this method we must select our unit of length 
avd then give it a fixed interpretation in the quantities 
we are dealing with. Suppose we say that a unit 
measured along the base line OX in Fig. 1 shall represent 
one second, and that a unit measured vertically from 
OX in the direction OY shall represent 10 ft. We 
may then represent the connection between the height 
at which the body is to be found and the lapse of time 
since its projection by a curved line. We shall proceed 
thus. Le~ us suppose a movable button to slip along 
the line OX, bearing with it as it moves along a vertical 
line (parallel to OY) indefinitely extended both upwards 
and downwards. The movement of this button (which 
we may regard as a poin~ without magnitude, and 
which we may call a" bearer") along OX will represent 
the lapse of time. The lapse of one second, therefore, 
will be represented by the movement of the bearer one 
unit to the right of 0. Now by this time the body 
will have risen 112 ft., which will be represented by 
11·2 units, measured upwards on the vertical line 
carried by the bearer. This will bring us to· the point 
indicated on Fig. 1 by P1• Let us mark this point and 
then slip on the bearer through another unit. This will 
represent a total lapse of two seconds, by which time 
the body will have reached a height of 192 ft., which 
will be represented by 19 ·2 units measured on the 
vertical. This will bring us toP r In P1 and P, we 
have now representations of two points in the history of 
the projectile. P, is distant one unit from the line OY 
and 11·2 units from OX, i.e. it represents a movement 
from 0 of 1 unit in the direction OX (time, or x), and 
of 11·2 units in the direction of OY (height, or y). This 
indicates that 11·2 is the value of y which corresponds 
to the value 1 of :r.. In like manner the position of 
P indicates that 19·2 is the value of y that corresponds 
t; the value 2 of z. Now, instead of finding an 
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indefinire number of these points, let us suppose that as 
the bearer mores continuously (i.e. without break) along 
OX a. pointed pencil is continuously drawn along the 
vertica~ keeping exact pace, to scale, with the movi')g 
body, and therefore always registering its height, -a unit 
of length on the vertical representing 10ft. Obviously the 
point of the pencil will trace a continuous curve, the course 
of which will be determined by two factors, the horizontal 
factor representing the lapse of time and the vertical 
factor representing the movement of the body, and if we 
take any point whatever on this curve it will represent 
a point in the history of the projectile ; its distance 
from OY giving a certain point of time and its distance 
fmm OX the corresponding height. 

Such a curve is represented by Fig. 1. We have 
seen how it is to be formed ; and when formed it is to 
1.16 read thus : If we push the bearer along OX, then for 
e\'ery length measured along OX the curve cuts off a corre
sponding length on the vertical, which we will call the 
",·ertical intercept." That is to say, for every value of z 
(time) the curve marks a corr~ponding value of y (height). 

OX is called "the axis of x," because x is measured 
along it or in its direction. OY is, for like reason, 
called " the axis of y." 

We han: seen that if y is a function of z then it follows 
that z is also a function of y (p. 3). Henct the curve we 
lta\'e tractJ may be l't'flarded as representing z=r1 (y) no 
l~:lill than y = j(1~ If we mo\'e our bearer along OY to 
rq•l~~llt the height attained, and make it carry a line 
)J41"<4lld to OX, thtn the cur\'e will cut utf a l.:ugth indicating 
tLe time that cormJNl!ds to that htight. It will be st:tn 
tl~.~~t tL~:re are two su(h lengths of r, corret'ponding to ev.:ry 
lct•;,'th of ' bctwtien 0 and 25·6, one indicating tLe momt:nt 
at llltich the Lody ~·ill re.li.t:h tLe given height as it a..~nds, 
&nd tl1e other the momet.Lt at ~·hich it l't'tllfllj to the tlil.llle 
litlt:Lt in ita dclt.(-ent. . 

AI. ILii t:l.d'cise in the notation, let the t.tuJeut fullow thii 
kric.~~ vi U!unatic ideuti~ ~WI.tiun.: ginn r = fl~ tLen 
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It must be carefully noted that the curve does not 
g~:e us a picture of the course of the projectile. We have 
supposed the body to be projected vertically upwards, 
and its course will therefore be a straight line, and 
would be marked by the movement of the pencil up and 
down the vertical, taken alone, and not in combination 
with the movement of the vertical itself; just as the· 
time would be marked by tl1e movement of the pencil, 
with the bearer, along OX, taken alone. In fact the 
best way to conceive of the curve is to imagine one 
bearer moving along OX and marking the time, to scale, 
while a second bearer moves along OY and marks the 
lteight of the body, to scale, while the pencil point follr;ws 
the directioo and speed of both of them at once. The 
pencil point, it will be seen, will always be at the inter· 
section of the vertical carried by one bearer and the 
horizontal carried by the other. Thus it will be quite 
incorrect and misleading to call the curve "a curve 
of height," and equally but not more so to call it "a 
curve of time." Both height and time are repre
sented by straight lines, and the curve is a " curve 
of height-and-time," or "a curve of time-and-height," 
that is to say, a curve u·hich shov:s the history of the con
nedion betu:een height awl time. 

And again the scales on which time and height are 
measured are altogether indifferent, as long as we read our 
curve by the same scale on which we construct it. The 
student should accustom himself to draw a cun·e on a 
number of different scales and observe the wonderful 
changes in its appearance, while its meaning, howeYer 
tested, always remains the same. 

All these points are illustrated in Fig. 2, where the 
very same history of the connection between time and 
height in a body projected vertically upwards at 128 ft. 
per second is traced for four seconds and 256ft., but the 
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heigl1t is drawn on the scale 50 ft. ! in. instead of 10 
ft. ! in. It shows us that the lines representing space 
and those representing time y 
enter into the construction of 
the curve on precisely the 
same footing. The curve, if 
drawn, would therefore be 
neither a curve of time nor 
a curve of heigh~ but a curve 
of time-and-height. 

The curve then, is not a 
picture of the course of the ~,j,j,U_,___, ___ X_.. 
projectile in space, and a 0 

similar curre might equally Fig. 2. 

well represent the history of a phenomenon that has no 
course in space and is independent of time. 

For instance, the expansion of a metal bar under 
tension is a function of the degree of tension ; and a 
tA~sting machine may register the connection between 
the tension and expansion upon a curve. The ten
sion is the variable x (measured in tons, per inch cross
section of specimen tested, and dr~Wn on axis of x to 
the scale of, say, seven tons to the inch), and the ex
pansion is/(!) or fJ (measured in inches, and drawn on 
axis of y, say to the natural scale, 1: 1)." 

The tension and expansion, then, are indicated by 
straight lines, constantly changing in length, but the 
hi~wry of their connection is a curve. It is not a curve 

• Jf \l'e tah tension (the rariahle) along y, and expansion (the 
funwvn) aloug x, the th110ry is of oourse the sa.me. .A.s a fact, 
it 11 u'ull iu kstllli! · ru&chiui!i to rtg&rd thd ttn.ion as measured 
ou th~ \'erHe&l and the erpansion on the hori.wntaL It is o)l!y a 
cu•·,twn of lulw tl1~ paper i> hdd in the hand, 1.11d the l't!&<icr will do 
11til to throw tl•e ~une of tiwe-&nd-height also, on its sidt:, n:ad ita 
x ... , at,J 1ts 1 u .t, &lld l~arD ll'ith eliSe ud ~rtainty to n:ad olf the 
hthr hi!'U!to 11.~ hrlun!. Tius 'lrlll be 11>t:ful in liullly dispclli!Jg the 
l!:l,•WII. tl.d r.-..._.,.,rt~; it~ If •·ith IIOtue oL.stiuary) that the li!,'ure n:pre
••..t.b tLe t'OUN ot the proJ"'-'tlle. The lit!'UMI ruay also 1:,., n.ri...J by 
1·<"1~~ dl'II'UI !'"lit r1~ht W left i~>tr&J of trow kft t.l11t;ht, etc. It ii 
of ~red tll.!•JrllLUc~ l!vt w kwlllt dc:J:tc4clrllt out.uy ll):«I..J coiiVtlltl<Jil 
IU W tb~ !IVO!tlull, rt.:. o( tht CW'YI:lll. 
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of expansion or a curve of tension, but a curve of tension· 
·and-expansion. 

Or again, the pleasurable sensation of sitting in a 
Turkish bath is a function, amongst other things, of 
the temperature to which the bath is raised. If we 
treat that temperature as the variable, and measure its 
increase by slipping the bearer along the base line OX, 
then the whole .body of facts concerning the varying 
degrees of pleasure to be derived from the bath, accord
ing to its varying degrees of heat, might be represented 
by a curve, which would be in some respects analogous 
to that represented on Fig. 1 ; for, as we measure the 
rise of temperature by moving the bearer along our 
base line, we shall, up to a certain point, read' our in
creasing sense of luxury on the increasing length of the 
vertical intercepted by a rising curve, after which the 
increasing temperature will be accompanied by a de
creasing sense of enjoyment, till at last the enjoyment 
will sink to zero, and, if the heat is still raised, will 
become a rapidly increasing negative quantity. Thus : 

If we luLt•e a function (of one variable), then wluLtever 
the nature of the fURtCtion m.ay be, the rnnnectihn between the 
function and the varW,ble is theoretically capable of repe
sentatilm by a curve. And since we have seen that the 
total satisfaction we derive from the enjoyment or use 
of any commodity is a function of the quantity we 
possess (i.e. changes in magnitude as the quantity in
creases or decreases), it follows that a curve must theo
retically exist u·hieh assirrns to every conceirable quantity of 
a g'it•tn C(imrrwdity the rJJrresponding total satisfacti<m. to be 
derit•ed lty a girtn man fr(fffl. its use (lf possess-Wn ,- or, in 
other words, the ronnution bet~eeen the total satisfaetiun 
derired from the ~joymi'!Tii of a commodity and the quantity 
of the CIY!Ttmodity so enjoyed is the~Jrelically capable of being 
rtpre3erded by a curve. Now this "total satisfaction 
derived" is what economists call the " total utility," or 
the "value-in-use" of a commodity. 'l'he conclusion 
we have r~ched may therefore be stated thus : Since I tli1 ... 
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the value-in-use of a commodity varies with the quantity 
of the commodity used, the connectiun between the quantity 
of a commodity possessed and its val1U!-in-use may, thwreti
rolly, be represented by a curve. 

Here an initial difficulty presents itself. To imagine the 
construction of such a curve as even theoretically possible, we 
should have to conceire the theoretical possibility of fixing 
a unit of satisfaction, by which to measure off satisfactions 
two, three, four times as great as the standard unit, on our 
vertical line, just as we measured tens of feet on it in Fig. 1. 
We shall natumlly be led in the course of our inquiry to deal 
with this objection, which is not really formidable (see p. 52); 
and it is only mentioned here to show that it has not been 
overlooked. Meanwhile, it may be observed that since satis
faction is certainly capable of being "more" or "less," and 
~ince the mind is capable of estimating one satisfaction as 
"Rl'll<lter than" or "equal to" another, it cannot be theo
retically impoSiliLle to conceive of such a thing as an accurate 
measurement of satisfaction, even though its practical measure
ment should always remain as v~1111e as that of heat WaB when 
the thtrmometd was not y~t invenkd. 

We may go a step farther, and may say that, 
if curves representing the connection between these 
economic functions (values-in-use) and their variables 
(tjuautities of commodity) could be actually dr-awn out, 
they would, at any rau in many cases, present an im
JlOrt.t.nt point of analogy with our curve in Fig. 1 ; for 
they woulJ fir:;t ascend and then descend, and ultimakly 
paiioi l .. :luw tero. As the quantity of any commodity in 
our pos:>~:&>ion inereases we gradually approaeh the point 
lit "hirh it has couferred upon us the full satisfaction 
lie arr Cl.lpablll of dt:riving from it; after this a lareer 
ilt0tk is lll•t in any drgree de~i1ed, and would nut add 
ll.li)'llling t.:~ (•Ur &ati~faction. In a word, we have as 
tuurh ia "c want, and would not take any more at 
a ~ift. The function has then re4.tliM iu. rua:rimum 
\alue, cone~l'\)uding to the l1ii:)Lebt 1.oillt on tLe cum.l.. 
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If the commodity is still thrust upon us beyond this 
point of complete satisfaction, the further increments 
become, as a rule, discommodious, and the excessive 
quantity diminishes the total satisfaction we derive fr9m 
ptssessing the commodity, till at length a point is 
reached at which the inconvenience of the excessive 
supply neutralises the whole of the advantage derived 
from that part 'fhich we can enjoy, and we would just 
as soon go without it altogether as have so far too 
much of a good thing. If the supply is still increased, 
the net result is a balance of inconvenience, and (if shut 
up to the alternative of all or none) we should, on the 
whole, be the gainers if relieved of the advantage and 
disadvantage alike. The heat of a Turkish bath has 
already given us one instance; and for another we may 
take butcher's meat. Most of us derive (or suppose 
ourselves to derive) considerable satisfaction from the 
consumption of fresh meat. The sum of satisfaction 
increases as the amount of meat increases up to a point 
roughly fixed by the popular estimate at half to three-, 
quarters of a pound per diem. Then we have enough, 
and if we were required to consume or otherwise per
sonally dispose of a larger amount, the inconvenience 
of eating, burying, burning, ·or otherwise getting rid of 
the surplus, or the unutterable consequences of failing 
to do so, would partially neutralise the pleasure and 
advantage of eating the first half pound, till at some 
point short of a hundredweight of fresh meat per head 
per diem we should (if shut in to the alternative of all 
or none) regretfully embrace vegetarianism as the lesser 
evil. In this case the curve connecting the value-in-use 
of meat with its quantity would rise as the supply of 
meat, measured along the base line, increased until, say 
at half a pound a day, it reached its maximnm elevation, 
indicating that up to that point more meat meant more 
satisfaction, after which the curve would be~:,1n to de
scend, indicating that additional supplies of meat would 
be worse than useless, and woulu tend to neutralise the 
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satisfaction derived from the portion really desired, and 
to reduce the total gratification conferred, till at a 
certain point the curve would cross the base line, indi
cating that so much meat as that (if we were obliged to 
take all or none) would be just as bad as none at air, 
and that if more yet were thrust upon us it would on 
the whole be worse than having none. 

Though practically we are almost always concerned with 
commodities our desire for which is not fully satisfied, that 
is to say, with the portions of our curves which are still ascend
ing, yet it is highly importan~ as a. matter of theory, to realise 
the fact that curves of quantity-and-value-in-use must a.lways 
tend to reach a maximum somewhere, and that as a rule they 
would actually reach that muimum if the variable (measured 
along the axis of x) were made large enough, and would then 
descend if the variable were still further increased ; or in 
other words, that there is hardly any commodity of which 
we might not conceivably have enough and too much, and 
cvtn if there be such a commodity its increase would still 
ttttd to produce satiety (compare p. 5). Some difficulty is 
ufttu ftlt in fully grasping this very simple and elementary 
fa~t, bcniUfll! we cannot easily divest our minds in imagination 
of the coHditions to which we are practically accustomed. 
Thus we mav find that our minds refuse to isolate the direct 
usc of conm;od.ities and to contemplate that alone (though it 
is of this direct use only that we are at p~nt S}){:aking), 
aud }!t'l'~i•t, wh~n we are off our guard, in readmitting the 
idt'a that we might ex~hange what we cannot use ourselves 
fl11' ~I)Ult'thing we want, A man will say, for in>tance, if 
c.uufr·u11kd with the illustration of fresh meat "hith I have 
us.-,J at•ol't>, that he would very gladly receire a hundred
\'l'l:!~ht of fre.-,h meat a-day and would still want more, 
l .. ·,:aui\tl ht> could Stll what he did not need for himself. 
Tbi~ ib of cou~ be.-ide the ma.l'k, since our contention is that 
tbc dtrrcl t\1/ut-irH•St of an &Jtide &lwars tends to read1 a 
nuu.illlum i l.ut in orJ.cr to a&;ist the i~inatiun it may be 
\ldl to t..ke a C&.Se in 1rhkh a t~'hole community may suffer 
frotn bal'ing too much of a good thing, ao that the confusing 
~~·lr-l:r;hu of poesible etch&nj,"l! may not divert the atttntion.. 

0 
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Rain, in England at least, is an absolute necessary of life, 
but if the rainfall is too heavy we derive less benefit from it 
than if it is normal. Every extra inch of rainfall then 
becomes a very serious discommoclity, reducing the total 
tttility or satisfaction-derived to something lower than it 
would have been had the rain been less ; and it is conceiv
able that in certain districts the rain might produce floods 
that would drown the · inhabitants or isolate them, in 
inaccessible islands, till they died of starvation, thus cancel
ling the whole of the advantages it confers and making their 
absolute sum zero. 

Another class of objections is, however, sometimes raised. 
We are told that there are some things, notably money, of 
which the ordinary man could never have as much as he 
wanted; and daily experience shows us that so far from an 
increased supply of money tending to satisfy the desire for 
it, the more men have the more they want. This objection 
is based on a loose use of the phrase "more money." Let 
us take any definite sum, say £1, and ask what effort or 
privation a man will be willing to face in order that he may 
secure it. We shall find, of course, that if a man has a 
hundred thousand a-year he will be willing to make none 
but the very smallest effort in order to get a pound more, 
whereas if the same man only has thirty shillings a-week he 
will do a good deal to get an extra pound. It is true that 
the millionaire may still exert himself to get more money ; 
but to induce him to do so the prospect of gain must be 
much greater than was necessary when he was a compara· 
tively poor man. He does not want the same sum of money as 
much as he did when he was poor, but he sees the possibility 
of getting a very large sum, and wants that as much as he 
used to want a small one. All other objections and apparent 
exceptions will be found to yield in like manner to careful 
and accurate consideration. 

It is true, however, that a man may form instinctive 
habits of money-making which are founded on no rational 
principle, and are difficult to include in any rationale of 
action ; but even in these cases the action of our law is only 
complicated by combination with others, not really suspended. 

It is also true that the very fact of our having a thing 
may develop our taste for it and make us want more ; but 
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this, too, is quite consistent with our theory, and will be 
duly provided for hereafter (p. 63). 

Enough has now been said in initial explanation of 
a curve in general, and specifically a curve that firs~ 
ascends and then descends, as an appropriate means of 
representing the connection between the quantity of a 
commodity and its value-in-use, or the total satisfaction 
it confers. 

But if we return once more to Fig. 1, and recollect 
that the curve there depicted is a curve of time-and
heigh~ representing the connection between the elevation · 
a body has attained (function) and the time that has 
elapsed since its projection (variable), we are reminded 
tbat there is another closely-connected function of the 
same variable, with which we are all familiar. We are 
accustomed to a.sk of a body falling from rest not only 
how far it will have travelled in so many seconds, but 
at tdwt rate it u>ill be mm'ing at any given time. .And so, 
of a lHJdy projected vertically upwards we ask not only 
at what height will it be at the end of x seconds, but 
also at u'iwt rate wJl it then be ris-ing. Let us pause for 
a murueut to inquire exactly what we mean by saying 
that 11.t a giren moment a body, the velocity of which 
is cou~tuutly changing, is moving "at the rate" of, say, 
y feet per st~cond. We mean that if, at that moment, 
all cau~es which rnudify the movement of the body were 
fuJJcnly to Locome inoperative., and it were to move on 
solely uuder the impulse already operative, it would then 
muYe y feet in every second, and, consequently, ay feet 
in a t.t:cund~ In the case of Fig. 1 the modifying 
fut-ce ill th~ actiun of gravitation, and what we mean by 
tLe rate 11t wl1ich the Lody is moring at any moment is 
tbc rat~ 11t wLi,h it would more, fmm tl1at momeut ou· 
"·;u,}~ if from th:1t moment the a.ction of gravitation 
ce.a,;;cJ to Le oJil"r&tire. 

AJ a matttr of f~t it never more& through any space, 
hv11 1.'\'t-r annal!, at the raU! we &seigrlt because modifying 
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causes are at work continWJ'IJJly (i.e. without intervals 
and without jerks), so that the velocity is never uniform 
over any fraction of time or space, however small 
, When we speak of rate of movement "at a point," 
then, we are using an abbreviated expression for the 
rate of movement which would set in at that point if all 
modifying causes abruptly ceased to act thenceforth. 

For instance, if we say that a body falling from rest 
has acquired a velocity of 32 feet per second when it 
has been falling for one second, we mean that if, after 
acting for one second, terrestrial gravitation should then 
cease to act, the body would thenceforth move 32 feet 
in every second. 

It follows, then, that the departures from this ideal 
rate spring from the continuous action of the modifying 
cause, and will be greater or smaller according as the 
action of that cause has been more or less considerable ; 
and since the cause (in this instance) acts uniformly in 
time, it will act more in more time and less in less. 
Hence, the less the time we allow after the close of one 
second the more nearly will the rate at every moment 
throughout that time (and therefore the average rate 
during that time) conform to the rate of 32 feet per 
second. .And in fact we find that if we calculate (by 
the formula s = 16x9

) the space traversed between the 
close of the first second and some subsequent point of 
time, then the smaller the time we allow the more 
nearly does the average rate throughout that time 
become 32 ft. per second. Thus-

Body falls 
A vera ge rate 

per sec. 

Between I sec. and 2 sec. 48ft. 48ft. 

" 
1 , I! ,, 20 " 40 " 

, 1 , Ii , 9 , 36 " 
,, 1 ., It , y, 34 ,, 
, 1 , 1,\ , tf, 33 , 
II 1 , Iiv" 85 

fill 32•5 
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1 and the average rate between 1 second and 1 +- second 
z 

may be made as near 32 ft. a second as we like, by mak
ing z large enough. This is usually expressed by sayint 

that the average rate between 1 second and z + 1 seconds 
z 

becomes 3 2 ft. per second in the limit, as z becomes greater, 
or the time allowed smaller. 

We may, therefore, define "rate at a point " as 
the " limit of the av&rage rate between that point and 
a subsequent point, as the distance between the two points 
decreases." 

With this explanation we may speak of the rate at 
which the projected body is moving as a function of the 
time that has elapsed since its projection; for obviously 
the rate changes with the time, and that is all that is 
fieeded to justify us in regarding the time that elapses as 
a variable and the rate of movement as a function of that 
variable. Let us go on then, to consider the relation of 
this new function of the time elapsed to the function we 
ha\'e already considered. We will call the first function 
f (.r) and the second function j'(x). Then we shall have 
x = the lapse of time since the projection of the body, 
mea~ured in seconds; f (.r) = the height attained by the 
l)l)dy in :t seconds, measured in feet; j'(x) = the rate 
at which the body is rising after z seconds, measured in 
h•ot per second. 

It will ~ olJ~l'l'cJ that :r mu~t Le positive, for we have 
110 d:1ta as to the hi~tory of the t.oJy lxfore its projedion, 
a11J if :r were ntgati1·e that would mean that the lapse of 
tillle ~inn• the pruj~:ction was n~eg:ltive, i.t, that the projection 
"''~~'~till in thdutut-e. On the othrr ha.nd,j(.r)""' H8l-l6r 
"ill ht'(:ume llt-!!alil'c as soon as 16t is gt'Clitd than 128.r, 
• '·as S.••n as l61 is ~tt:r than 128, or z !rl~ater than 
'a': "'!ol; wl,ich tucaus that afttr eight Seconds the body will 
ll·•l utdr han~ J.a&~d its glblltcst h.:i~llt Lut will it.h~adv 
Lal'c hllt·n L.:lvw tl1e point from •l,ich it wu orit,ritally 
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projected, so that the "height" at which it is now found, i.e. 
f(x), will be negative. .Again f'(x), or the rate at which the 
body is 11 rising," will become negative as soon as the maxi
mum height is passed, for then the body will be rising 
~egatively, i.e. falling. , 

We have now to examine the connection between 
f(x) and j'(x) .. Our common phraseology will help us 
to understand it. Thus: f(x) expresses the height of 
the body at any moment,j'(x) expresses the rate at which 
the body is rising; but the rate at which it is rising is 
the rate at which its height, (}}' j(x), is increasing. That is, 
j'(x) represents the rate whichj(x) is increasing. A glance 
at Fig. 1 will suffice to show that this rate is not uniform 
throughout the course of the projectile. At first the 
moving body rises, or increases its height, rapidly, then 
less rapidly, then not at all, then negatively-that is to 
say, it begins to fall. This, as we l1ave seen, may ba 
expressed in two ways. We may say j(x) [ = the 
height] first increases rapidly, then slowly, then nega
tively, or we may say j'(x) [=the rate of rising] is first 
great, then smal~ then negative. 

Formula: j'(x) represents the rate at u·hich j(x) 
gr()Ws. 

It is obvious then that some definite relation exists 
between j(x) and j'(x), and Newton and Leibnitz dis
covered the nature of that relation and established rules 
by which, if any function whatever,j(x), be given, another 
function f'(x) may be derived from it which shall 
indicate the rate at which it is growing. 

This second function is called the "first derived function," 
or the" difft:rential coefficient"* of the original function, and if 
the original function ia called f(x), it is usual to represent the 
first derived function by j'(x). In some cases it is possible 
to perform the reverse operation, and if a function be given, 
say !f.(x), to find another function such that !f.(x) shall 

• Seep. 31. 
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represent the rate of its increase.* This function is tlien 

called the ''integral" of ¢(x), and is written J: ¢(x)dx. Thus, 

if we start with j(x)1 find the function which represents the 
rate of its growth and call it f'(x), and then starting wit!, 
f'(x) find a function whose rate of growth is f'(x) and call 

it J:j'(x)dx, we shall obviously have J:f'(x)ilx=f(x). 

The only flaw in the argument is that it assumes there to 
be only one function of x which increases at the rate indicated 
lJy f' (x), and therefore assumes that if we find a,ny function 

J/(x)dx which inct-eases at that rate, it must necessarily be 

the function,j(x), which we already know does increase at that 

rate. This is not strictly true, and J:j'(x)dx is, therefore, an 

indckrminate symbol, which represents f(x) and also certain 
other functions of x, which resemble j(x) in all respects save 
<me, which one will not in any way affect our inquiries. As 
far as any properties we shall have to consider are concerned, 
we may regard the equation 

f., / (x)dx = j (t) 
as al•solnte. 

In the case we are now consideringf(x) is 128x- 16.1', 
an<i an application of !\ewton's rules will tell us that 
f'(l) is 128- 32x. That is to say, if we are told that 
1 Leing the number of seconds since the projection, the 
height o( the body in feet is always 128x-16t for all 
ralue:> of 1, then we know by the rules, without further 
experiment, that the mte at which its height is increas· 
i11g wiil always Le 128- 32x ft.-per-second, for all 
\'alud (•f x. But the rate at which the hei,rht is 
• b 

111\'l'<'asirtg is the rate at whith the body is ri~ing, so 
that 12S- 32.r is the formula which will tdl us the 
r:~t.• at "'hich tlw boJy is rising after the lapse of z 
~l~UilJII. 

• ~,:, }, 1 fu!d~ •U ~~~···y• tXi•t\, but 'll'c. c~llwJt always "lind" it, 
(.f. c.lltf', ...... 1\ l"'t.\d .. ltr..:.) u.~ t:...l~e klt=t:!.t!'~1La1 L·J~:.t.tluU. 
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:t=number of seconds 1 {Rate at. w~i~h t~e 
since the projection. f (x) = 128- 32 x= body ts nsmg, m 

. feet-per-second. 

0 f'(O) 128-32x0= 128 
1 f'(1)=128-32x1= 96 
2 f'(2)=128-32x2= 64 
3 j' (3) = 128- 32 X 3 = 32 
4 f'(4)=128-32x4= 0 
5 f'(5)=128-32x5= -32 
6 j' (6) = 128- 32 X 6 = - 64 
7 j' (7) = 128- 32 X 7 = 96 
8 j' (8) = 128-32 X 8 = -128 

etc. etc. etc. etc. 

Now the connection between f' (x) and x can be 
represented graphically, just as the connection between 
f (x) and x was. It must be represented by a curve (in 
this case a straight line), which makes the vertical 
intercept 12·8 (representing 128 ft. per second), when 
the bearer is at the origin (i.e. when xis 0), making it 9·6 
when the bearer has been moved through one unit to the 
right of the origin (or when xis 1), and so forth. It is 
given in Fig. 3 (p. 9), and registers all the facts drawn out 
in our table, together with all the intermediate facts 
connected with them. If we wish to read this curve, 
and to know at what rate the body will be rising after, 
say, one and a half seconds, we suppose our bearer to 
be pushed half-way between 1 and 2 on our base line, 
and then running our eye up the vertical line it carries 
till it is intercepted by the curve, we find that the 
vertical intercept measures 8 units. This means that 
the rate at which the body is rising, one and a half 
seconds after its projection, is 80 ft. per second. 

No attempt will be maoe here to demonstrate, even in a 
simple case, the algeoraical rules by which the derived 
functions ·are oLtained from the original ones ; but it may be 
well to show in some little detai~ by geometrical mtthoo11, 
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tl1e true nature of the connection between a function and its 
derived function, and the possibility of passing from the one 
to the other.* 

Suppose 0Pl2P8 in Fig. 4 to lJe a curve representing the 
connection of f(x) and x. We may again suppose f(x) ftl 
represent the amount of work done against some con8tant 
force, in which case it will conform to the type y == f (x) = 
ax- bt. The curve in the figure is drawn to the formula 

rJ? f(x)= 2x- 8, where a= 2, b=f. 

This will give the following pairs of corresponding values:-

:x;'l Growth for last 
:rJ f(x) = 2x-8 = 11· unit of in· 

crease of a:. 

0 /(0)=2>< 0- i =0. 
f(l)=2xl- t 1{ lS 

8 
2 /(2) = 2 X 2- t = 3! !! 

~ 

3 j(3) = 3 X 2 - ~ = 4i 11 
8 

4 j(4)=4x2-¥=6 y 
8 

5 j(5)=5 X 2 -!J=6t 

* (i /(6)=6><2-¥=7! i 
8 

7 /(7)=7 )( 2 -¥=7i 8 
li 

8 j(8):;: 8 X 2- ll.~! == 8 i 
9 /(9)=9 )( 2- t}-=7i -t 

ete. etc, etc. etc. 

It i~ clear fl'um an inspection of the curve anJ from the 
h.<t <·ulunm iu our tublt tlu1t the rate at which j(x) or y 
iull\·~s per unit incr"ta..<:e of x is not u11iform thr·ough(oUt its 
bi,tory. While x increases ft"<•lli 0 to 1, y grows ntatly two 
Uloit.., but 11hile :r inaea&S hom 7 to 8, y o11ly grows oue 
l't.~l.th of a unit. Now we want to C(•mtruct a rurve on 
\l),id& "" can h:ad utt· th .. rate at whi~h y is ~:-rrowiug at a.uy 
l'••lhl uf it~ },i,tury. Fur iustaucl', if y l't'l'l'clitnts the htight 

• 1'i.r ~tu.ltl!\ wl,o filld> tl•i• 11ok ditfkult to Ulldersta:t~•l ioi 1'\:cuw. 
llo<ndrJ tl\ll ""~jorlld wucb Ullle over it uJ.l Lt Lu stu·1•d tl•c rt:.st of 
U..t lwl. 
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of a body doing work against gravitation (say rising), we want 
to construct a curve which shall tellllil at what rate the height 
is increasing at any moment, i.e. at what rate the body is rising. 

Now since the increase of the function is represented by 
the rising of the curve, the rate at which the function is 
increasing is the same thing as the rate at which the curve is 
rising, and this is the same thing as the steepness of the curve. 

Again, common sense seems to tell us (and I shall presently 
show that it niay be rigorously proved) that the steepness of 
the tangen~ or line touching the curve, at any point is the 
same thing as the steepness of the curve at that point. Thus 
in Fig; 4, R1P1 (the tangent at P1) is steeper than R2P2 
(the tangent at P z), and that again is steeper than R3 P3 (the 
tangent at P J, which last indeed has no steepness at all ; and 
obviously the curve too is steeper at P1 than at P 21 and 
has no steepness at all at P 3• 

But we can go farther than this and can get a precise numeri
cal expression for the steepness of the tangent at any point P, 
by measuring how many times the line QP contains the line 
RQ (Q being the point at which the perpendicular from any 
point, · P, cuts the axis of z, and R the point at which 
the tangent to the curve, at the same point P, cuts the same 
axis~ For since QP represents the total npward movement 
accomplished by passing from R to P, while RQ represents 
the total forward movemen~ obviously QP : RQ ==ratio of up
ward movement to forward movement = steepness of tangent. 

But steepness of tangent at P =steepness of curve at P == 
rate at which 11 is growing at P. To find the rate at which 
y is growing at P11 P 27 P 31 etc. we must therefore find the 
ratios Qt P1 Q, pi 'h l'3 etc. But if we take r r .... r etc 

Rt Ql' &.! Q2' ~ Q3' }I v 3J • 

. each one unit to the left of Q11 Q21 Q31 etc. and draw r1 p1, 

r2p21 r3p31 etc. parallel severally to R1P1, ~P21 Rl3 etc., 
then by similar triangles we shall have 

QIPl== QtPt Q~= Q:Jh! Ql,=Q3P3 etc 
R1Q1 r1\.N RlQ2 r:Q/ R;!,!3 r3Q3 ., 

Lut the dt:nominators of the fraetioM on the right hand of 
the equations are all of them, by h~·pothe$iS, unity. There· 
fore the st&::pn~ss of the curve at the r~1ints P11 P21 P3 etc. 
i3 nnru.-rically reprdented by Q1p1, Q~p21 Q~p:l' etc. 

In our fi;ure the I•Jint• Pl' P~, P3 com~pond to the 
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values z = 2, x = 4, z = 8, and the lines Q11J1, Q~p2, Q3p8 o.re 
found on measurement to be ~' 1, 0. 

We may now tabulate the three degrees of steepness of 
the curve (~r rates at which the function is increasing), corr~ 
Bponding to the three values of x :-

2 
4 
8 

Steepness of curve = rate 
at which y is growing. 

3 
'l 

1 
0 

By the same method we may fiwl' as many more pairs of 
corrc~pondiug values IUl we choose, and it becomes obvious 
that the rate at which y or f(x) is growing is itself a function 
of x (since it changes as x changes); and we may indicate this 
function by f'(x). Then our table gives us pairs of correspond
ing \'alues of x and f'(x), and we may represent the connec
tion between them by a curve, as usual. In this particular 
imtance the curve turns out to be a straight line, and it is 
umwn out in Fig. 5. • Any vertical intercept on Fig. 5, 
th~r~fore, represents the rate at which the vertical intercept 
fur the same value of 11: on Fig. 4 is growing. 

Thus we see that, given a curve of any varia.Lle and 
function, a simple graphical method enables us to find as 
lllany pointi! as we like upon the curve of the same varial,Je 
and a serund function, which second function represents the 
ra~ &.t whkh the fil'st function is' growing; e.g., given a 
curre of time-and-h~:ight that tells us what the height of a 
bvJy will Le aft...r the lapse of any gireu time, we ean con
~tru\'1 a cur·re of tin.te-and-rat.e whi[h will tdl us at what rate 
that la·i,:ht is iw:r~ng, i.e. at what rate the Lody is rising, 
at auy gil'l·n time. 

It Muai11s fur us to show that the common &:nse nution 
l•f th~ ~k~J'lll'l\S of tl1e curn• at auy point king me&>nrcl Ly 
tlu• st~·~J'Il•·!ili uf the ta.IJ~€'llt is rigidly accurate. In )•h:wiug 
tLi~ •~ tLJl thr\JW further lie;l.tt un the eunc~ptiun of " t'Jlt 

• lu tvrUJ.ula ii t=2-i. 
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of increase at a point '1 as applied to a movemen~ or other 
increase, which is constantly varying. 

If I ask what is the average rate of increase of y between 
the points P2 and P8 (Fig. 4), I mean: If the increase of 
' bore a uniform ratio to the increase of x between the 
points P2 and P3, what would that ratio be 1 or, if a point 
moved from P2 to P3 and if throughout its course its upward 
movement bore a uniform ratio to its forward movemen~ 

what would that ratio be 1 The answe~ obviously is ~:· 
Completing the figure as in Fig. 4 we have, by similar 
triangles, average ratio of increase of y to increase of x 

be h .- p d p SsPa QsPs 
tween t e pomts 2 an 8 = p sSs = M Qs' 

Now, keeping the same construction, we will let P8 slip 
·along the curve towards P2, making the distance over which 
the average increase is to be_ taken smaller and smaller. 
Obviously as P3 moves, Q3, S3, and M will move also, and 

the ratio ~:~: will change its value, but the ratio ~1~: will 
likewise change its value in precisely the same way, and will 
always remain equal to the other. This is indicated by the 
dotted lines and the thin letters in Fig. 4. 

Thus, however near P3 comes to P2 the average ratio of 
the increase of '!I to the increase of x between P 2 and P 3 will 

always be equal to ~~:· But this ratio, though it changes 
as P9 approaches P21 does not change indefinitely, or without 
limit ; on the contrary, it is always approaching a definite, 
fixed value, which it c.:m never quite reach as long as P3 
remains distinct from P2, but which it can approach within 
any fraction we choose to name, however sxpall, if we make 
P3 approach P2 near enough. It is easy to see what this 
ratio is. For as P3 approaches P2, 83 approaches P2, Q3 ap-

proaches Q21 M approaches R21 and therefore the ratio ~!& 
h . Q~Pt h' h . 1 . h t approaches t e rat1o ~Q/ w 1c Is t 1e rat1o t a measures 

the st~epness of the tangent at P2• We must realise exactly 
what is meant by this. The lengths Ql2 and R2Q2 have 
d~finite ma,rrnitudes, which do not change as P8 approaches 
P2, whereas the lengths S3P3 and MR2 + Q2Q3, which dis-
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tinguish Ql2 and R2Q2 from QgP8 and MQ3 respectiwly, 
may be made as small as we please, and therefore as 
small fractions of the fixed lengths Ql2 and R2Q2 as 
we please. Therefore the numerator and denominator of 
Q p I t .rlt{. may be made to differ from the numerator and denom· 

inator of~:& by as ~maU fractions of Qlll and R2Q2 them,.. 
selvc,s as we please. That is to say, the former fraction, or 
ratio, may be made to approach the latter without limit. 

But the ratio~~: is always the same as the ratio ~1~:' and 

therefore the ratio ~s~: (or the average ratio of the increase of 

y to the increase of a: between P 2 and P ~ may be made to 

approach the ratio~;~: without limit. Thus, though SsP8 

and P2S8 can be made as small as we please absolutely, neither 
of them can be made as small as we please with reference to 
the other. On the contrary, they tend towards the fixed ratio 
(,I .. P, l all h This . h li . f R~\,J~ as t 1ey sever y approac zero. lS t e Dllt o 
th~ al'crage ratio of the increase of y to the increase of :z: 

bdw~en P2 and P8, and may be approached as neatly as we 
t•lcast by taking that average over a small enough part of the 
curve, that is by taking P8 near enough to Pt If we take 
tl1~ average over no space at all and make P8 coincide with 
Pi, we l!1ay if we like say that the ratio of the increase of y 

\. ' f h ' P 11 . Q~P2 Q to tue mcrease o x at t e pomt i actua y u R~Ql or z]!2 
t~r unit. [.\'.B.-Let epecial note be taktn of the conctp
tion of rat~~ u11it as a limit to whkh a ratio appl-oatht:S, as 
tht N·htd quantitiee dimini~h without limit.] But we ruu8t 
1\:lllt:lliiJc::r that since neither y nor z int:reases at all at a 
l•uiut, auJ siu~:e 8ls and P~Ss both alike tiisa}'lltll.l' whtn P3 
cui11ciJe~ with P :It there is not really any ratio betw.::en tht:IU 
al the lilUil Lut this is u.adly in accorda.nce with our 
oni-'inal dtlinitiun of tLe "rate uf growth of y at a ginn 
I~·illt in ilAl hiHvry" (p.l9), \rhich lh': J.ihconrtd to ll!t:all 

"tLe rate at ~luch y •·ould gr'tlw if ill modifying cir,uru
atowet:a c~d to operate,• or" the limit of the &'l'tl"df,>e rate 
of gt'(•Wth of v let ween r. nr.d r f' nE P. nnroac1~ p... AJ I 
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matter of fact y never grows at that rate at all, for as soon as it 
grows ever so little it becomes subject to modifying influence. 

We see, then, that as P3 approaches P2 the limiting posi
tion of the line P8P2M is P2R2, the tangent at P2 (as indeed 
il evident to the eye), and the limiting ratio of the increase 

of y to the increase of x is ~:~:, or the steepness of the 

tangent at P 2' Thus "the steepness of the tangent at P 2 
11 is 

the {)nly exact interpretation we can give to " the steepness 
of the curve at P2,'' and our common sense notion turns out 
to be rigidly scientific. 

We see, then, that by drawing the tangents we can read 
f' (x) as well as f (x) from, Fig. 4. But this is not easy. On 
the other hand, in Fig. 5, it is easy to read f(x), but not so 
easy to readf(x). This latter may also be read, however. Let 
.the student count the units of area included in the triangle 
OPP8 (Fig. 5). He will find that they equal the units of 
length in Q3P8 (Fig. 4). Or if he take Q2 in Fig. 5, corre
sponding to Q2 in Fig. 4, he will find that the area OPP2Q2 
(Fig. 5) contains as many units as the length Q2P2 (Fig. 4). 
Or again, taking Q1 and Q2, the area. Q1Pl2Q2 (Fig. 5) con
tains as many units as the length S2P2 (Fig. 4), which gives 
the growth of y between P 1 and P 2' 

Thus in Fig. 4 the absolute value of y, or f(x), is indicated 
by length and the rate of growth of y, or j'(x), by slope of 
the tangent; whereas in Fig. 5 f'(x) is indicated by length 
and f (x) by area. In either case the different character of the 
units in which f(x) and f(x) are estimated indicates the differ· 
ence in their nature, the one being lf}Jace and the other rate. 

The reason why the areas in Fig. 5 correspond to the 
lengths in Fig. 4 is not very difficult to understand, for we 
shall find that the units of length in Sl2 (Fig. 4), for ex· 
ample, and the units of area in Q1P1P2Q2 (Fig. 6) both repre
sent exactly the same thing, viz. the product of the average 
rate of growth of y between P1 and P2 into the period over 
which that average growth is taken, which is obviously equiv· 
alent to the total actual growth of y between the two points. 

To bring this out, let us call the average rate of growth 
of y, between P1 and P21 r, and the period over which that 
growth is taken, C. Then we shall have rt =average l"olte of 
growth x period of growth = total growth. 
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Now,inFig.4,takingOQ1 =x11 0Q2=x2,Q1P1 ==y1,Q2P2=y2, 

P 282 Yz- Y1 d Q Q · d we shall have r=p-s = -~, an t= 1 2 =x2 -x1, an 
l ~ ~-x, 

1/a-YI ( ) p S rt = ~ _ 
371 

x2- :r;l = !12- !11 = 2 2' 

We must now find the representative of rt in Fig. 51 and 
to do so we must look for some line that represents r or 

~~- y, or the average rate of growth of y between P 1 and P 2' 
:r~-x, 

Now the rate of growth of y at P1 is represented by y'11 and 
its rate of growth at P 2 by y'2 ; and an inspection of the 

·figure shows that it declines uniformly between the two 
puiuts, so that the a''erage rate will be half way between y'1 
and y'2• This is represented by the line AB, which equals 
Ql,+QjP, or y',+y'2 We have then in Fig. 5 r=AB 

2 2 • I I. • 

But t = x2 - x1 or Q1 Q2 as before. Therefore rt = AB x Q1 Q2• 

Again, a glance at Fig. 5 will show that, by equality of 
triangles, the area AB x Q1Q2 is equal to the area Ql1P2Q2' 
ComLiuing our results then, we have 

Ql1P2Q2 (Fig. 5)=rt=P2S2 (Fig. 4) 
or unit& of h:ngth in P2S2 =units of area in Qll2Q2• 

Q.E.D. 
BaJ the curve in Fig. 5 not been a straight line, the proof 

would have been the same in principle, though not so simple; 
and the area.s would still have corresponded exactly to the 
l~ngths in the figure of the original function. • 

It is essential that the reader should familiarise 
himself ptrfectly with the precise nature of the rdation 

• We have 8llell that the increment of y (or lit-Ill) tqu&l.s the i.ucre

aucut of z (or~- z) multi!JliM by r'1+v't (or 112-Y1). 
I ~ ~-~ 

Thus: incremrnt of r=i.ucrement of :rxrt1 ~112 ; a.nd fll~Y2:;: 
~~'- ; ·now the increment of 1 is the lllllguitudll that dilfcr-

rt.tU~tM. lf¥ from "'' lll4 is, therefore, CAllM by Lt:ibnitJ the "quan· 
t.:... J:~,r.,.Muuto' of~. tl.ough this term is only &)'jJli.,l when h llld 
"''an: t...i-rn \'ery ll~llf together, so that tl1e "qu&~>tiW dJ.t!~rentuuis '' 
or Yt u.d Yt ht-...1'11 only a very sm&J.l ratio to the "qU&Iltitu inte~lilis," 
or iLt<ljltll) 1~'1iituo.lr of r1 it..elf. 

'rullll 1!.1111 Jt &nd a, appro&ch Jt and Zl Yffrf lle&rly, WI J.avt 
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subsisting between the two functions we have been in
vestigating, and I make no apology, therefore, for dwell
.ing on the subject at some length and even risking 
repetitions. 
c We have seen that f'(x) is the rate at whichf(x) is 
increasing, or rate of growth of f(x). And we measure 
the rate at which a function is increasing by the 
number of units which would be added to the function 
while one unit is being added to the variable if all the 
conditions which determine \he relation should remain 
throughout the unit exactly what they were at its com
mencement. 

Again, when we denote a certain function of x by the 
symbol j(x), we have y= f(x), and for x =a y= f(a), 
for x = 1 y = f(I ), for x = 0 y = f(O), etc. This has been 
fully illustrated in previous tables (compare p. 24). 

Thus if j(x) = 128x -161, 
then /(2) = [128 x 2 -16 x 2] 

= 192. 

In future, then, we may omit the intermediate stage 
and write at oncej(x) = 128x-16x2 ; f(2)= 192, etc. 

We may therefore epitomise the information given us 
by the curves in Figs. 1 and ~ (combined in Fig. 6) 
Thus-
differential of .lh=differential of x1 xf'{x1)~/'(:r.J, an<l as we approach 

the limit, and the difference between f'(~) and /'(~) becomes not 
only smaller itself, but a smaller fraction of /'(~), we find that 

f(f])~f'(z.v approaches f(XJ)~/'(zv=f'(xi)· 

In the limit, then, we have differential ofy1 =differential Qf :t":t xf(:t":t); 
or generally, differential of y=differential of z xf'(x), where f' (:r) is 
tM ooe.tficient u:hick tu1'718 the dijmmtial of z into tM differential 
of y. Hence f' (x) or y' i8 called the "dilferential coefficient" of 
f(x) or y, and 11 or f(r) is called the" integral" off'(x) or y'. 

I insert this explanation in deference to the wish of a friend, who 
declares that he u can never properly nnderstand a term scientifi· 
cally until he understands it etymologically," anol asks "why it ia a 
coeificient anJ why it is dill'erential." I believe his state ot mind ia 
typical 
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PROJECTED BODY 

[(:) = 128.r- 16.r~ 

/(U) = 0 
/(1) 112 
/(2) = 192 
/(3) = 240 
/(4)=256 
/(5) 240 
/(6)=192 
/(7) = 112 
/(8)= 0 

,f'(;r) = 128- 32x 
/'(0)= 128 
f'(l) 96 
/'(2) = 64. 
/'(3) = 32 
/'(4) = 0 
/'(5) = -32 
/'(6) = 64 
/'(7) = -96 
/'(8) 128 

33 

which may he read in Fig. 6 from the lengths cut off 
by the two curves respectively on the vertical carried 
!Jy the hearer as it passes points 0, 1, 2, 3, etc. 

This tahle states the following facts :-At the com
ment:ement the height of the body [f(x)) is 0, but the 
rate at which that height is increasing [f'(x)] is 128ft. per 
s~·cond. That is to say, the height would increase by 128 
ft., while the time increased by one second, if the conditions 
which regulate the relations between the time that elapses 
and space traversed remained throughout the second 
uactly what they are at the beginning of it. But those 
cuuditions are continuously changing and never remain 
the ~:>ame throughout any period of time, however small 
At the end of the first second then, the height attained 
[/(.r)] is, not 128ft. as it would have been had there 
been uo dtauge of conditions, but 112 ft., and the rate 
ut wbid1 tha.t height is now growing is 96ft. per second. 
That is to say, if the conditions wltich determine the 
r\·lJtion hdwt'en the time allowed and the space traversed 
were hl rl'main throughout the second exactly what they 
:U'tl at th~ l~t•ginning of it, then the ht:ight of the body 
[fv!] wvuld gr,rw 96ft., while the time grew one second. 
::-lllcc tlit'::>e totl\litiuns change, hoWt'\'er, the height 
J!rvw8, 11"1 96 ft., Lut 80 ft. during tlte next second, so 
that aft{·r tbe hp~>e of two seconds it t~a~ l't'ached the 
hei~l~t of (112+~0)=192 ft, aud is 11ow gf'(fu·ing at 
I he rat., of 6 4 ft pt'r soc.ond. After the la1•se of four 

D 
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seconds the height of the body is 256ft., and that height 
is not growing at all. That is to say, if the conditions 
remained exactly what they are at this moment, then 
the lapse of time would not affect the height of the 
'body at all~ But in this case we realise with peculiar 
vividness the fact that these conditions never do 
remain exactly what they are for any space of time, 
however brief.. The movement of the body is the 
resultant of two tendencies, the constant tendency to 
rise 128 ft. per second in virtue of its initial velocity, 
and the growing tendency to fall in virtue of the con· 
tinuous action of gravitation. At this moment these 
two tendencies are exactly equal, and if they remained 
equal then the body would rise 0 ft. per second, and · 
the lapse of time would not affect its position. But of 
the two tendencies now exactly equal to each other, 
one is continuously increasing while the other remains 
constant. Therefore they will not remain equal dur· 
ing any period, however short. Up to this moment 
the body rises, after this moment the body falls, 
There is no period, however short, during which it is 
neither rising nor falling, but there is a point of time at 
which the conditions are such that if they were continued 
(which they are not) it U'()Uld neither rise nor fall. This 
is expressed by saying that at that moment the rate at 
which the height is growing is 0. If the reader will 
pause to consider this special case, and theu apply the 
like reasoning to other points in the history of the pro
jectile, it may serve to fortify his CQnception of "rate." 
After 6 seconds the height is 192, and the rate at 
which it is growing is - 6-l ft.-per-second. That is to 
say, the body is falling at the rate of 64 ft.-per-second. 
At the end of 8 seconds the height is 0, and the rate 
at which the height is growing is - 128 ft.-per-second. 

All this is represented on the table, which may be 
continued indefinitely on the supposition that the body 
is free to fall below the point from which it was 
originally projected. 
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The instance of the vertically projected body must 
be kept for permanent reference in the reader's mind, 
so that if any doubt or confusion as to the relation 
between f'(x) and f (x) should occur, he may be able_ 
to use it as a tuning fork: j'(x) is the rate at which 
f(x) is growing, so that if f(x) is the spaee traversed, 
then f'(x) is the rate of motion, i.e. the rate at which 
the space traversed, f(x), is being increased. 

Now, when we are regarding time solely as a regu
lator of the height of the body, we may without any 
great stretch of language speak of the effect of the 
h1pse of time in allowing or securing a definite result 
in height. Thus the effect of 1 second would be 
represented by 112 ft., the effect of 4 seconds by 25 6 
ft., the effect of 7 seconds by 112 ft., the effect of 
8 seconds by 0 ft. And to make it clear that we mean 
to register only the net result of the whole lapse of 
time in question, we might call this the " total effect'' 
of so many seconds. In this case f(x) will represent 
the total effect of the lapse of x seconds, regarded as 
a condition affecting the height of the body. What, 
then, will f'(:r) signify 7 It will signify, as always, 
the rate at which f(x) is increasing. That is to say, 
it will signify the rate at which additions to the time 
are at this point increasing the effect, i.e. the rate at 
whid1 tlH~ etl'ect is growing. Now, since more time 
IIIU$l always be added on at the margin of the time 
that has already elapsed, we may say that j(1) repre
l*llt$ the t~.ttd tJ/ttf of x seconds of time in giving height 
w the btldy, and that f'(J) represents the e1f!:ctiun-eS8 
of ti111t>, added at the margin of x seconds, in inJ:rUt<>ilig 
tile lwi~"l't. Or, briefly, j(.t) =total efi'ect, j'(.r) =mar· 
pual ert~·cti\'t:lless. 

H1'ft' the change of knns from ''efi't'l:t" to "tffectire
lws.e" lll:l\' sene t{) rt-mind us that in the two cases 
we arr d~·~liug with two ditlen:nt kiuds of magnitude
iu the oue ca...;e ~"l<t mtasUred in fed alJ&(tlutdy (died~ 
in the utlll-!f c~ rt.Jt' me.asuroo in fed·JkN6cvnd. 
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Before passing on to the economic interpretation of 
all that has been said, we will deal very briefly with 
another scientific illustration, which may serve as a 
"ransition, 

Suppose we have a carbon furnace in which the 
carbon burns at a temperature of 1500° centigrade, and 

, suppose we are using it to heat a mass of air under 
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given conditions. Obviously the temperature to which 
we raise the air will be a function of the amount or 
carbon we burn, and will be a function which wm 
increase as the variable increa..ses ; but not without 
limit, for it can never exceed the temperature of 1500°. 
Suppose the conditions are such that the fir5t pound 
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of carbon burnt raises the temperature of the air from 
(/ to 5oo•, i.e. raises it one-third of the way from its 
present temperature to that of the burning carbon, then 
(neglecting certain corrections) the second pound oft 
carbon burnt will again raise the temperature one-third 
of the way from its present point (500°) to that of 
the carbon (1500°). That is to say, it will raise it to 
833·3°; and so forth. Measuring the pounds of carbon 
consumed along the axis of x and the degrees centi
grade to which the air is raised along the axis of y 
(I 00" to a unit), we may now represent the con
nection between f(x) and x by a curve.* Its general 
form may be seen in Fig. 7, and we shalL have the 
t.otal etrect of the carbon in raising the temperature 
represented by f(x),and assuming the followingvalues :-

j(O)= 0 
j(l)= 5[=500°) 
/(2) 8·3 
{(3) = 10·5 

f( 4) = 12·04 
/(5) = 13·02 
/(6) = 13·68 
/(7) = 14'12 

/(12) = 14·88 

/(8) 14•42 
/(9) = 14·61 

/(10) = 14•74 
/(11)= 14•83 

Now here, as before, we may proceed (either graphi
cally, see p. ~G, or by aid of the rules of the calculus) 
to con~truct a second curve, the curre of x and f'(:e), 
whid1 ~hall set forth the connection betweenx and the 
st<.:rput·ss of the first curre, i.e. the connection between 
tile value (,f J: and the rate at whi(h j(.r) is growing. t 
A;.:ainall11win~ 100° to the unit, measured on the axis 
uf !11 we ~~~all ~Lt.ain (Fig. 8)-

j'(0)=6·08 /H)=I·2 /'(8)=·24 
/(1) t·u:> f'P) = ·8 j'(9)"" ·16 
/(~)"'~·7 j(q= ·53 j'(IO).:'l 
]{3):::1·8 /(7)= ·35 etc. 

\\'h;lt tbt:u wi:l f'(;) re}•l'esent I Here as ll.lways 

• n,~ furU;ula ,..ill\..., ~=/(..c; = 15 { 1-; {;' l· 
t lu fo1111ul.a \\ill Lt 15 !/ lu.;. r;,. 
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we have j'(x) =the rate at which f(x) is growing. :But 
f(x) =the heat to which the air is raised, i.e. the total 
effect of the carbon. Therefore f'(x) is the rate at which 

•carbon, added at the margin, will increase the heat, or the 
marginal effectiveness of carbon in raising the heat. 
We have x quantity of carbon burnt, f(x) =total effect 
of x in raising the heat of the air, f'(x) =marginal effect
iveness of additions to x. 

Comparing the illustration of the heated air· with 
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that of the falling body we find that pounds 'of carbon 
have taken the place of seconds of time as the variable, 
total rise of temperature has taken the place of total 
space traversed as the first function of the variable, rate 
at which additions to carbon are increasing the tem· 
perature has taken the place of rate at which additions 
to the time allowed are increasing the space traversed, 
as the derived function ; but in both cases the derived 
function representi! the rate at which the first function 
is growing, in both cases the first function representiJ 
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the'total efficiency of any given quantity of the variable, 
and the derived function represents its effectiveness at 
any selected margin, so that in both cases the relation 
of f(;r) to f(x) is identical. • 

And now at last we may return to the economic 
interpretation of the curves. 

Assuming that Fig. 1 (p. 9) represents the connection 
hetween some economic function and its variable, as, for 
example, the connection between the quantity of coal I 
burn and the sum of advantages or gratifications I 
derive from i~ and assuming further that one unit along 
the axis of x is taken to mean one ton of coal per month, 
we shall have no difficulty in reading Fig. 1 as follows : 
/(0) = 0, i.e. if I burn no coal I get no benefit from 
burning it; f(l) = 11·2, i.e. the total effect of burning 
one ton of coal per month i.s represented by 11·2 units 
of satisfaction; /(2) = 19·2, i.e. the total effect of burn
ing two tons of coal a month i.s greater than that of 
burning one ton a month, but not twice as great. The 
Jitlerence to my comfort between burning no coal and 
burning a ton a month is greater than tbe difference 
between burning one and burning two ton.s. So again, 
/( 4) = 2 5·6, i.e. the total effect of four tons of coal per 
mouth in aJJing to my comfort is represented by 25·6 
units of gratification, and at this point its total effect i.s 
at its maximum ; for now I have as much coal as I 
want, and if I were forced to burn more the tDtal effect 
of tl1at greakr quantity would be less than tl!at of a 
srualler lfllllntity, or /(5) is less than/(4). .At last the 
puiut would arril'e at whkh if I were forced to t:hoose be- • 
t lleenlour·r,in~, s11y,eigllt tons of coal a munth and buruing 
nuue at all, I should be quite indifferent in the matter. 
n" h•W tft.,-ct of eight tons of coal per month as a 
J!red iu~truwrnt of cumfurt would then be nothing. 
Ar,J if more yet were fort:ed upon me at last I should 
prdcr tbt ri~k of dying of culd to tile certaiuty of 
l~ei11~ bttm~;~d to death, and j(1) would Le a nt'gatinl 
lfllKlltity, 
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It must be observed that I am not here speaking of the 
constructim of economic curves, but of their int~:rpretatim sup
posing we had them (seep. 15). But it will be seen presently 
that the construction of such curves is quite conceivable 
'ideally, and that there is no absurdity involved in speaking 
of so many units of gratification. It is extremely improbable, 
however, that any actual economic curve would coincide with 
that of Fig. 1 (s~e p. 48). 

Such would be the interpretation of Fig. 1, f(x) being 
read as the curve of quantity-and-total-effect of coal as 
a producer of comfort under given conditions of con
sumption. What then would be the interpretation of 
Fig. 3 or f' (x) 1 Obviously f'(x), signifying the rate of 
growth of f(x), or the ratio of the increase of f(x) to the 
increase of x at any point, would mean the rate at which 
an additional supply of coal is increasing my comfort, 
or the marginal effectiveness of coal as a producer of 
comfort to me. This marginal effectiveness of course 
varies with the amount I already enjoy. That is to 
say,f'(x) assumes different values as x changes. When 
I have no coal, the marginal effectiveness is very high .. 
That is to say, increments of coal would add to my com
fort at a great rate, f'(O) = 12·8. When I already com
mand a ton a month further increments of coal would 
add to my comfort at a less rapid rate, f'(l) = 9·6; 
when I have four tons a month further increments would 
not add to my comfort at all,f'(4) = 0, after that yet 
further increments would detract from my comfort, 
/'(5) - 32. 

In thus interpreting Figs. 1 and 3 we have sub
stituted consumption of coal per month (measured in 
tons), for lapse of time (measured in seconds), as our 
variable; sum of advantages derived from consuming 
the coal, for space traversed by the projectile, as f(x), 
or the total effect of the variable ; and rate per unit 
at which coal is increasing comfort, for rate per unit 
at which time is increasing the space traversed, as 
j'(z), or_ the marginal effectiveness of the variable. 
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If we call j(x) the "tot~l utility" of x tons of coal 
per month, we might call j'(x) the "marginal useful
ness" of coal when the supply is x tons per month. 

The reader should now turn back to p. 33, an~ 
read the table of successive values of f(x) and f'(x) 
with the subsequent comments and interpretations, 
substituting the economic meanings of x, f(x), and 
j'(x) for the physical ones throughout. 

A similar re-reading of Figs. 7 and 8 will also be 
instructive. 

Before going on to the further consideration of the 
total effect and marginal effectiveness of a commodity 
as functions of the quantity possessed, it will be well 
to point out a method of reading f'(x) which will bring 
it more nearly within the range of our ordinary experi
ences, and make it stand for something more definitely 
realisable by the practical intellect than can be the 
C<tse with the abstract idea of rate. 

Reverting to our first interpretation of Fig. 3, we 
l't'tnt·mlJer that /'(2) = 64 means that after the lapse 
of 2 seconds the body will be rising a.t the rate of 
64 ft. per second ; but it is entirely untrue that it will 
aetu~lly rise 64 ft. during the next f()llowing second. 
We see by Fig. 1 that it will o11ly rise 48 ft. in that 
second. This is because the rate, which was 64 ft. 
pt'r second at the beginning of the second, has con
~tuJtl~· changt'd dul'ing the lapse of the second itsdf. 
])ut t!Je rate of 64 ft. per second is the same thing as the 
rate of 6·4 ft. per tenth of a second (or pe.r ·1 second), 
aud this a~ain is the s~me as the rate ·64 ft. per ·01 
St·roud, ur ·uou064 ft. per ·oonoo 1 St'Cund, aud I may 
tlll'l'l'fot~ l't·ad Fig. 3 thus: .((2) = 64, i.e. after tlte laJ•Stl 
of ~ i1-t't·ouds the hody will be riBing at the rate of 
Gt williunths of a fuut per millionth of a tktond. X ow, 
WtJ ~hould l1a\'e to allow ruauv ruilliouths of a second 
to d:IJ•se l~t·fore the rate d£ monment makri:1Uy 
alkr·nl, and therefore we may with a very dose &J•I•toxi· 
wativu to tl.e truth &:lY that the rate uf ruotion will 
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be the same at the end ~s it was at the beginning 
of the first millionth of a second, i.e. 64 millionths 
of a foot per millionth of a second. Hence it will 

.he approximately true to say that during the next 
millionth of a second the body will actually rise 64 
millionths of a foot (compare p. 20).* But a rise of 
64 millionths of a foot would be a concrete effect; hence 
if we translate the EFFECTIVENESS of the variable into terms 
of a SrnJ),ll enough unit, it tells us within any degree of 
accuracy we may dernJ),nd the actual EFFECT of the next small 
increment of the variable. This is expressed by saying 
that " in the limit " each small increment actually pro
duces this effect; which means that by making the 
increments small enough we may make the proposition 
as nearly true as we like. 

Thus [assuming the ordinary formula y = 16x2 to 
be absolutely correct] it is nearly true to say that when 
a body has been falling 2 seconds it will fall 64 
millionths of a foot in the next millionth of a second, 
128 millionths of a foot in the next 2 millionths of a 
second, 64n millionths of a foot in the next n mil
lionths of a second, so long as n is an insignificant 
number in comparison to one million. What is nearly 
true when the unit is small and more and more nearly 
true as the unit grows smaller is said to be " true in 
the limit, as the unit decreases." 

Marginal effectiveness of the variable, then, may always 
be read as marginal effect per unit of very small units 
of increment. And in this sense we shall generally 
understand it. Total effect and unitary marginal effect 
will then be magnitudes of the same nature or character ; 
and indeed· the unitary marginal effect will itself 
be a total effect in a certain sense, the total effect 
namely of one small unit, added at that particular place. 
Even when we are not dealing with small units we 

* It would be (assuming the formula to be absolutely true] 
63 ·99998i millionths of a foot. The error, therefore, woul!l be 
rrMn or nh-o in 64. 
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may still speak of the marginal effect of a unit of the 
commodity, but in that case the effect of a unit of the 
commodity at the margin of x will no longer correspond 
closely to the marginal effectiveness of the commoditJ 
at x. It will correspond to the average marginal effect
iveness of the commodity between x, at which its 
application begins, and x + 1, at which it ends. And if 
the effect of the next unit after the ath is z, it will pro
bably not be true (as it is in the case of small units) 
that the effect of the next two units will be nearly 2z. 
A reference to Figs. 1, 3, 7, 8, and a comparison of 
the last column and the last but one in the table of 
p. 4, will sufficiently illustrate this point ; and the 
economic illustration of the next paragraph will furnish 
an instance of the correspondence, in the limit, between 
the effectiveness of the commodity and the effect of a 
small unit. 

Reverting to Figs. 4 and 5 (p. 25) we have Q1p1 in Fig. 4 
= Q1 P 1 in Fig. 5, But we have seen that if we start from P 1 in 
Fig. 4 and moYe a very little way along the curve, the ratio of 
the increment of x to the increment of y will be very nearly 
r1~1 • or in the limit increment of z r1Ql But r Q =I 
(J,p/ increment of y Q1Pi' 1 1 1 

thert:fut-e in the limit ~nerement of z 1 (Fig. 4) = _!_ (Fi''· 
mcremtnt of y Qp1 Q1P1 ° 

5\ or, in the limit, Q1 P 1 x increment of :t- increment of y. 
!\uw in Fig. 5 increments of tare measured alung OX, anJ 
th~l't.fure (if we fullow the ordinary system of inkr)!rttatiou) 
1\'e sL.allrt·;;.ud Q1P1 x in~rement of a; as an area, and it will 
l,u St·t·n tlu.1t a.s x docre<l.St'-S the area in que8tion approximates 
to a thin ~lic.e cut \'tltically from the tri11.ugle Qll :r But we 
have aetn that areas cut in vertical slices out of this triall'rle 
c<~rl\'•l•und ro leur:ths in Fig. 4, or purtiullS of the total etl:ct 
of tlu~ \'liJ·ial·k Thus if a small unit is tak~n, the rffu::t of 
Ul1iU of a culumodity apJ•lit«l at any ma1giu (Fig. 4) is ap
)'1\•lilHatdy l'tJ•rt:::*lltt'd by the t.fftclit't'llrd of tL~ cummodity 
•t thllt mar~in Fig. 5) multiJ•lied l,y the numkr uf units. 
•• \tJJ. i.u tht! limit thi.a rdatiun is said to L.uld akulutdy 
(c(•Ul)tafe }'l'· ~I, 42). 
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The method of reading curves of quantity-and
marginal-effectiveness as though they were curves of 
quantity-and-marginal-effect may be illustrated by the 
following example. 

Fig. 9 represents part of the curve of quantity-and· 
marginal-effectiveness of wheat in Great Britain, based 
upon a celebrated estimate made about the beginning of 
the eighteenth·century.~ In the figure the unit of x is 
(roughly speaking) about 20 millions of bushels; and if 
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we place our quantity-index eleven units from the ori:;~n, 
that will mean that we suppose the supply of wheat in 
Great Britain to be 220 millions of bushels per annum. 
Our curve asserts that when we have that supply 
additions of wheat will have an "effectiveness" in sup
plying· our wants represented by ·8 per 20 million 
bushels; ~ut we cannot translate the "effectiveness" 
into the actual "effect" which 20 millions of bushels 

• The estimate is generally known as "Gregory King's," and its 
formula is 

6o11 = 15oo- 3i u + 33:l:2 -'lfl. 



WHEAT CURVE 

would have ; because the "effectiveness" would not con
tinue the same if so large an addition were made to our 
supply. On the contrary it would drop from ·8 to ·6. 
Dut ·8 per 20,000,000 bushels is ·00000008 per 2 
bushels and ·00000004: per bushel, and since the ad-

1 

dition of another bushel to the 220 millions already 
po~sessed will not materially affect the usefulness or 
dfectiveuess of wheat at the margin, we may say that 
that effectiveness remains constant during the con
sumption of the bushel of wheat, and therefore, given 
a supply of 20,000,000 bushels a year, not only is the 
"marginal effectiveness" of wheat ·8 per 20,000,000 
butihels or ·0000004 per bushel, but the "marginal 
etT~~ct" of a bushel is '00000004. Thus, if we had two 
commodities, Wand V, and curves of their quantity-and
marginal-usefulness or effectiveness similar oo that in 
Fig. 9, the vertical intercepts on tl1e quantity-indices 
WiJuld indicate the marginal usefulness per unit of the . 
two c.ommodities, and if we then selected "small" units 
of each commodity bearing in each case the same pro
portion (say 1 : z) to the unit oo which the curve of the 
cmmuodity was drawn, we should then have the marginal 
utilitr or effect of the small units of the two commodities 
l'fO[~rtiun:J t.o the I~ugth of the wrtica.l iukrcepts, and 
calling the small unit of W, v, and the small unit of V, fl, 

and the ratio of the marginal usefulness of W to that of V, 
r, we shuuld have 

marginal utility of w = r x marginal utility of ' 
2u· = 2r x marginal utility of fl. 

ete. etc. (compare p. 56) 
\\'e 6hall make it a conrention henceforth to use 

P.vtllan CaJ,iL,l$ A, X, W, eu.., to signify commodities, 
itaLc ntiuubl:ules a, x, tc, ete., to signify unitil of these 
Cl•llJIU,..:lities ( ;encral!y "small" units in the sense ex
)'Liued), and it;1lic c:tJ•itals, .-1, B, ete., to Ei;:uify Jltl'~ons. 
Tlnl~ we ~1:,,111 8jtt·ak: l•f the mare:rinal 1.1~-fuhu;ii or •frd
titiiL'S of A, \\', etc., and the m.arginaluiJd!l or '~rf,,j of 
a, tc, e!c. 
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What precise interpretation we are to give to our, 
" units of satisfaction " or " utility" measured on the 
axis of y is another matter, the consideration of which 
must be reserved for a later stage of our inquiry (see 
pp. 52, 78). 

Jevons uses the terms "total utility" and" final degree of 
utility," meaning by the latter what I have termed "marginal 
usefulness" ·or "marginal effectiveness." His terminology 
hardly admits of sufficient distinction between ''marginal 
effectiveness," i.e. the rate per unit at which the commodity is 
satisfying desire, and the "marginal effect n of a unit of the 
commodity, i.e. the actual result which it produces when 
applied at the margin. I think this has sometimes confused 
his readers, and I hope that my attempt to preserve the dis
tinction will not be found vexatious. Note that the curves 
are always curves of quantity-and-marginal-usefulness, but 
that we can read them with more or less accuracy according 
to the smallness of the supposed increment into curves of 
quantity-and-marginal-utility for small incrementa. 

If the reader has now gained a precise idea of the 
total utility or effect and the marginal usefulness of 
commodities, he will see without difficulty that when 
we take a broad general view of life we are chiefly 
concerned with those commodities the total utility of 
which (or their total effect in securing comfort, giving 
pleasure, averting suffering, etc.) is high. In con
sidering from a general point of view our own material 
welfare or that of a nation, our first inquiries will 
concern the necessaries of life, food, water, clothing, 
shelter, fuel For these are the things a moderate 
supply of which has the highest total utility. The 
sum of advantages we derive from them collectively 
is, indeed, no other than the advantage of the life they 
support. Th:ii! is what economists have in view when 
they speak of the "value in use" of such a commodity 
as water, and say that nothing is more "useful" than 
it. They mean that the total advantage derived from 
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TOTAL AND MARGINAL UTILITY •7 

even a small supply of water, the total difference 
between a little water and no water, is enormously 
great. The graphical expression of this would be a 
curve (connecting the total utility of water with its 
quantity) which would rise rapidly and to a great height.' 

But if it is obvious that when we look upon life as 
a whole, and in the abstrac~ we are chiefly concerned 
with t.otal utilities, and ask what are the commodities 
we could least afford to dispense with altogether, it is 
equally obvious that in detail and in concrete practice 
we are chiefly concerned not with the total utility but 
the marginal usefulness of things, or rather, their mar
ginal utility ; and we ask, not what is my whole stock 
of such a commodity worth to me, but how much would 
a little more of it add to my satisfaction or a little less 
of it detract therefrom. For instance, we do not ask, 
What is the total advantage I derive from all the water 
I can command, but what additional advantage should I 
derive from the extra supply of water for a bath-room, 
or for a garden horae 1 Materfamilias does not ask 
what advantage she derives from having a kitchen fire, 
hut she asks, what additional advantage she would 
derive Ly keeping up her kitchen fire after dinner, by 
heating the oren every day, or by always letting the 
~iris ha\'e a fire in the room when they are "practising." 
Or iul'et-sely, we do not ask what disadvantage we 
~hould incur by ceasing to burn coal, but what dis
advantage we should incur by letting our fires go down 
•••1rlier in the day, or haring fewer of them. And note 
that this inquiry as to marginal usefulness of a com
mudity is made on its own merits, and wholly without 
l't·!l:rt·Hre w the total utilities of the articles in question. 
Tla• fart tlHtt I slJould be much worse off without 
clPtbei than without Looks does not make me S]Jt'nd 
flftl'<'ll shillitJ~s on a llt'W waiBtcoat instead of on 
1:\l,~dti'll works, if I thiuk tl1at tl1e latter will wid mole 
to Ill)' cuntft•lt lilld tt1joywent than the formt'r. For 
f (dothc~) nwy be a.s wuch Ligger than¢ (IJOuk~) as it 
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likes, but iff' (clothes) is. smaller than 4>' (books) I shall 
spend the money on the books. So much is this the 
case that we habitually lose sight of the connection 
,between 4>' (books) and 4> (books), between f' (clothes) 
and f (clothes), and do not think, for instance, of 
4>' .(books) as marking the rate at which additional books 
increase the gratification we deri·!'e frCim books, but simply 
as marking the rate at which they increase our gratifi
cation in general. 

Before developing certain consequences of the prin- · 
ciples we have been examining, let us try to get a 
better representation of our supposed economic functions 
than is supplied by the diagram of a projected body. 
It will be remembered that we saw reason to think 
that a large class of economic functions, representing 
total utilities, would bear an analogy to our Fig. 1 in 
so far as they would first increase and then decrease 
as the variable (i.e. the supply of the commodity) 
increased. But it is highly improbable that any 
economic curve would increase and decrease in the 
symmetrical manner there represented It is not 
likely, for instance, that the inconvenience of having a 
unit too much of a commodity would be exactly equiva
lent to the inconvenience of having a unit too little. 
As a rule it would be decidedly less. Our economic 
functions, then, will, in many instances, rise more rapidly 
than they fall. The connection of such a function and 
its variable is represented by the upper curve on 
Fig. 10,• which rises rapidly at firs~ then rises slowly, 
and then falls more slowly still Household linen 
might give a curve something of this character. It is 
not exactly a necessary of life, but the sum of advan
tages conferred by even a small stock is great. The 
rate at which additions to the stock add to it3 total 

• The conditions stated in the text will be complied with by a 
function of tl:e form a log, (x+b)-log b-z; and there are some 
theoretku reasons for thinking that such a function may be a lair ap· 
pro:rimation to some classes of actual economic functions. The 
upp.!r e!ll"Ve in Fig. 9 ill drawn to the formula y = 11 log. (.c+ 1)- z. 
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utility is at first rapid, but it declines pretty quickly. 
At last we should have as much as we wanted and 
should find it positively inconvenient to stow away any 
more. The excess, however, would have to be very 
great. indeed in order to reduce us to a condition as ' 
deplorable as if we had no linen at all. By way of 
practice in interpreting economic. curves, let us suppose 
the unit of household linen, measured along the base 
line, to be such an amount as might be purchased for 
£3. The curve would then represent the following 
case, which might well be that of a young housekeeper 
with a four or five roomed cottage, anli. not much 
8pace for storage : Household linen (sheets, tablecloths, 
towels, etc.) to the amount of some £6 or £10 worth 
(x == 2 or 3!) is little short of a necessity. Mter this 
additions to the stock, though very acceptable, are not 
so urgently needed, and when the stock has reached 
£18 or £20 worth (x= 6 or 6!) our housekeeper will 
consider herself very well supplied, and will scarcely 
de8ire more. Still, if she could get it for nothing, she 
would be glad to fiud room for it up to, say, £30 worth 
(x = 10 ). If after this any one should offer her a present 
of more she would prefer to find a polite excuse for not 
a.ccepting it, but would not Le much troubled if she had to 
take it, unless the amount were very large;' but when 
the total stock had reached, say, £45 (x = 15 ), the incon
''tmience would become serious, and our heroine, on the 
whole, would be nearly as hard put to it by having £15 
worth t<>o much as she would have been by having £12 
wu1th t<.lo little. If her stock were still increased till 
it rl·arbed £60 worth (x = 20) she would be as badly 
off as if sl1e had only £11: 8s. Wurth (.c== 3f). At this 
i'"int our "Ci'ic of the l1earth" Lreaks off. 

\\'e may, of cuurse, apvly to this curve the proct-811 with 
\\ !1i' h we lll'e already f~~.miliar, and may find the deriv~d 
functiuu "Li,·h reprt~ent.s the marginlll dl\:ctireness or 

• W t lrt •Ul•J"Jolll~ tl:I'Ou~hout thlll t1e COIId.ltiO!Ii ucluJe 8Alt or 
hatt!'f oftl.t Ut11¥~tl,...j put ol the stock. 

I 
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usefulness of linen, that is to say, the rate at which 
increments of linen are increasing the sum of advant
ages derived from it. This marginal effectiveness or 
usefulness of linen is set forth on the higher curve in 

(Fig. 11 ;* on which may be read the facts already 
elaborated in connection with the curve on Fig. 10, 
the only difference being that the specific increase 
between any :values of x is inore easily read on Fig. 10, 
and the mte of increase at any point more easily read 
on Fig.ll. . 

An analogous pair of curves, with other constants, t 
may be found in the lower lines in Figs. 10 and ll.t 
They might represent respectively the total utility and 
the marginal usefulness of china, for example. In }'ig. 10 
the lower curve does not rise so rapidly or so high as 
the other. That is to say, we suppose the total advan· 
tage derived from as much china as one would care to 
have to be far less than' that derived from a similarly 
full supply of household linen. To be totally depriveJ 
of china (not including coarse crockery in the term) 
would be a less privation than to be totally deprived 
of linen. But we also observe that at a.ceztain point, 
when the curve of linen is rising very slowly, the curve 
of china is rising rather more rapidly. That is to say, 
if our supplies of both linen and china increase pnri 
passu, unit for unit (£3 worth is the unit we have sup· 
posed), then there comes a point at which increments of 
china would add to our enjoyment at a greater rate than 
similar increments of linen, although in the mass the 
linen has done much more to make us comfortable than 
the china. 

On the curves of Fig. 11 this point is indicated by 
the point at which, the curve of the marginal usefulness 

• Its fonnula is ..!.!.. ·1. 
'+l 

t Seep. 9. 
! They are drawn to the fonnula! y=SO log, (z+ 15) -log. 15 • z 

30 
andy= :et 

15
-1 respectively. 
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of china crosses, and thenceforth runs above, the curve 
uf the ma.r;.:ina.l usefulness of linen. 

Now it I possess a certa.in stock of linen and a 
certain stock of china, and am in doubt as to the 
use to ma.ke of an opportunity which presents itself' 
for adding in certain proportions' to either or both, 
how will the problem present itself to me 1 I shall 
not concern myself at all with the total utilities, 
lJUt shall simply ask, "Will the quantity of linen or the 
quantity of china I can now secure add most to my 
~;atisfaetion." The total gratification I derive from the 
two articles together is made up of their two total utilities 
(represented by two straight lines, viz. the vertical in
tercepts made by the two curves on Fig. 10), and it is 
ir11liiferent to me whether I increase the one already 
~reakst or the other, as long as the increase is the 
the same. I therefore ask not which curve is the highe$t, 
J,ut which is the steepest at the points I have reached on 
them r6pectively, or since the curves on Fig. 11 repre
St·ut the steepness of those on Fig. 10, I ask which of 
thl'~e is highest. In other words, I examine the j'(x)'s, 
uut the f\.r.)'s; I compare the marginal usefulness and 
not thtl total utilities of the two commodities. If 
tlal choice is bc:twecu one small unit of china and one 

• siw:lar unit of linen, I shall a8k "Which of the two has 
the higher marginal utility." If my stock of both is 
loll', the lill$1\'Cr will be ''linen." If my stock of both is 
lai~h, it will be "~:hina.'' If, on the other hand, the 
dlllit:t' is between one 8mall unit of china and two similar 
twitll of liucn, the qu~::stion will be "Is the marginal 
dll'l'tireut·bii of china fu~Ci as great as that of linen," if 
la\•t I ihall cbwsc the liutn, since duuLle the amount at 
anytlait,~ lliJ!'t' tl,an half the e!lcctiveness gi,·eil a balance 
of t!l'L·ct urer "lw.t the ot1er altd'natire would yid..L 
if it k'(:IU~ dnE~:ult w iwagiue thtl mtlltll.l pt'OCe:.s by 
"hh one thi11g &hill Le prunou.uced eul'tly tUV.e a.s 
u~M u tuuther, \\'8 m.ay expreilil the Sil.lJJ.tl thing in 
vt.her term• Ly ~.:>king whether L&lf a ilnll.ll un.it of china 
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is as useful to us (or is worth as much to us) as one 
small unit of linen, thus transferring the inequality from· 
the utilities to the quantities, and the equality from the 

• quantities to the utilities.* 
Such considerations as these spontaneously solve the 

problem that suggested itself at the threshold of our 
inquiries (p. 15) as to the theoretical possibility of fix. 
ing a unit of. utility or satisfaction, and so theoretically 
constructing economic curves. We now see clearly 
enough that though our psychological arithmetic is s.o 
little developed that the simplest sums in hedonistic 
multiplication ·or division seem impossible and even 
absurd, yet, as a matter of fact, we are constantly com
paring and weighing against each other the most hetero
geneous satisfactions and determining which is the 
greater. The enjoyment of fresh air and friendship, of 
fresh eggs and opportunities of study, all in definite 
quantities, are weighed against each other when we 
canvass the advantages of residence in London within 
reach of our friends and the British Museum and resi
dence in the country with fresh air and fresh eggs. 
Nay, we may even regard space and time as commodities 
each with its varying marginal usefulness. This year I 
eagerly accept a present of books which will occupy a 
great deal of space in my house, but will save me an • 
occasional journey to the library ; for the marginal 
usefulness of my space and of my time are such that I 
find an advantage in losing space and gaining time 
under given conditions of exchange. Next year my 
space is more contracted, and its marginal usefulness is 
therefore higher; so I decline a similar presen~ pre
fer'l'ing the occasional loss of half an hour to the perma
nent cramping of my movements in my own study. 

Thus we see that the most absolutely heterogeneous 

* Observe that this transfer can only be made in the case or ll1l4ll 
units, for it assumes that half a. unit of china is half 1111 usefnl1111 a 
whole unit, which implies that the m&rginal usefulness of china 
rema.i.Ju the same throughout the unit. 
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satisfactions are capable of being practically equated 
against one another, and therefore may be regarded aa 
theoretically reducible to a wrnmon rneasure, and con
sequently capable of being measured off in lengths, and, 
connected by a curve with the lengths representing the 
quantities of commodity to which they correspond. 
We might, for instance, take the effort of doing a given 
amount of work as the standard unit by which to esti
mate the magnitude of satisfaction. Hence the truth of 
the remark, "Pleaaures cannot be measured in feet, and 
they cannot be measured in pounds ; but they can be 
measured in foot-pounds" (Launhardt). If I only had 
one ton of coal per month, how much lifting work should 
I be willing to do for a hundredweight of coal t If I 
had two tons a month, how much lifting work would 
I then do for a hundredweight 7 Definite answers to 
these two questions and other ~:;imilar ones are con
cei,·al•le; and they would furnish material for a curve 
on whi,h the utility of one, two, three, etc. hundredweight 
of coal per month would be estimated in foot-pounds. 
In academical circles it is not unusual to take an hour of 
correcting examination papers as the standard measure 
of pleasures and pains. A pleasure to secure which a 
man would be willing to correct examination 'Papers for 
six hours (choosing his time and not nect-ssarily work
ing continuously) must be regarded as six times as great 
as one for which he would only correct papers for an 
hour. If we wished to reduce satisfactions so estimated 
to tlH~ foot-pound standard, we should only have to 
~~~cert;1in in the cast' of each of the university di;;uitaries 
in qut·>tiun how many fuot-puuuds of Lea\iug work he 
"'oul,! UtHlt•rtake in onler to escape an hom's work at 
tLe Hatuinatic•n mill. OL\'iously tltis change of mea~ure 
Wt•uld not atll'l't the rt!.dit¥' magnitudes of the satisfac
ti,.rl~ alrl'a,!y e-timated on the other scale. It dci(>S not, 
tl~t•n, mat to-r" k1t we suppt)se the stau•lard uuit uf satis
f.l<'tion to 1-.., !'~''-'' idt'(l we retain it unLharJc;cd tLrouc;hout 
:\II)' ltl't uf itn c~ti;atiuns. 
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It should be noted that to be theoretically accurate we 
must not suppose the quantity of work offered for the same 
quantity of the commodity to change over different parts of 
the -curve, but rather the quantity of the commodity for 

'which the same fixed quantity of work is offered. For if 
we change the quantity of work, we thereby generally 
change its hedonistic value per unit also, inasmuch as 400 
foot-tons of work, for instance, would generally be more than 
twice as irksome as 200 foot-tons. 

In working out an im~<Yiuary example, however, we will 
ignore this fact, and will suppose the hedonistic value of 100 
foot-tons to be constant. Let us, then, suppose that a house
holder would be willing to do 3300 foot-tons of work* for a 
certain amount of linen, if he could not get it any other way. 
We will reckon that amount of linen the unit, and calling x 
the amount of linen and y its total utility, we shall have for 
x = 1 y = 3300, or allowing 500 foot-tons to the unit of y, 
x= 1 y= 6·6. Now suppose that having secured one unit, 
our householder would be willmg to do 17 50 foot-tons of 
work for a second unit, but not more. This would be repre
sented on our scale by 3·5, which, added to the previous 6·6, 
would give'!/= 1 0·1 for x = 2. For yet another unit of linen, 
perhaps no more than 1125 foot-tons would be offered, repre
sented by 2·2 on our scale, or y = 12·3 for x= 3, etc. On com
paring these suppositions with Fig. 10 (p. 4 7), it will be found 
that this case would be graphically represented by the upper 
curve of that figure. It will be seen that though we ha'l'e 
imagined an ideally perfect and exact power of estimating 
what one would be willing to do under given circumstances 
in order to secure a certain object of desire, yet there is 
nothing theoretically absurd in the imaginary process ; so 
that the construction of economic curves may henceforth be 
regarded as theoretically possible. 

The reader may find it interesting to att~mpt to construct 
the economic cu.i:'ves that depict the history of some of his 
own wants. Taking some such article as cotfee or tobacco, 
let him ask himself how much work he would do for a sin;.;le 
cup or pipe per week or per day sooner than go entirely 

• An ordinary day's work is reckoned at 300 foot-tollll: a dock 
Iaoourel doc3 m (:Yulhall). 
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without, how much for a secoud, etc., and dotting down 
the results, see whether they seem to follow any law and 
form any regular curve. If they do not, it probably shows 
that his imagination is not sufficiently vivid and accurate to 
enable him to realise approximately what he would be willing • 
to do under varying circumstances. In any case he will 
probably soon convince himself of the perfect theoretical 
lt~gitimacy of thus suppos\ng actual concrete economic curves 
t.o be constructed. But even if he cannot tell what amount 
of work he would be ·willing to do under the varying circum
B!ances, obviously there is a given amount, which, as a matter 
of fact, he would be willing to do under any given circum
stances. Thus the curve really exists, whether he is able to 
traee it or not. 

We may now return to our curves with a clear con
science, knowing that for any object of desire at any 
moment there actually exists a curve (could we but get 
at it) rt>presenting the complete history of the varying 
Mal utility that would accompany the varying quantity 
possessed. The man who knows most nearly what that 
eurve is, in earh case, has the most powerful and 
accurate eeonomic imagination, and is best able to pre
dict what his expenditure, habits of work, etc. would 
be under changed circumstances. 

We hare now actually constructed some hypothetical 
tnrn:s (pp. 48, 50), and have shown that there are cer
tain pr•Jpt'Ities, easy to represent, which a. large class of 
l'COtll)mic eurres must have (pp. 15, 48); and we have 
fltrtlwr 8hown that we are practically en~:,raged, from 
day to day, in considering and comparing the marginal 
lltiliti,·s of unit.:> of heterogeneous articles, that is to say, 
in cu11mucting and comparing fmgments of economic 
Clll'\'1:8, 

\\'e La\'e ~l..:n, too, tbat if I had a chance of getting 
lllt•n• tbina or more linen I should not comider the tot.d 
ut:liti\'S of th(·~e t•·mmodities, but tlalmarginal utilities 
of tlnl Tl'~l·•·ttiYe quantitic~ Ldwe.:n w1idt tLe ol'tiun 
by. 
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And so, too, if I had the opportunity of exchanging a 
given quantity of china for a given quantity of linen, or the 
reverse, I should consider the marginal utilities of those 
quantities. Thus we see that the equivalence in worth to 

'me of units of two commodities is measured by their mar
ginal, not their total, utilities, and in the limit (p. 44) is 
directly proportional to their marginal effectiveness or useful
ness. If, for the stocks I possess, the marginal usefulness of 
linen is twice as great as that of· china, i.e. iff' Oinen) = 2~' 
(china), then I shall be glad to sacrifice small units of china 
in order to secure similar units of linen at anything up to the 
rate of two to one. But thi3 very process, by decreasing my 
stock of china and increasing my stock of linen, will depress 
the marginal usefulness of the latter and increase that of the 
former, so that now we have 

f' Oincn) < 2~' (china). 
If, however, . 

f' Qinen) > ~' (china) 

is still true, I shall still wish to sacrifice china for the sake 
of linen, unit for unit, until by the action of the same principle 
we have reached the point at which we have 

f' Qinen) = ~~ (china). 

Aiter this I shall not be willing to sacrifice china for the 
sake of obtaining linen unless I can obtain a unit of linen by 
foregoing less than a unit of china. All this may be repre
sented very simply and clearly on OW' diagrams, Drawing 
out separately, for convenience, the curves given in Fig. 11, 
and making any assumptions we choose as to quantities of 
linen and china possessed, we may read at once (Fig. 12) the 
equivalents in worth (to the possessor) of linen and china. Thu3 
if I have eight units of china W (china)= ·3] and four units 
of linen [f (linen)= 1·2) ; then in the limit one small unit 
of linen at the margin is equiralent in worth to four small 
units of china at the margin. If I have seven units of linen 
and two of china, then one small unit of china at the margin is 
equivalent in worth to two small units of linen at the margin, 

Hitherto we have spoken of foot-tons, or generally of 
• worK, ·mefJ~~as a standard by which to mea.:;ure a man's 
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estimate of the various objects of his desire; but we 
know, as a matter of fact, that work is often a means of 
securi11g these objects, and it by no means follows that 
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tl~t• J•l'l~ribe amouut of wurk a man would Le willing to J.o 
f;ll her thaul!o witliUut a thing is also the }ll'&ibe amount 
uf \1 ur k Ia• "·ill have w do in order to make it. Indeed 
tbert! ill uo r~:aJm in !;tlleml why a man ~>lwuld bare t.) 
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do either more or less work for the first unit of a com· 
modity with its high utility than for the last with its 
comparatively low utility. The question then arises: 
@n . what principle will a man distribute his work 
between two objects of desire 1 In other words, If a 
man can make two different things which he wants, in 
what proportions will he make them 1 

We must begin by drawing out the curves of quantity
and-marginal-usefulness of the two commodities, and we 
will select as the unit on the axis of x in each case tha.t 
quantity of the commodity that can be made or got by 
an hour's work. Suppose Robinson Crusoe IF has pro· 
vided himself with the absolute necessaries of life, but 
finds that he can vary his diet by digging for esculent 
roots, and can add to the comfort and beauty of his hut 
by gathering fresh rushes to strew on the floor two or 
three times a week. · Adopting any arbitrary standard 
unit of satisfaction, let us suppose that the mar6rinal 
usefulness of the roots begins at si:r and would be extin
guished (for the week, let us say) when eight hours' 
work had been done. That -is to say, the quantity 
which Robinson could dig in eight hours would abso
lutely satisfy him for a week, so that he would not care 
for more eYen if he could get them for nothing. In like 
manner let the marginal usefulness of rushes be6rin at . 
four and be extinguished (for the week) by five hours' 
work; and let the other data. be such as are depicted on 
the two curves in Fig. 13. t Now suppose further that 
Robinson can give seven hours a week to the two tasks 
together. How will he distribute llis labour between 
th~m 1 If he gives four hours' work to digging for roots 
aml three to gathering rushes, the marginal usefulness 
of the two articles will be measured by the vertical 
intercepts on a and a' respectively. Clearly there has 

• "Political eeonomh;ts have always been addicted to Robin· 
sonitlili" (.)!an), 

t They :ll'll drawn to the formulre-
4<J-'<.t . 

11 = and y = 10-:;. 7" respeetmly. 
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been waste, for the latter portions of the time devoted 
to rush-gathering have been devoted to producing a 
thing less urgently needed than a further supply of roots. 
Again, if six hours he given to digging and one to rush• 
gathering, the marginal usefulness will be measured by 
the vertical intercepts on b and b', and again there 
ha.s been waste, this time from excessive root digging. 
Dut if fire hours are given to digging for roots and two 
to rush-gathering, the usefulness will be measured 
hy the vertical intercepts on c and c', and there is no 
loss, for obviously any labour subtracted from either 
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<•trupation and added to the other would result in the 
saeritice of a great()r satisfaction than the uue it secured. 

It i8 ubrious that for auy giren time, su~:h as three 
lwurs or two hours, there is a similar ideal dimilmtion 
lol'l wct'll tLe two OC'l'lll•ations whidt seemes the maxi· 
muttt rt'mlt in gmtitication of dtsires; and the method 
1•f Ji,tril.ution may Le representt-J l•y a n:ry ~im1~le anJ 
l~t·:•lllllltl ~ra1·hic deril't; exemplitieJ in Fig. 14. 

l'ir~t Jraw t!~t• two curws oue wit Lin tla• other,~ 
tla·n a,J,l tlu:lll to;;ethcr sideways, 1'0 all to ruake a 

• lf t ~~• cum·:> &!tudJ 1:1'1).-"t ll.li i.u Fig. 10, the j•riUdj,le io eut~rt!y 
IHJ&If,.,.:t,,J. 

, 

X 
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third curve (dotted in figure), after the following fashion : 
For y = 1 the corresponding value of z for the inner 
curve is 2, and that for the outer curve 5. Adding 
ihese two together we obtain 7 ; and for our new curve 
we shall have ~ 

y=l x=7. 

Every other ,point of the new curve may be found in 
the same way, and we shall then have a dotted curve such 
that if any line pp1Pz'p3 be drawn parallel to the axis 
of x, and cutting the three curves, the line p2p3 shall 

y~~~~~~~~~~~-T~ 
I I 1 I I 

5 1\l I I I I 
'X I I I I 

, 1\~. I ' I I I 
1 

J\j\J ~f'i.::~·· ... I . I 
I .~ i~c·,--. .J •••• _____ J. 1 x 

d-+-~~~~~~----~~--~ 
0 ~~ I j"• t"3 I I I I I I I I I 

0 I I I i 5 i I I I 10 ,I ! 

Fig. H. 

be equal to the line PPr We shall then hve pp3 = pp1 
+ pp 

2 
; ~ and if we desire to see how Robinson will 

apportion any quantity of time Oq3 between the two 
occupations we shall simply have to erect a perpendicul:ll' 
at q::P and where it cuts the dotted curve draw a parallel 
to the axis of :r, cutting the other curves at p2 and p1• 

We shall then have divided the whole time of OrzJ into 

• If the cnrres are drawn to the formuht y=f,t) and y=¢/:t) we 
may express them also as z=j- 1(y) and z=¢;· 1.y). It is obvious 
that Olli new clliVe will then be x=f-1(J,'+If;- 1\!J), "1\'hich in th~ 

31°+1¥>,-3'. ' . case will give x=~~_:t', to which formula the cum IS drawn 
.. -,:T .. --r-r•,-

betwet:n the val~tes y=-l and y=O. 
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two parts, Oq1 and Oq2 ( = pp1 and pp2), such that if Oq1 
is devoted to the one occupation and Oq2 to the other 
the maximum satisfaction will be secured. 

If we take Oq3 = 7 we shall find we get Oq1 = 2, 01.h 
= 5, as above."" ' 

This is a principle of the utmost importance, applicable to 
a great variety of problems, such aa the most advantageous 
di~tribution of a given quantity of any commodity between 
two or more different uses. It is particularly important in 
the pure theory of the currency. It need hardly be pointed 
out that these diagrams do not pretend to assist any one in 
practically determining how to divide his time. They are 
merely intended to throw light on the process by which he 
e!Iects the distribution. In any concrete investigation we 
should have direct access to the result but not to the con
ditions of want and estimated satisfaction which determine 
it ; so that the actual distributions would be our data and 
the pl'\!cediug conditions of desire, etc. our q uresita. 

\r e have now reached a stage of our investigations 
at which it will be useful to recapitulate and expand 
out· conclusions as to the marginal usefulness of com
modities. In doing so we must bear in mind especially 
"hat has Leen said a.s to the nature of our diagrammatic 
curws (p. 12). The law of a curve is the law of the 

· connection between the corresponding pairs of values of 
two varying quantities, one of which is a function of the 
otltcr. The curre on Fig. 7, for instance, is not the 
"curre of the heat produced by given quantitits of 
r~1 rLun in a furna~e," nor yet the "cune of the quan
tities uf carLou whid1 di'ect giren dtgrees of heat in a 
fumarc," Lut "the cune of tl1e conntction L~:twecn 
\·at) iug yu01utitics of carbon burueJ and ,·ar)ing degrets 

• ~ut;: th.!.t when the houn of 11urk have btltn distril,ukd kt1retn 
tL~ t ~ro ocCUJ'lltiOilll thry I>Uil illUl concrete I'I!Sulu in the sh&!Je of 
l\JtLiuO<ilt)'. Thus, strictly s~g, we Il!Wiute AUiiN llotg tho w 
of z 11rt..u d.,.lt~.ig tolt.h the dotted curve, but lwtw-ruulu in com
n.oJ.Jty 111hr11 •·• COllie w.the other curvM. If 0q1=7, then, whe:n:u 
Vq1:: 7 Mllr., Oq1 and. V.J! rtpl'tst'nt :n:>rlllctinly 2 ud 6 11r..U of 
w ...... ci,ry, N<:U w.tt ~ tl.e ,..,.ult of &II bour·s work. 
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o£ heat produced," each of which magnitudes severally is 
always measured by a vertical or horizontal straight line. 

In like manner, the first curve in Fig. 13 is not "the 
curve of the varying marginal usefulness of esculent 
~·oots to Robinson at given margins," nor "the curve 
of the varying quantities of esculent roots which 
correspond to given marginal usefulnesses," but "the 
curve of the ~onnection between the quantity of roots 
Robinson possesses and the marginal usefulness of roots 
to him." 

When this fact is fully grasped it will become obvious 
that there are only two things which can conceivably 
alter the marginal usefulness of a commodity to me : 
either the quantity I possess must change, or the law 
must change which connects that quantity and the 
marginal usefulness of the commodity. If both these 
remain the same, obviously the marginal utility must 
remain the same. Or, in symbols, if y::;;. f(x) * the value 
of y can only be altered by changing the value of x, or 
by changing the function signified by f. The necessity 
for insisting upon this axiomatic truth will become 
evident as we proceed. Meanwhile, 

One charge, one sovereign chaorge I press, 
A.nd stamp it with reiterate stress, 

viz. to bear in mind, so as to recognise it under all dis· 
guises, the fundamental and self-evident truth, that the 
marginal -usefulness of a· commodity always depen,ls 
upon the quantity of the commodity possessed [!I = f (l) ), 
and that if the nature of tilt, dependenct [the form of 
the function f] and. the· quantity of the commodity 
possessed [the value of x] remain the same, then the 
marginal usefulness onhe commcxlity [the value of y] 
likewise remains unchanged. Whatever changes it must 

11 Sote that the symbolf(x) is perfectly general, and signifies any 
kind of function of x. It therefore includes and may properly repre· 
sent the class of functiou we have hitherto repreaent~J by Mtt:n with 
a d:liib,f'(x), ''(::), etc. 
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do so either by changing the nature of its dependence 
upon the quantity possessed or by changing that quan· 
tity itself ; nothing which cannot change either of 
the~e can change the marginal usefulness ; and what
ever changes the marginal usefulness does so by mean~ 
uf changing one of these. The length of the vertical 
intercept cannot change unless either the course of the 
curve changes m· the position of the bearer is shifted. 

These remarks, of course, apply to total utility as 
well as to marginal usefulness. 

Now, hitherto we have considered changes in the 
quantity possessed only; and have supposed the nature 
of the connection between the quantity and the total 
utility or marginal usefulness to remain constant, i.e. 
we haYe shifted our bearers, but have supposed our 
curves to remain fixed in their forms. But obviously 
in Jlracticallife it is quite as important to consider the 
~>hitting of the curve as the shifting of the bearer and 
the quantity-index. To revert to our first example. 
The law that connects the quantity of coal I burn with 
the sum of ad,·antages I derive from its consumption is 
IH.1t the same in winter and in sumnwr, or in the house 
I uow live in and the house I luf.t ten years ago. Aud 
iu other cases, where there is a·~ obvious external 
cause of chaui[e, a man's tastes and de~es'"llrt.""bv;,-.!:..c·' 
lu~s perpetually varying. The state of his health, the 
ftate of his atl'ections, the nature of his studies, and a 
thuusand other causes change the amount of eujoyment 
ur adl'antage he can derive from a given quantity of a 
gm:u commodity ; and if we wish to have au adequate 
<·uucq,tion uf tl1e real economic couditions of life we 
um~t uvt oHly imagiue what we have called the" bearer," 
tk,t tanie$ the n:rtica.l or quantity-index ruoriug fret:ly 
uluug tLe axis of 11 but we ruust also imagine the furm 
vf tt1e cul're to be pt:r}~t:tually flowing and changing. 

The ol•\'iuus iwpossiLility of &dequattly l't'presmting on 
di:.r:r'l\M tL~ flux and th~~..n;,;e o! t1e cur\'~ !Jttlltllti a gl'l:at 
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difficulty to the demonstrator. Some attempt will here be 
made to convey to the reader an elementary conception of 
the nature of these changes. 

We will take the simplest case, that of the straight line, 
l!! an illustration. Suppose (a not very probable supposition) 
that the quantity-and-marginal-usefulness curve of a certain 
commodity for a certain man at a certain time is represented 
by y;l2-2&. 
By giving successive values to (I; we shall find the corre· 
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sponding values of y, aml shall eee. that the curve is the 
highest of the straight lines represented on Fig. 15 (a). Now 
suppose that, owing to some cause or other, the man comet 
to need the commodity less, so that its marginal utility, 
while still decreasing by the same law as before, shall now 
begin at ten instead of twelve. The formula of the curve 
will then be y = 10- 2.r, and the curve will be the second 
st:rai~ht line in Fig. 15 (a). By taking the formula., y = 8- 2x, 
we may obtain yet another line, aml so on in1lefinitely. 

X 
2p 
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What we have now Leen doing may Le represented by the 
formula. y=f(z,x)=z- 2x, 
wltere y is a function of two variaLles, namely z and x, and 
we l'roeeed hy giving z successive values, and then fur each 
several value of z giving x successive values. If instead ofa 
taking the values 12, 10, 8 for z, we suppose it to pass con
tinuously through all values, it is obvious that we should 
have a system of parallel straight lines, one of which would 
pass through any given point on the axis of x or y. 

But we have supposed the modifications in the position of 
tlte line always to be of one perfectly simple character; 
whereas it is easy to imagine that the man whose wants we 
are considering might find that for some reason he needed a 
slliallt:"r aud smaller quantity of the commodity in question 
c·umpletdy to satisfy his wants, whereas his initial desire 
rcmain\:d as keen as ever. Such a case would be represented 
hy y = j(z, x) = 12 - zx, 
in which we may give z the values of 2, 3, 4, 6 successively, 
1111d then trace the lines in Fig. 15 (b) by making x pass 

12 through all values from 0 to 7 , after which the values of y 

would he twgative, 
But again we might suppose that while the quantity of 

the (~ununotlity needed completely to sate a man remained 
the smne, the eagerness of his initial desire might abate. 
Tbis case might he represented by 

y = f(z, x):;; 2- ~X, 
wiH·re l·~· making z ~uccessively equal to 12, 10, 8, 6, etc., 
we ~hall ~d a 8yst<"m of lines such as those in Fig. 15 (c), 

'l'lli~ i~ very far fmm exhau~tiug the dilftrtnt modifications 
ulll' cul've might undergo whilt still remaining a straight 
liuc. Fur iu>tauce we might have a series uf lines, one of 
\1 !Ji(h t!I\JulJ run from 12 on th~ nis of y to 6 on the axis 
u( ..c, a.; ldtil'l~, w Lile allothcr ran from 8 on the axis of y 
t•• 12 011 tlw ll.Xis of ..c, aud so on. This would iudit:ate that 
IIIli illd,·J~'lHlclit <:<~us.:s Wtl'li at work to mvJif)· tlJtl ma.u's 
waut f,,r t!Jt~ CvlHilll...!itv. 

Pll.>~iq.; un tu a ruse. rathrr ldiS sllll}'le, WI' nuif take the 
tir,t runt uf fi~. 13, wLkh 1\a>i drawu to the fur~ula. 

2t- ~"' 
y •+:;:· 

F 
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and confining ourselves to a single modification, may regard 
. 24- 3x 
1t as y=f(z,x)=~, 

when, by making z successively equal 4, 6, 8, and 12, we 
·, shall get the four mmes of Fig. 16. 

If we suppose that z and x are both changing at the same 
time, i.e. that the quantity of the commouity and the nature 
of the der.~endence of its marginal usefulness upon its quantity 
are changing .together, then the effect of the two changes 
may be that each will intensify the other, or it may be that 
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they will counteract each other. Thus in y = f (z, x) = 
24 - S:e, if x is first 5 and then 3, while z at the same time 
ztz 

passes from 4 to 12, we shall have for the two values of y 

24- 3 x 5· and 24 - 3 x 3 and in either case y = 1. This is 
4+5 12+3 , 

shown on the figure by the lines at a and b. 
We must remember, then, that two things, and only two, 

can alter the marginal usefulness of a conmwdity, viz. (i) a 
change in its quantity and (ii) a change in the connection 
between its quantity and its marginal usefulness. In tl1e 
diagr-ams these are represented by (i) a movement of the 
"bearer" carrvincr the vertical to a1.1J iro on the base line, 
antl (ii) a change in the form or position of the curve. In 
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symhols they are represented (i) by a change in the value of 
x, and (ii) by a change in the rueaning of f. Anything that 
ehanges the value of y must do so by cl1anging one of these. 
Generally speaking the causes that affec~ the nature of the 
fuuction (i.e. the shape and position of the curve), so far as • 
they lend themselves to investigation, must be studied under 
tl1e 11 theory of consumption ;u wl1ile an examination of the 
causes which affect the magnitude of x (i.e, the position of the 
"quantity-index'') will include, together with other thing~, 
the "theory of production." 



II 

WE have seen trut the most varied and heterogeneous 
wants and desires that exist in one rnind or "subject" 
may be reduced to a common measure and compared 
one with another; but there is another truth which must 
never be lost sight of on peril of a ~Xltal misconception of 
all the results we may arrive at in our investigations; 
and that is, that by no possibility can desires or wants, 
even for one and the 8/lllle thing, which exist in dijfel'ent 
minds, be meMured against one another or reduced to a 
common measure. If x, y, and ~ are all of them objects 
of desire to A, we can tell by his actions which of them 
he desires most, but if A, B, and a all" desire X no pos
sible process can determine which of them desires it 
most. For any method of investigation is open to the 
fatnl objection that it must use 3.'1 a standard of mea
surement something that may not mean the same in 
the diiferent miJ1da to be compared. Lady Jane Grey 
studies Plato while her companions ride in Bradgate 
Park, whence we learn that an hour's study was more 
than an equivalent to tho ride to Lady Jane and less 
than its equivalent to the others. But who is to tell 
us whether Greek gave her more pleasure than hunting 
gave thern? Lady Jane fancied it did, but she may 
have been mistaken. My account-book, intelligentJy 
studied, may tell you a good deal as to the equivalence 
of various pleasures and comforts to me, but it can 
establish no kind of equation between the amo11nt of 
pleasure which I derive from a. certain article and the 
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amount of pleasure you w~mld derive from it. B wears his 
black coats out to the bitter end and goes shabby three 
months in every year in order to get a few pounds 
worth of books per annum. A would never think of• 
doing so-but whether because he values books less or 
a genteel appearance more than B does not appear. 
Xay, it is even possible he values books more, but 
that his sensitiveness in the matter of clothing ex
ceeds B's in a still higher degree. C may be willing 
to wait three hours at the door of a theatre to get a 
place, ~·hereas D will not wait more than ten minutes; 
but this does not show that C wanU! tQ witness the 
representation more than D does; it may be that iJ has 
less physical endurance than C, and would suffer severely 
from the exhaustion of long waiting; or it may be that 
C has nothing particular to do with his time and so 
does not value it as much as D does his. 

Look at it how we will, then, it is i~possiLle to • 
Mal,bh any scientific comparison between the wants 
and desires of two or more separate individuals. Yet 
it is olJrious that almost the whole fidd of economic 
investi;.':atiou is concemed with collectiYe wants and 
d\'~ires"; and we shall consbl.ntly haYe to speak of the 
JdatiH~ illtcusity of the demand for difl'treut artides or 
nmllnU<litie~ nut on the part of this or that individual, 
l•ut ou the part of society in general In like manner 
we r.ball i>J•t·ak of the marginal lliduhwss and utility 
1•f ~urh aud surh au article, not fur the llidi\·idual but 
fu1 tile tOlUllitmity at large. What right haYe we to use 
~thh ltn!{uage, anJ what must we take it to meant 

To lUl~wcr tl1is 11ue,;tiou sati6factorily we mu5t make 
tht• tt·bti\'e iutt-usity of the dt£ires and wants of the 
i:,Ji ridua.l our starting-lJOiut. L:t us Slll'JN!\tl that A 
1''''"\'i\'t:S l:it<kh of r, \', w, X, Y, z, tbe llla.rgiual. utility 
11 l!itn of tLe cu~t~~mary unit (j .. .~uuJ, yard, pitXt; bueLtl, 
l.uh,b:JIIt'i~Lt, or wh.:k\·er it m:1y k) of eil.(h uf 
the~ artirlt~ l~iug such that, calling a unit of e, "' 
a UI•it of Y, r, ttc., u £lliill have 311 or lOr or •w or 
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~or -t,. applied at the ~argin, just equivalent to z (i.e. 

one unit of Z) at the margin. Portions of arbitrary 
'Curves illustrating the supposed cases of U, X, and Z 
are given in Fig. 17 (A). The curves represent the mar
ginal usefulness per unit of U as being one-third as great 
as that of Z. That is to say, if u is but a very small 
fraction of A's whole stock of U, then, in the limit, 3u = z. 

In like manner ~ = z, in the limit. Now let us take 

another man, B. We may find that he does not possess 
(and possibl,1 is not aware of definitely desiring) any V, 
W, or Y at all; but we will suppose that he possesses 
stocks of U, X, and Z. In this case (neglecting the 
practically very importa.nt element of friction) we shall 
find that the units of U, X, and Z stand in exactly the 
same relative positions for him as they do for A ; that is 

to say, we shall find that forB, as for A, 3u or~ is ex

actly equivalent to z. For were it otherwise the comli
tions for a mutually advantageous exchange woulU 
obviously be present. 

Suppose, for instance, we have 

X 'al f B 3 eqmv ent to 2u or , 

as represented in Fig 17 (B), while 

. ~is equivalent to 3u for A, 

as before. Then, reducing to more convenient f~rm~,• 
we shall have 

6~ equivalent to x 
12u equivalent to x 

forB, 
for A. 

Observe that though we may 11uppose there will frequently 
be some general similarity of form between the curves that 

• This process ill legitimate if :1: and u are "small'' units of X ancl 
U, so that the marginal wefulnesa of U remaius atnsibly con~tant 
throughout the COilBumption of 3u, etc. 
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connect the quantity of U with its marginal usef~lness in 
the case,s of A and B respectively, yet we have no right 
whatever to assume any close resemblance between these 
curves. .. 

Now since six units of U are equivalent to a unit of 
X for B, he will evidently be glad to receive anything 
more than six units of U in exchange for a unit of X ; 
whrreas A will be glad t<t give anythiny less than tweh•e 
units of U for a unit of X; The precise terms on which 
we may expect the exchange to take place will not be 
inve~tigated here, but it is obvious that there is a wide 
margin for an arrangement by which A can give U in 
exchange for X from B, to the mutual advantage of the 
t\\'O parties. The result of such an exchange will be to 
change the quantities and make the quantity indices 
more in the directions indicated by the arrow heads; 
.A's stock of U decreasing and his stock of X increas
ing, while B's stock of U increases and his stock of X 
decreases. But this very process tends to bring the 

. marginal u8efulness of U marginal utilitv of 1t nt10 -~~~--·-~~ - or · 
' lllll.l'ginal usd'ulntss of X marginal utility of x 

nearer to unity (i.e. increase it) for A, for whom it 
is now ff, and to remove it farther from unity 
(i.e. dtlcrea.se it) for B, to whom it is now t· This 
is ub\'ious from a glance at the figures or a moment's 

r\:'flL\i:tiOll 011 What they ft'}lfeSelJt. esin•Y ~ a$ 8, 
::> ;c 

maJ·:.:inal utilit\' of u 
~~ mbul of ·. 1 ~- .~1 .- '---f. we may, therdore, say 
• llial'~llla Utl 1ty o X 

1 1 · II ·u· t 1at t H.' l'atlo x w1 merease for A, to whom it is now 

luwt·~t, unJ deert·ase for R, to whom it is now highest. 
1( tl1is luovcmt·ut tuutinues long enough,• there must 

come a p(liut at whid1 ~ will be tla! same for A and B. 

!\ Ol\' uutil this 1•uint is rcarhcJ the causes wl1id1 produce 

• Cvlll}'lll"'! Wuw, I'· ;3 &u.d tLe llvk 
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the motion towards it continue to be operative, for it is 

always possible to imagine a ratio of exchange ·n which 
• X 

'!!hall be' greater than A's ~and less than B's ~~and shall 
' , X X 

' tl 
therefore be advantageous to both. But when A's -

X 

and B's u have met there wHl be equilibrium. Hence 
X 

if the relath·e worth, at the margin, of units of any two 
commodities U and X should not be identical for two 
persons A and B, the conditions of a profitable exchange 
between them exist, and continue to exist, until the 
resultant changes .have brought about ~ state of equili
brium, in which the relative worths, at the margin, of 
units of the two commodities are identical for the two 
individuals. 

This proposition is of such crucial and fundamental 
importance that we will repeat the demonstration with a 
more sparing use of symbols, and without reference to 
the figures. 

B, who is glad to get anything more than 6u for x, 
and A, who is glad to give anything short of 12u for 
x, exchange U and X to their mutual advantage, B getting 
U and giving X, while A gets X and gives U. 

But. by this very act of exchange B's stock of X is 
decreased and his stock of U increased, and thereby the 
marginal usefulness of X is raised and that of U lowered, 
so that B will now find 6u less than the equivalent 
of x; or in other words, the interval between the worth 
of a unit of X and that of a unit of U is increasing, 
and at the same time A's stock of X is increasing and 
his stock of U diminishing, whereby the mar~;inal use
fulness of U increases and that of X diminishes, so that 
now less than twelve units of U are needed to make an 
equivalent to one unit of X; or in other words, the 
interval between the worths at the margin of a unit of 
U and a unit of X is dimini.shing. To begin with, then, 
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u and x differ less in worth, at the margin, to B than 
they do to A, but the difference in worth to B is con
stantly increasing and that to A constantly diminish
ing as the exchange goes on. There must, therefore, 
come a point at which the expanding smaller difference 
and the contracting greater difference will coincide. • 
The conditions for a profitable exchange will then cease 
t.o exist ; but at the same moment the marginal worths 
of u and x will come to stand in precisely the same ratio 
for A. and for B. Wherever, then, articles possessed in 
common by A and B differ in the ratio of their unitary 
marginaJ ntilities as estimated by A. and B, the conditions 
of a profitable exchange exist, and this exchange itself 
Lends to remov~ the difl'erence which gives rise to it. 
We may take it, then, that in a state of equilibrium the 
ratios of the unitary marginal utilities of any articles, X, 
Y, Z, etc., possessed in common by A, B, C, etc., taken 
two by two, viz. x: y, x: z, y: z, etc., are set•erally identicol 
,f,lf' u/1 tlte possessors. A11y departure from this state of 
(l<luilibrium tends to correct itself by giving rise to 
exchanges that restore the equilibrium on the same or 
another basis. . 

To g:ire precision and firmness to this conception, we 
mar work it out a little farther. Let us call such a 
t~l:le a.s the one given on pp. 69, 70 a "scale of the relative 
uuit~ry marginal utilities to A of the commodities he 
J~<·~~t'sses," or briefly, "A's rdatire scale." How shall 
\1 c Lr iug the relative scales of B, C, etc. iuto the form 
'''"st c•llli'I'Hicnt for cottJ}•ariwn with A's t In A's rela
tn «' t.cale tl1e uuitary marginal utilities of all the artides, 
I Lit i:~ to ~>ay, u, !'1 w, Z., y, z, were fX}Jrc:.:;eJ iu terms of 
tLc 1111it~ry ruar;.:iual utility of Z, that is to say, z. And 
iu like lll:tll!H'r }Js t·cbtire So~: ale exl'ressed 11 and x in terms 

11f :. l~ut tww SU}•}IU:>tl C JlVSSe~es 8, T, Y, X, and Y, 
l.ut 11o l', \\', ur Z. It is ubrious that, in so far as he 
J~·~~c:>.,t·i tl,e l>:lWe cututuuJities &I! A and E, his relatire 

• r~..:.,.,, itJJ,<.J, the •lolt 'bd.: of .t'11 X ur vflJ'o r i1 hL.aw;l.tld 
klvr, 11<1\:ll:lorlUIL I• l'tlllld;td. b..1ll J:i. e:.i, 
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scale, when,. there is equilibrium, must coincide with 
theirs. But when we attempt to draw out that scale by 
direct reference to B's wants, we find ourselves unable 
.to express the unitary marginal utilities of his commodi
ties in terms of the unitary marginal utility of Z, for 
since he has no Z (and perhaps does not want any) we 
cannot ask him to estimate its marginal usefulness to 
him.* But ·it is obvious that A's scale fixes the rela
tive marginal utilities of the units v, x, and y in terms 
of each other as welll\s in terms of z, and unless they 
are the same to a that they are to A the conditions 
of an advantageous exchange between A and a will 
arise and will continue till v, x, y coincide on the 
two relative scales. In like manner B~s scale.expresses 
the marginal utilities of the units s and t in terms 
of each other, and a's scale must, when there is 
equilibrium, coincide with B's in respect of these two 
units. Now, even though a not only possesses no Z, 
but does not even desire any, there is nothing to pre
vent him, for convenience of transactions with A and B, 
from estimating s, t, ~~ x, and y not in terms of each 
other, bnt in terms of z, placing it hypothetically in his 
own scale in the same place relatively to the other units 
which it occupies for A and B. Thus he may express 
his desire for the commodities he has or wants to have, 
in terms of a desire to which he is himself a stranger, 
but the relative strength of which in other men's minds 
he has been able to ascertain. 

Lastly, if a knows that he can at any time get S 
and T from B, and V, X and Y from A, in exchange for 
Z, on definite terms of exchange, then, although he may 
not want Z for himself, and may have no possible use 
for it, yet he will be glad to get it, though only as re
presenting the things he does want, and for which he 

• We shall see presently (p. 82) that the estimate must positively 
be made in terms of a commodity possessed, and that ev~u if B wan til 
Z, and knows exactly how much he want.il a first unit of it, thlt want 
will not serve as the stand:u:d unit of desire unless he actually poe· 
sesses some quantity of Z. 
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will immediately exchange it, unless indeed he finds it 
more convenient to keep a stock of Z on hand ready to 
exchange for S, T, etc. as he wants them for actual 
consumption than to keep those commodities themselves 
in any large quantities. 

All this is exactly what really takes place. Gola 
(in England) is the Z adopted for purposes of refer
ence (and also, though less exclusively, as a vehicle of 
exchange). Gold is valuable for many purposes in 
the arts and sciences, and, therefore, there are always 
a number of persons who want gold to use, and 
will give other things in exchange for it. Most of 
us possess, and use in a very direct manner, a small 
quantity of gold which we could not dispense with 
without great immediate suffering and the risk of serious 
ultimate detriment to our health, viz., the gold stoppings 
of some of our teeth. There is a constant demand for 
guld for this use. Lettering and ornamenting the backs 
of hooks is another use of gold in which vast numbers 
uf personil have an immediate interest as consumers. 
l'late and ornaments are a more obvious if not more 
important means of employing gold for the direct 
gratification of human desires or supply of human wants. 
In slwr4 there are a great numLer of well-known and 
t:a.~ily 11.ecessible pt:rsons who, for one purpose or another 
of dirt•d use or enjoyment, desire gold, and since these 
per'!>ous dt:"sire many other things also, their wants 
fur11i~h a scale on wbich the unitary ruar~iual utilities 
of a grt-at \'ariety of artidcs are regiskrd in tt:"rms uf 
tlal unitary marginal utility of guld, and if the relatire 
!'cales of auy two of tl1ese gold-and-{)tht:"r-commuJities
tll·~iritJg individuals dilfer, then ex~hangt:A~ \rill be ma.de 
ut1til tLq cuin(iJe. Other versuns •·ho hare no diroct 
Je,ire or use fur gold dt:sire a nuruLer of the other com
modities whi~h find a iJl~~oce in tLe scalll of the guld
dcsiritlg r~~:rsuns, awd Ctll, tlu:rdof'l>, compare the 
rt·lati\'e J!Oiiitiuns tlaly occUJ'Y in tLtir owu scale of 
tbil'cli •·ith tl1at •·l1id1 is a~ignt:'J th .. m in the scale of 
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the gold-desiring people, and if these relative positions 
vary exchanges may advantageously be made until they 
coincide. Thus the non-gold-desiring people may find 
it convenient to express their desires in terms of the 
gold-desire to which they are themselves strangers, and 
seeing that the gold-desiring people are accessible and 
numerous, even those who have no real personal gold
desire will always value gold, because they can always 
get what they want in . exchange for it from the gold
desiring people. Indeed, as soon as this fact is generally 
known and realised, people will generally find it con· 
venient to keep a certain portion of their possessions not 
in the form of anything they really want, but in the 
form tJf gold. 

We may, therefore, measure all concrete utilities in 
terms of gold, and so compare them one with another. 
Only we must remember that by this means we reach 
a purely objective and material scale of equivalence, and 
that the fact that I can get a sovereign for either of 
two articles does not prove, or in any way tend to prove, 
that the two articles really confer equivalent benefits, 
unless it is the same man wlw is willing to git·e a sow·eiqn 
f()r either. · 

.A's and B's desires for U and W, when measured in 
their respective desires for Z, are indeed equivalent; 
but the meamre itself may mean to the two men things 
severed by a hell-wide chasm ; for A's desire for U, W, 
and Z alike may be satisfied almost to the point of 
satiety, so that an extra unit of Z would hardly confer 
any perceptible gratification upon him ; whereas B may 
be in extreme need alike of U, W, and" Z, so that an 
extra unit of Z would minister to an almost unendurable 
craving. 

Or again, A may possess certain commodities, V, X, 
Y, which B does not possess, and is not conscious of 
wanting at all (say billiard tables, pictures by olJ 
masters, and fancy ball costumes), and in like manner 
B may possess Wand T (say corduroy breecbei! ami 
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tripe), which A neither possesses nor desires. Now in 

taking one z as a 

a we 
%=BOt and v= 50z, 

i.e. one v is worth times as much as 
one t. By we should mean that the man in tho 
community who wants Z will 4000 times as much 
for a unit of it as out of the man who 
wants T in of that. But this does 
not even tend to unit of V will the 
man who wants it 4000 times the the 
other man would derive from a it is 
quite that the latter satisfaction might posi-
tively greater of the two. 
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it comes from ; and, therefore, I regard it as the same thing 
all the world over, and measure all that I get or give in 
terms of it." Where the relatio!ls to be regulated are them
selves prevailingly external and objective, this plan works ex
cellently. But amongst friends, and wherever friendship or 
any high degree of conscious and active goodwill enters into 
the relations to be regulated, two things are felt. In the first 
place we do not wish to keep an evenly balanced account, and 
to set services, etc.; against each other, but we wish to act on the 
principle of the mutual gratuitousness of services; and in the 
second place, so far as any idea of a rough equivalence enters 
our minds at all, we are not satisfied with anything but a 
real equivalence, an equivalence, that is, of sacrifice or effort; 
and this may depart indefinitely from the objective equivalence 
in gold. This also explains the dislike of money and money 
dealings which characterises such saints as St. Francis of 
Assisi. Money is the incarnate negation of their principle of 
mutual gratuitousness of service. 

Under what circumstances the objective scale might be 
supposed roughly, and taken over a wide area, to coincide 
with the real scale, we shall ask presently. If such circum. 
stances were realised, and in as far as they actually are 
realised, it i~ obvious that the objective scale has e. social 
and moral, as well~ a commercial, value. (Compare p. 86.) 

In future we may speak of a man's desire or want of 
"gold " without implying that he has any literal gold· 
desire at all, but using the "unitary marginal utility of 
gold " as the standard unit of desire, and expressing 
the (objective) intensity of any man's want of anything 
in terms of that unit. It is abundantly obvious from 
what has gone before in what way we shall reduce to 
this unit the wants of a man who has no real desire for 
gold at all Wben we use gold in this extended and repre
sentative sense we shall indicate the fact by putting it in 
quotation marks: "gold." Thus any one who possesses 
anything at all must to that extent possess "gold,'' 
though he may be entirely without gold. 

The result we have now reached is of the utmost 
importance. We have shown that in any catallactic com· 
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munity,• when in the state of equilibrium, the marginal 
utilities of units of all the commodities that enter into the 
circle of exchange will arrange themselves on a certain 
relative scale or table in which any one of them can 
be expressed in terms of any other, and that that scale 
will be general; that is to say, it will accurately trans
late or express, for each individual in the commwtity, the 
worth at the margin of a unit of any of the com
modities he possesses, in terms of any other. 

The scope and significance of this result will be
come more and more apparent as we proceed ; but we 
can already see that the desiredness at the margin of a 
unit of any commodity, expressed in terms of the de
sircdness at the margin of a unit of any other commodity, 
is the same thing as the value-in-exchange (or exchange
value) of the first commodity expressed in terms of the 
second. 

\re have therefore established a precise relation be
tween value-in-use and value-in-exchange; for we have 
diseorered that the value-in-exchange of an article con
forms to the place it occupies ou the (necessarily coinci
dent) rcla.til'e scales of all the persons in the com
munity who possess it. Now to every man the 
marginal utility of an article, that is to say of a unit of 
any commodity, is determined by the average between 
the mar~inal usefulness of the commodity at the bt'gin
uin~ and it.s marginal usefulness at the end of the 
arqui~itiun of that unit; and this marginal usefulness 
it.self is the first derived function, or the differential 
rodticient, of the wt.J utility of the stock of the eom
JmK!ity, wl1ich the man possesses. Or bri~::fly, the mlue
lu·(JJ,,u,;lt t!f a wtimwddy i8 tJ.e difft"T'tntuu Mfficimt of 
tJ,, ~.tul ~t.1,i.v, tv wd1 tlu-11dlf:1' vj the wmtiW.ttif!J, of tJtt stuck 
1/ tl,~· cutull•'~idy l.tj'o.~t.s.SrS. 

"TLti thit1;;s "hith ha,·e the grtaU:i!t v11lue-in-use 

• I U~t·111ll•!' a c .. t..lh;ctk CUUlllJ.uLLity oLLe ill wl,icL the it.ul.ili.J.ua.l.i 
fr., ') U< lou:,:~ Cc•lliii•Wltl~8 01.11! lUlL llluth~r, uch Wl!L a fl<11' to 
~~~ .. ·l.i~ \J,t tl.J ') lllCUilu! ll.l:l'llai fi'Ull! Lu. JoUO.M:'IU()JUi' lli:tllllilllll. 
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have frequently little or no value-in-exchange; and, on 
the contrary, those which have the greatest value-in-ex
change have frequently little or no value-in-use. Nothing 
is more useful than water; bnt it will purchase scarce 

. anything ; scarce anything can be had in exchange for 
it" (Adam Smith). Now that we know exchange-value 
to be measured by marginal usefulness, we can well 
understand this fact. For as the total value in use of a 
thing approaches its maximum its exchange-value tends 
to disappear. Were water less abundant its value-in
use would be reduced, but its exchange-valu~ would be 
so much increased that there would be "scarce any
thing that could not be had in exchange for it." As it 
is the total effect of water is so near its maximum that 
its effectiveness at the margin is comparatively small. 

Before proceeding farther we will look somewhat 
more closely into this matter of the identity of the 
exchange-value of a unit of any commodity and its 
desiredness at the margin of the stocks of the persons 
who possess it. · 

In practical life, if I say that the exchange-value of a 
horse is £31, I am either speaking from the point of view 
of a buyer, and mean that a horse of a certain quality could 
be got in exchange for 8 oz. of gold;* or I am speaking from 
the point of view of a seller, and mean that a man could 
get 8 oz. of gold for the horse; but I cannot mean both, 
for notoriously (if all the conditions remain the same) 
the buying and selling prices are never identical. What 
then do I mean when, speaking as an economist, I sup
pose, without further specification, that the exchange. 
value of a horse in ounces of gold is 8 1 . I mean that 
the offer of anything 1/lO'f~ than the 8 oz. of gold for 
a horse of the quality specified will tend to indw:e some 
. possessor of such a horse to part with him, and the offer 
of such a horse for anything less than 8 oz. of gold will 
tend to ituiuce some possessor of gold to take the horse 
in exchang~ for some of it ; and if I reduce the friction 

• About 7 ·97 oa. of goJ.l is contained in £:31. 
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of exchange (both physical and mental) towards the 
vanishing point, I may say that e\·ery man who is 
willing to give any more than 8 oz. of gold for a horse 
can get him., and erery man who is willing to take ar1y 
less than 8 oz. of gold for a horse can sell him. 

The exchange·ralue of a horse, then, in ounces of gold, 
reprt·sents a quantity of gold such that a man can get 
anything short of it for a horse, and can get a horse for 
anything abo\·e it. And obviously, if the conditions re
main the same, every exchange will tend to destroy the 
conditions under which exchanges will take place, for 
after each exchange the number of people who desire to 
exchange on terms which will ''induce business" ten& to 
be reduced by two. 

Thus if the exchan!!e value of a horse is 8 oL of 
gold, tl1at means that the ratio " 1 horse to 8 OL gold " 
is a point on tiil~£r sid~ flj u·hich exchanges "·ill take 
place, ea.ch exchange, howerer, tending to produce an 
e•1uiliLrium on the attainment of which exchange will 
Ct'IISt', 

~ow we have shown in dttail that the rdatire scale 
of maq;iual utilities is a table of prt·cisdy such ratios, 
!.etwccu uuits of all commodities that enter into the 
rirde of u:~hange. Any departure in the relative scale 
uf ill}' indiridual from these ratios will at once induce 
cxdtliH~es that "ill tend to restore equilibrium. We 
litl\l,. tht'n, that the rt>lath·e scale is, in INint of fact, a 
t,tUt (/ w!,uJ1ye nuu(.s, and tLat tl1e exd1ange nlue of 
An autide iil simJ'ly its marginal utility measured in the 
lllltr;:ituJ utility of the co!llruoJity sdec:ted a.s the stand
al.l"d uf 'alue. And, after all, this is no ruore than the 
billljl~·~t dictate of cvruruun sense and experience; for we 
!.an~ Sl~ll tLat the cvllditious of ud.~tuige ll.fe that sume 
Ollt' ~Lvu:J be "illiug, a.s a matter of buillic~>ii, to gi re mo1e 
( ut ~h lc~ 1 thlln ~oz. of gold fur a hon;e; 1ut what eould 
induct th11t wi~lin:;llt'ill except the bet that the flW'ginal 
Utl:tty (If a J,ofl.tl ill greater, t() the man in qut-stion, than 
t :.e UHi.!' eit1J uu:, ty of S o&. go!J t At1d "hat &uou!J 

G 
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induce any other man to do business with him except 
the fact that to that other man the marginal utility of a 
horse is not greater than that of 8 oz. of gold 1 In other 
words, the conditions of exchange only exist when there 
is a discrepancy in the relative scales of two individuals 
who belong to the same community; and, as we have seen, 
the exchange itself tends to remove this discrepancy. 

Thus, the function of exchange is to bring the relative 
scales of all the individuals of a catallactic community into 
correspondence, and the equilibrium-ratio of exchange 
between any two commodities is the ratio which exists 
between their unitary marginal utilities when this cor
respondence has been established. Thus if the machinery 
of exchange were absolutely perfect, then, given the 
initial possessions of each individual in the community, there 
would be such a redistribution of them that no two men 
who could derive mutual satisfaction from exchanges 
would fail to find each other out ; and so in a certain 
sense the satisfactions of the community would be 
maximised by the flow of all commodities from the 
place in which they were relatively less to the place in 
which they .were relatively more valued. But the con
formity of the net result to any principle of justice or 
of public good would depend entirely on initial conditions 
prior to all exchange. 

It must never be forgotten that the coincident relative 
scales of the individuals who make up a community 
severally contain the things actually possessed (or com
manded) only, not all the things wanted by the respective 
individuals. If a man's initial want of X relatively to 
his (marginal) want of 11 gold" is not so great as the 
marginal want of X relatively to the (marginal) want of 
gold experienced by the possessors of X, then he will not 
come into the possession of X at all, and all that we 
shall learn from the fact of his having no X, together 
with an inspection of the position of X in the relative 
scale of marginal utilities, is that he desires X with less 
relatir:e intensity than ita possesso1-s do. But this doea 
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not by any means prove that his actual want of X is less 
pressing than theirs. It may very well be that he wants 
X fa.r more than they do, but seeing that he bas very 
little of anything at all, his want of "gold" exceeds 
theirs in a still higher degree. And, again, if one man 
"'ants X but does not want Y, and another wants Y but 
does not want X, and if the man who wants X wants it 
more, relatively to "gold," than the man who wants Y, 
it does not in the least follow that the one wants X 
absolutely more than the other wants Y, for "'e have no 
means of comparing the want of "gold" in the two 
cases, so that we measure the want of X and the want 
of Y in two units that have not been brought into 
auy relation with each other. All this is only to 
say that because I cannot "afford to buy" a thing it 
does not follow that I have less need of it or less desire 
to ha\'e it than another man who r.an and does afford it. 

Obvious as this is, it is constantly overlooked in 
amatdtr att~mpts "to apply the principles of political 
economy to the pmctical problems of life." We are 
told, for inst.ance, that where there is no "demand" for 
a thiug it shows that no one really wants it. But before 
we (an assent to this proposition we must know what is 
U1r:mt l•v "demand." 

~o".'if I want a thing that I hare not go~ there are 
lll:tll)' ways of "demanding" it. I may l.Jt.g for it. I 
lull)' try to make people unc{)mfortable by forcing the 
ntretuity of my want upon them. I may try to ten-ify 
tlll'lll iuto giriug me what I want. I may attempt to 
seize it. 1 may offer son:lt'tLing for it \rhich stands 
lower tl1au it un the rdatire scala of marginal utilities 
in 111~' oomllluuity. 1 may otl'er to work fur it. All 
tl1e:.e f\~.tUul of .. demand," and many mort; the eeono
tui~ts hne "·ith fiu.; if uncous..:iouD, irony clas~ 
t"~dla·r urnh:r oue Ut"g'.itire deSt:rij•tiou. !'ut one of 
tl1l"Ul c~·ustitutea tn "etft"ctive" dt"m•nd. An .. effective" 
til"m&.uJ (~tuer&lly dt:~~CriLOO, "·ith the omi:.sion of the 
al~ectirt>, u "dcru:t.nP iiW}1ly) is th.&.t demand, and 
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that demand only, which expresses itself in the offer in 
exchange for the thing demanded of something else that 
stands at least as hig~ as it doe3 on the relative scale of 
marginal utilities. No demand which expresses itself in 
any language other than such an offer is recognised as a 
demand at all-it is not "effective." Now this phrase
ology is convenient enough in economic treatises, but 
unhappily the· lay disciples of the economists have a 
tendency to adopt their conclusions and then discard 
their definitions. Thus they learn that it is waste of 
effort to produce a commodity or render a service which 
is less wanted than some other commodity or service 
that would demand no greater expenditure (whether of 
money, time, toil, or what not); they learn that what 
men want most they will give most for; and the con
clusion which seems obvious is announced in such tenns 
as these : " Political economy shows that it is a mistake 
and a waste to produce or provide anything for people · 
which they are not willing to pay for at a fair remuner
ative rate;" or, "It is false political economy to sub
sidise anything, for if people won't pay for a thing it 
shows they don't want it." Of course political economy 
does not really teach any such thing, for if it did it 
would teach that a poor man never " wants" food as 
much as a rich one, that a poor man never "wants" a 
holiday as much as a rich one; in a word, that a man who 
has not much of anything at all has nearly as much of 
e\'erything as he wants-which is shown by his being 
willing to give so very little for some more. 

The fallacy, of course, lies in t~e use made of the 
assertion that " what men want most they will give most 
for." This is true only if we are always speaking of the 
saJM men, or if we have fotmd a. measure which can 
determine which of two different men is really giving 
"most." :X either of these conditions is fulfilled in the 
case we are dealing with. "When two men give the 
same thing, it is not the same thing they giYe," and if 
A spend.~ £100 on a cc.ntinental tour and B half a crown 
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on a day at the sea-side no one can say, or without 
further examination can even guess, which of them has 
given "most" for his holiday. 

Again, some confusion may be introduced into our 
thoughts hy the fact that desires not immediately backed l•y 
any "effective" demand for gratification sometimes succeed in 
getting tlwmseh'es indirectly registered by means of secondary 
desires which they beget in the minds of well-disposed 
pE>rsons who are in a position to give "effeet" to them. 
Thus we may suppose that Sarah Bernhardt is charging three 
hundred guineas as her fee for reciting at an evening party, 
and that the three hundred guineas would provide a weeks' 
holiday in the country for six hundred London children. A 
l•enevolent and fashionable gentleman is in doubt which of 
these two methods of spending the sum in question he shall 
udop~ and after much debate internal makes his selection. 
\rhat do we learn from his decision 1 We learn whether his 
•h·~ire to gi\'e his friends the treat of hearing the recitation or 
tt• gire the children the benefit of country air is the greater. 
It klls us nothing whawver of thi\ rf'lative intensity of the 
!birc of the guests to hear the recitation and of th~ children 
t.o bl\·athe the purer air. The primary desires concerned ha-re 
not 1\·,:i.-tered their rtlative iuteu~ities at all, it is ouly tlte 
St'L'ondar~' dl'sil\•s which they beget in the Leuevolent ho8t 
that 1\·1-!'i~t<:r thl'mselves; and if the result }li\Xlaims the fact 
tltat the mar,:inal utility of a recitation from the tmgic 
actJ\'SS is just six lmnJred times as grtat as the marginal 
utiltt)' of 1 Wt't'k in the country to a sick child, this does not 
lllt'all that tla• pleasure or aJ. rantage coufene•l on the curu
)'<lllY l•y the 1\•ritation is (or is expeded to k) six hundred 
tlllt<·i ~ l!"l\'at ~that coufened upon each child l•y the holi
day ; nor dues it mean that the company would have esti· 
IH<>t•.J tl1t·ir }>lt'l4$Ul't in thc:ir own "~ulJ" at the Sil.llie sum 
II> tbt at \ll1ich the six hundr>t.J chilclren would ha.re e,;ti· 
wat..J tla·ir J•lt':l>Ure in thdr "gvld," l.ut that tl~t~ hllllt's 
.bi1~ to j:ire tbt> l•lt'&i'\ll~ to tl1e comJ>any is as peat as 
L> ,J..,ir" to !'ire tht l'l .. a:;ur~ t<J the six Luud..t't'J t:hilJ.!'l:n. 
.\h,l I'~IH't \\e 1,11re ~U)•!lO.'<-d tl1e hv~t'li d .. >itt'S t<1 Le the 
<•it:.,. "t!l.-dil ~" !•ta·s, tLey alune are C(>llillltl'rllilly ~it!llitit:.t~.ut. 
!\v l:uJ. uf ('j'Ut.tivll-JJ.ut eren an ul.jt"c:tire ulu:-ii ttitii.L-
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fuhed between the primary desires in question, viz. those of 
the guests and of the children respectively.• 

The exchange value, then, of any commodity or ser
vice indicates its position on its possessQrs' relative scale 
of unitary marginal utilities; and if expressed in " gold '' 
it indicates the ratio between the unitary marginal 
desiredness of \he commodity and that of "gold " upon 
all the (necessarily coincident) relative scales of all the 
memlns of the community tdw possess it. 

I ha>e repeatedly inskied on the fact that we ha>e no 
common measure by which we can compare the neceS8ities, 
wants, or desires of one man with those of another. We 
cannot even say that " a shilling is worth more to a poor 
man than to a rich one," if we mean to emmciate a rule that 
can be safely applied to individual case& The most we can 
say i.') that a shilling is worth more to a man whfn h.e is poor 
than (cateris paribus) to th.e tn'1718 man when he is rich. 

But if we take into account the principle of averages, by 
which any purely personal variations may be assumed to 
neutrallie each other over any con..oiderable area, then we 
may assert that shilling~~ either are or ought to be worth 
more to poor men than to rich. I say "either are or ought 
to be ;" for it is obvious that the rich man already has his 
desires gratified to a greater extent than the poor man, and 
if in spite of that they still remain as clamorous for one 
shilling's worth more of satb'i'action, it must be because his 
tastes are so much more developed and his sensitioenes.J to 
gratification has become eo much finer that hiJ organii!IIl even 
when its most imperative claims are satisfied still remains 
more sensitive to satisfactions of various kinili than the 
other's. But if the poor man owes his comparative frtedom 

• It is interesting to note that there are considerable manufactures 
of things the direct desire for which eeldom or never Ullei'U itself at 
alL There are immense m&88tS of tracts and Bibles produced, fr,r 
~ which are paid for by pel!On.t who do not desire to TI1M! them 
but to give them awsy to other person.t whose desire for them is not 
in any way an e!l'e{tire factor ill the proe~ling. And there are 
nnmben of expensive things ma<ie expl't5.'!1y to be l:"lllght for ''pre
aenrs," and which no aane J>ll!'!OD ill ever e:q,ected to bur for himeelf. 
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from desires to a low development and blunted powers, then 
the very fact that though he has so few shillings yet one in 
addition would be worth no more to him than to his richer 
neighbour iB itself the indication of social pressure and 
inequality. On the assumption, then, that the humanity of 
all classes of society ought ideally to receive equal develop· 
ment, we may say that shillings either are or ought to be 
worth more to poor men than to rich. Thus, if A manu· 
factures articles which fetch ls. each in the open market and 
are used principally by rich men, and if B produces articles 
which fetch the same price but are principally consumed by 
roor men, then the commercial equivalence of the two wares 
does not indicate a social equivalence, i.e. it does not indicate 
that the two articles confer an equal benefit or pleasure on 
the community. On the contrary, if the full humanity of 
JJ's customers has not been stunted, the11 hia wares are of 
higher social significance than A's. 

It is obvious, too, that if O's wares are such as rich and 
poor consume alike, the different lots which he sells to his 
ditfel'l·nt customers, though each commercially equivalent to 
the otlll·rs, perform different services to the opulent and the 
!llledy re8pectivdy. 

No\1'1 anything which tends to the more equal distribution 
of Wt~alth tends to remove these discrepancies. Ouviously if 
all wtre equally rich the neutralising, over a wide arta, of 
individual variations would take full etftct ; and if a thousand 
llli'D were willing to give a shilling for A's article and five 
lmnJI\J to give a sllilling for lJ's, it would be a fair assump
tion tlaa.t though fewer men wanted B's wares than A's, yilt 
tlw."'' who did want them wanted them (at the margin) as 
tuu,h; nor woulJ there be any reason to suppose that Jitfer
t'Ht !uta of the same •·are ministered, as & rule, to widely 
J;lfl'I\'Ut iutdt~>itiee of mart:inal desire; the irreducible vari· 
11ti••11~ of pt·N•:,naJ. constitution and habit being the only 
IIVUfrt• ol itH~j uality left. 

h i~ trur tlu1.t the dt•sire fur A's and B'il •·au~ nli~bt nut 
loe r<Jnall~· h-,.:ttimate, {rum a moral l'Uillt of \'lew. I may 
"wallt" a ~h<illll'ful and hurtful thing as much as I "lnl.ut" 
& l~·aut:ful &t1d U:'du.l one. Thr l"t.ate u,u;.lly stt:ps in to 
.,..1~· th;,t cd1~•ill l''<Ulta nauot nut lot! l'l,,\·iJt'J fur at iill-in 
El•el....tld the • nut • of g".ilJJiug tlll.kll, fvr iu~tlWce-aud a 
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man's own conscience may preclude him from supplying many 
other wants. But on the supposition we are now making 
equal intensity of commercial demand would at least repre
sent (what no one can be sure that it representa now) equal 
intensity of desire on the part of the persons respectively 
supplied. If wealth were more equally distributed, there
fore, it would be nearer the truth than it now is to s.."'y that 
when we supply what will sell best we are supplying what is 
wanted most. · 

These considerations are the more important because, in 
general, this index of price is almost the only one we can 
have to guide us as to what really is most wanted. When 
we enter into any extensive relations with men of whom we 
have little personal knowledge it is impossible that we should 
form a satisfactory opinion as to the real " equivalence , of 
services between ourselves and them, and it would be an 
immense social and moral amelioration of our civilised life if 
we could have some assurance that a moderate conformity 
existed, over every considerable area, between the price a 
thing would fetch and the intensity of the marginal want of 
it. This would be an " economic harmony " of inestimable 
importance. Within the narrower area of close and intimate 
personal relations attempts would still be made, as now, to 
get behind ~ mere ''averaging" process and consider the 
personal wants and capacities of the individuals, the ideal 
being for each to " contribute according to his powers and 
receive according to his needs." Thus the different prin
ciples of conducting the affairs of business and of home would 
remain in force, but instead of their being, as they are now, 
in many respects opposed to each other the principles of 
business would be a first approximation-the closest ad
mitted by the nature of the case-to the principles on which 
we deal with family and friends. 

Xow certain social reformers ha're imaginerl an economic 
Utopia in which an equal di.~tribution of wealth, such as we 
have been contemplating, would be brought about as fullows :
Certain indlli!trial, social and political forceJ are supposed to 
be at work which will ultimately throw the opportunities of 
acquiring manual and mental skill complt:ttly open ; and 
skill will then cease to be a monopoly. Set:ing, then, that 
there will only be a small number of persons incapable of 
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doiug anything but heaving, it will follow that the greater 
part of the heaving work of the world will be done by persons 
capable of doing skilled work. And hence again it will 
fullow that every skilled ta.~k may be estimated in the foot. 
tons, which would be regarded by a heaver as its equivalent 
in irksomeness. And if we ask "What heaver 7" the answer 
will be "The man at present engaged in heavin;..; who esti
mates the relative irksomeness of the skilled task most lightly, 
and would therefore be most ready to take it up." Then the 
reward, or wages, for doing the task in question will be the 
same as for doing its equivalent (so defined) in foot-tons. 
If more were offered some of the present heavers would 
apply. If less were offered some of those now engaged in 
the skilled work would do hearing instead. To me per
sonally heaving may be impossible or highly distasteful, but 
as long as some of my colleagues in my task are capable of 
heaving and some of the heavers capable of doing ruy task, a 
scale of equi1•alence will be established at the margin between 
them, and this will fix the scale of remuneration. Thus earn
ing~ will tend to equality with efforts, estimated in foot-tons. 

Fl,>lll this it. would follow that inequalities of earnings 
et,uld uot well be greater than the natural inequalities of 
mere brute strength; for since foot-tons of labour-power are 
the ultimate mt·a.sure of all remunerated efforts, he: who has 
nw8t fo\ll-t<•ns of labour-power at his J.ispos:>l is pokutiully 
the large$! turner. 

Ag11in, the reformers who luok furwanl to this state of 
t!Jil~J.,'i hold that forces are already at wotk which will ulti
mal<"ly dry up all soutces of income except tarnings, so that 
wr ~hall1wt onl~· haYe earnings proportioual to ttl'orts, e•ti
makd in fo<,t-tnus, but also incomes propurtiunal to earniugs. 
Thus itwqualities in tl1e distribution of wtalth will !Je r·e
~tl'allll'd wit\,iu the limits of itwqualities of original eudow
nwut iu ~tr\'lt~th. 

Tlu~ ~J~t·tttl;,til'e ,Halmess of this l'tu}'ia oLviou~ly lies in 
v:~ I (,1ki11~' JIU ~U!IlLit·U( &tl'OUllt ~f. dttie~'t:llrt'il t•f l~t:l'l>Oll<tl 

,.\.1,:!\'. lLl\•\llUg opt·n ll)•fovl·tnllltlt'il lul,:Lt lt"\'t"l the rdltk • 
1111J t.:l up a!! tl"a<l~ inrluJtul! ~ekill.-d crafvm1~:n, tutisL>, &llJ 
lwa\''"" i kt it v.·<llllJ Lat\lly klld w Jimini~h tlu~ Jishmct, 
f.,r cl..;Uuj.l,·, L.-tlh-..:n the lllcl'\l '' lll<l.ll who e.J.n }•<illt • a.ttJ 
tht' t:l\at <ltt:,L 
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Nevertheless it is interesting to inquire how thingt would 
go in such a Utopia, In the first place we are obviously as 
far as ever from having established any common measure 
between man and man or any abstract reign of justice ; for a 
foot-ton is not the same thing to A and to B, neither is there any 
justice in a strong man having more comforts than a weak one. 

Nevertheless there would be greater equality. For the 
number of individual families whose "means" in foot-tons of 
labour-power lie near 1\hout the average means, is much 
greater than the number of families whose present means in 
"gold " lie near the average means. .A! this statement deals 
with a subject on which there is a good deal of loose and in· 
accurate thought, it may be well to expand the conception. 

If a+b+c+d+e remains the same then the arithmetical 5 , 
average of the five quantities remains the same. Suppose 
that average is 200. Then we may have a= b"" c ""d = e == 
200, or we may have a:::996, b==tlzd=e== 1, or a=394, 
b=2021 c=198, d=200, e=6. In all these cases the 
average is 2001 but in the second ease not one of the several 
quantities lies anywhere near. the average. So again, il we 
pass from the case a=b=c=d=e= 200 to the case a== 997, 
b=c=d""e= 1, we shall actually have raised the average, 
but we shall have removed eaeh quantity, severally, immensely 
farther away from that average. 

Now if we refiect that the average income of a family of 
five in the United Kingdom is estimated at .£175 per annum, 
it is obvious that an enormous number of families have in. 
comes a long way below the average. It is held to be self. 
evident that a smaller number of families fall conspicuously 
short of the average means in labour-power. 

Further, the extremes evidently lie within less distance of 
the average in the ease of labour-power than in the case of 
" gold." There are, it is true, some families of extraordinary 
athletic power, races of exicketen, oarsmen, runners, and eo 
forth, but if we imagine such a family, while still remaining 
an industrial unit, to contain six or Reven members eaeh able 
to do the work of a whole averar:e family, we shall probaLly 
have al!~adv eiceeded the limit of l~:~,~timak ll}~tculation, 
and this w~uld ~~"e six or sel"en times the average as tl1e 
uw::r limit. Whereas the arerage "golJ" income (as giren 
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above) being £1 i 5, we ltave only to think of the income& of 
our millionaires to see how much further above the average 
tl1e upper limit of" gold 11 incomes rises than it could possiLly 
do in the case of labour-power. 

The lower limit being zero in both cases does not lend 
1 itself to this comparison. 

It may be urged, further, that there is no such broad 
distinction between the goods required l)y the strong (1 skates, 
bicycles, etc.) and those required by the "weak" (1 respira
tors, reading-chairs, etc.) as there is between those demanded 
lty the "rich" and those demanded by the "poor." So 
that the ·analogue of the cases mentioned on p. 87 woulJ 
hat,!Jy occur i especially when we take into account the 
lJa!ancing elfect of the association of strong and weak in the 
same family. 

'l11e whole of this inquiry may be epitomised and eluci
dated by a diagramatic illustration, 

The unitary marginal utilities of U and V stand in the 
ra.tio of 3 : 4 on the relative scale of the c,ommunitv in which -
A and B lire. A })OBsesses a consiJerable supply,both of U 
nud Y. Parts of the curves are given in Fig. 18 A (i), where 
the "gultl" standard is supposed to be adopted iu measuring 
IIHII)'inul usefulness and utility. B possesses a little V, but 
no l', and woulu \lt! willing (as shown on the cur\'t.li! Fig. 18 

B (i.)) to gire ~ fur u (t' anJ u king small units uf '\"'and l), 

\Jut since t.1 is only worth half as much as t' to him, he will 
not l•uy it on higher terms than tl1is. Now we hare sup
po~-.lthe r.1tio of utilitic,s of 11 and t' on the rdative s.:ale to 
be 3: t Tllat is to sar, if u coutu.ins thrt:lt small uuiu; of 

utility tht·n t' Cl•lltain• four. Thertfure ~ has tl1e Sdlllt w.lue-

. I '···' ·1· " J Su 1 1 llH·lr 11mr:e or UUil'.;nllU utt ay as 4• lUI 3 or t.1 1as t 1e 

1 . 1 Sr :~~ 
Mtut' \'a lit- Hl·t':lmant!'e as ' ; th~l'l:fut-e an <•th·r of 4• l•nt 

ll••tl,in.; } .. w,·r tluu1 tl1il\ nmstitUit'$ IUl "d!'edirc: • deu!a.Ud 

L·r ~ ; \1 lwtt·as B !1lll~· otldl; ~ ur ~/ fur it M··<.~~Uliug the 

i:.tl'!l,:ty d a \l~t.t \.y tlu~ ,,tl'rr u! '' r:·•lJ- it P'•ttq t.;, we 
.;,,,:.;lJ ,;;,y, tl.~t lJ \ll'll.lll.ti t as llJ.Uch 11.1i J Jut~», J..ut Wul.ltll V 

,. 
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less than A does. This, however, is delusive, for we do not 
know how much each of them wants the units of "gold" in 
which all his other wants are estimated. Suppose we say, 
"What a. man wants he will work for," and ascertain that A 
would be willing to do half a foot-ton of work for a unit of 
"gold," whereas B would do one and a half foot-tons for it. 
This would show that, measured in work, the standard unit 
was worth three ~imes as much to B as to A. Reducing the 
units on the axis of y to } for A, and raising them to j- for 
B, we shall have the curves of Fig. 18 A (ii) and B (ii) show
ing the respective "wants" of A and B estimated in willing
ness to do work. It will then appear that B wants v three 
times as much and 16 twice as much as A does ; but his 

demand for u is still not effective, for he only offers ~ or ~ 

for it, and its exchange-valne is ~· There is only enough 

U to supply those who want a unit of it at least as much as 
they want i of a unit of V, and B is not one of these. 

Now if A and B bad both been obliged to earn their 
"gold'' by work, with equal opportunities, then obviously 
the unitary marginal utility of "gold," estimated in foot-tons, 
must have been equally high for both of them, since each 
would go on getting "gold" till at the margin it was just 
worth the work it cost to get and no more. And therefore 
the mars~nal utilities of u and v (whether measured in foot
tons or in "golu ") ruust also have stood at the same l1eight 
for A anu B. Hence B conltl not have been wholly without 
U while A possessed it, unless, measured in foot-tons, its 
marginal usefulness was less to him than to A. 

It would remain possible that a foot-ton might represent 
widely different things to the two men; but the contention is 
that this is less probable, and possible only within narrower 
limit•, than in the corresr>onding case of "gold" under our 
present system. I need hardly remind the reader that the 
assumptions of Fig. 18 are arbitrary, and migltt have been 
so ruade as to yield any result desired. The fit,'nre illustrates 
a perhaps rational supposition, and tl1rows light on the 
nature and effects of a change of tlte standard unit of utility. 
It dues not prove anything aa to the actual result which 
would follow upon any 8pt:Cified change of the standarU. 
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The whole of this note must be regarded as a purtly ~pecu
lative examination of the conditions (whether possilJle of 
approximate realisation or not) under which it might l•e 
rougl1ly true that "what men want most they will pay most 
for." 

We have now gained a distinct conception of what 
is meant by the exchange-value of a commodity. It is 
identical with the marginal utility which a unit of the 
commodity bas to every member of the community 
who possesses it, expressed in terms of the marginal 
utility of some concrete unit conventionally agreed 
upon. There is no assignable limit to the divergence 
that may exist in the absolute utility of the standard 
unit at the margin to different members of the com
munity, but the relati·ve marginal utilities of the standard 
unit and a unit of any other article must be identical to 
every member of the community who possesses them, on 
the supposition of perfectly developed frictionless ex· 
l'hanp:e, and "small" units. 

We may now proceed to show the principle on which 
to con8truct collective or social curves of quantity
possessed -and· marginal· usefulness without danger of 
Ldng misled by the equi\'oca.l nature of the standard, 
or uu:a.•mre, of usefulness which we shall be obliged to 
enq•loy. 

In approaching this problem let us take an artificially 
simpl11 taSe1 deliLerately setting aside all the secondary 
l:oru;ideratious and cvrnplicatiuns that would ri~ in 
pt"«<·t ioo. 

\\'e ll·ill suppose, then, that a man has absolute con
trul of a ruedicinal spriug of wtique properties, and that 
its t~i~tente and \'ittues are generally known to the 
ltH:diral faculty. We will fllrther suppose tl1at the 
l•ll"ller is ll.dUatt-d l,y uo cou~iJer.1tiun txcept the de~ire 
tv ll1ake &s much u Le can out of Lis property, without 
Hcrtiug hiuu~df to conduct the buiiiness uf bottlina and 
di~J~W~it;g of tLe •·aters. He determines, tLerefo~e to 
" ' , a •. ow pt·op.e to tllke the water on •·Laterer term& 
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prove most profitable to himself, and to concern himself 
no further in the matter. 

Now there are from time to time men of enormous 
wealth who would like to try the water, and would give 
many pounds for permission to draw a quart of it, but 
these extreme cases fall tmder no law. One year the 
owner might have the offer of £50 for a qu~ and for 
the next ten years he might never have an offer of more 
than £5, and in neither case would there be any regular 
flow of demand at these fancy prices. He finds that in 
order to strike a broad enough stratum of consumers to 
gin him a basis for averaging his sales even over a series 
of years he must let people draw the water at not more 
than ten shillings a qu~ at which price he has a small 
but appreciable and tolernbly steady demand, which he 
can average with fair certainty at so much a year. This 
means that there is no steady flow of patients to whom 
the marginal utility of a quart of the water is greater 
than that of ten shillings. In other words, the initial 
utility of the water to the community is ten shillings a 
quart. Gearly, then, the curve of quantity-and-marginal-
113efulness of the water cuts the axiil of y (that is to say, 
begins to exist for our purposes) at a value representing 
ten shillings a quart. If we were to take our unit on x to 
represent a quart and onr unit on y to represent a shilling, 
then we should have the corresponding values x = O,y = 10. 
But since we shall have to deal with large quantities of 
the water, it will be convenient to have a larger unit for 
~aramatic purposes ; and since the rate of 1 Os. per 
quart is al5o the rate of £5000 per 10,000 quarts, we 
may keep our corresponding values z = 0, y = 10, while 
interpreting our unit on x as 10,000 quarts and our unit 
on y as £500 ( = 10,000 shillings). The curve, then, 
cuts the axis of IJ at the height 10; which is to say that 
the initial u..~fullltJS o{ the water to the community is 
£500 per 10,000 quart.a, or ten shilling~ a quart, which 
latter ~timate being made in "small" units may be 
converted into the Statement tha~ the initial tdiliJy o( a 
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quart of the water is equal to that of ten shillings, of 
two quatts twenty shillings, etc. • 

But at this price customers are few, and the owner 
makes only a few pounds a year. He finds that if he 
lowers the price the increased consumption more than 
compensates him, and as he gradually and experimentally 
lowers the price he finds his revenue steadily rising. 
Even a reduction to nine shillings enables him to sell 
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~tlJUut 1 UOO quarts a year, and so to derire a not incon
sidtn\.le ineume (£4:•0) from his J•roperty. A further 
re,luctiuu of a shilling about doubles his sale, and he 
a.dl~ 2uuo quarts a year at ~i~ht sl1illing5, makiug £~00 
iurorue. \\Len lu~ luwel'ii tlltl price still fwtht:r to six 
~hi!lin;,_"ll, hr sdls ktwtJtn 5UU0 aud 6000 quarts a year, 
11J1d Li1 iucurue rilleS to ! 1500. 

&fore ful:uwing him farther we willlwk at the !Jrvlr 

• \\"h•n·a.s it cu11ot ht ~>&ld tL&t t..Le iLitw utility of ll',CtuO 
q\:~ IIi t.••.>O, fur tt,, iwtu.l UIK:!U.l.lu:ii.6 is llot &ust&illad throughout 
t;.e cotaUILJ'UOA of lu,(/(.lo.l (jiW'tA. 
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lem from the other side. At first no one could get a. 
quart of the water unless its marginal utility to him 
was as great as that of ten shillings. Now the issue 
just suffices to supply every one whose marginal want of 
a quart is as high as six shillings. These and these only 
possess the water, and on their relative scales it stands 
as having a marginal utility of six shillings a quart. 
This, then, may be called the_ marginal utility of the 
water to the community; only we must bear in mind that 
we have no reason to suppose that the marginal wants 
of the possessors are in themselves either all equal to 
each other or all more urgent than those of the yet un
supplied; but relatively to "gold" they will be so. 

We will now suppose that the owner tries the effect
of lowering the price further still, and finds that when 
he has come down to four shillings a quart he sells 
11,000 quarts a year, so that his revenue is still increas
ing, being now more than £2200 per annum. This means 
that over 11,000 quarts are needed to supply all those 
members of the community to whom the marginal utility 
of a quart is as great as the marginal utility of four 
shillings. Still the owner lowers the price, and discovers 
at every stage what I)Uantity of the water it is that has the 
unitary marginal utility to the community fXYT'responding to 
the price he lu:ts fixed. By this means he is tracing the 
curve of price-and-qua.ntity-demanded, and he is doing so 
by giving successive values to y and ascertaining the 
values of x that severally correspond to them. Fig. 19 
shows the supposed result of his experiments, which, 
however, he will not himself carry on much beyond 
y= 1, which gives x= 10," and represents anincome of 
ten units of area, each unit representing £500, or £5000 
in all The price is now at the rate of £500 per 10,000 
quarts, or one shilling per quart, and the annual sales 
amount to 100,000 quarts. l:p to this point we have 
supposed that every reduction of the price has increa.sed 
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• the total pecuniary yield to the owner. But this can· 
not go on for ever, inasmuch as the owner is seeking to 
incriase the value of x x y by diminishing y and increas
ing x, and since in the nature of the case x cannot be 
iudefinitely extended (there being a limit to the quantity 
of the water wanted by the public at ali) it follO\\'S that 
as y diminishes a 1mint must come at wliich the increase 
of x will fail to compensate for the decrease of y, and l!J 
will become smaller as u decreases. This is obvious from 
the fi:;ure. \Ve suwo~e, then, that when the owner has 
already reduced his price to one shilling a quart l1e finds 
that further reductions fail to bring in a sufficient increase 
of custom to make up for the decline in price. To make 
the pulJ!ic take 160,000 quarts a year he would not only 
have to give it away, but would have to pay something 
fnr having it removed. 

We have supposed the owner to fix the price and to 
let' the quantity sold fi:x: itself to correspond. That is, 
we have supposed him to say: Any one on whose re
latil'e scale of marginal utilities a quart of this water 
stands as high as y shillings may have i~ and I will see 
how many quarts per annum it will take to meet 
the "demand" of all such. .Hence he is constructing 
a cune in which the price is tl1e variaLle and the 
qua..tlltty demanded at that price is the function. This 
is a curve of price-a.nd-quantity.Jemanded. It is usual 
w c,1111 it a "curve of demand" simply, but this is 
au ellt1•ticJ, amLiguous, and misleading J!hrase, which 
t.lwulJ l..e strictly exdudtd from elen1tntary treatises. 
\\' e lune StJcn (p. 12) that a curve is never a curve 
of )Jci,-:11!, time, lfllll.lltity, utility, or any other m~ thing, 
hut "lwlil& a t•un·e of oonnoction betiiH~tn some tu:v 
tl1in~s. i'he litnotlUIA of the thiu~s theuii>t:ln~&ll"t always 
repr~·~·ut~·J \._,. ~;u·...i~ht lints, &lui it is the oonnection of 
tl.e c\ll'rt'>l~Vll<ilr.g l•u.il'i of these linei th.At is dtpidtd on 
thtl curvt. lf lle nvt otJy ahuys kill' this in ruiud, 
\.ut 11ru~ • tl)•l't~Ni it, it 11·ill he an intstilllJ&L!e safe-
1--"lard a~liill~t cuttfu~ion and llll.Liguity, &nd 11·e may-

11 
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make it a convention always to put the magnit~de 
which we regard as the variable first. Thus the curve 
we have just traced is a curve of price-and-quantity
demanded. 

But it would have been just as easy to suppose our 
owner to fix the quantity issued, and then let the price ( 
fix: itself. The curve itself would, of course, be the 
same (compare pp. 3, 13), but we should now regard it as 
a curve of quantity-issued-and-intensity-of-demand. The 
price obtainable always indicating the intensity of the 
demand for more when just so much is issued. From 
this point of view also it might be called a " curve of 
demand," but "demand" would then mean intensity of 
demand (the quantity issued being given), and would 
be measured by the price or y. In the other case " de
mand" would mean quantity demanded (at a given 
price), and would be measured by z. 

Now this curve of quantity-issued-and~intensity-'of. 
demand is the same thing as the curve of quantity
possessed-(by the community)-and-marginal-ustfulness, 
or briefly quantity-and--price. Thus if we call the curve 
a curve of price-and-quantity we indicate that we are 
supposing the owner to fix the price and let the 
quantity sold fix itself, whereas if we call it the curve 
of quantity-and-price we are suppoding the owner to fix: 
the amount he will issue and let the price fix itself. In 
either case we put the variable first, and call it the 
curve of the variable-and-function. 

Regarding the curve as one of quantity-and-price 
then, we suppose the owner to say: I will draw z times 
10,000 quarts (of course z may be a fraction) from my 
spring every year, and will see how urgent in comparison 
with the want of "gold'' the want that the la.~t quart 
meets turns out to be. In this case it is obvious that 
as the owner increases the issue the new wants satbficd 
by the larger supply will be less urgent, relalirely to 
"golJ," than the wants supplied before, but still the 
marginal utility of a quart relatively to "gold" will be 
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Ute same to all the purchasers, and will be greater to 
them than to any of those who do not yet take any. 
Thus as the issue increases the marginal utility to the 
community of a quart steadily sinks on .the relative scale 
of the community, and shows itself, as in the case of the 
individual, to be a decreasing function of the quantity 
possessed, each frtsh increment meeting a less urgent 
want than the last. But meanwhile the tui{J,l service 
done to the community by the water is increased by 
t•very additional quart. The man who bought one 
quart a year for ten shillings, and who buys two quarts 
a year when it comes down to eight shillings, and ten 
quarts a year when. it is only a shilling, would still be 
\\illing to give ten &hillings for a single quart if he could 
not get it cheaper, and the second and following quarts, 
though not ministering to so urgent a want as the first, 
yet in no way interfere with or lessen the advantage it has 
already conferred, while they add a further advantage of 
their own. Thus from his first quart the man now gets 
for a shilling the full ad\·antage which he estimated at ten 
sltilliugs, and from the second quart the advantage he 
estimated at eight shillings, and so on. It is only the last 
quart from "hich he derives an ad vantage no more than 
t~yuiraleut w what he giYes for it. We may, therefore, 
t.till presm·ing the "gold" standard, say that the total 
utility of the q quarts which A consumes in the year is 
mlide up of the whule sum he would have given for 
one quart rath"'r than have none, plus the whule quantity 
lit! \\'unld hare given for a second quart sooner than 
hare only one+. . . +the \\'hole sum he gives for the 
~th yualt sooner thau Le satisfied with (q - l ~ In like 
llialllll'r the ~ucee~ive quarts, up w p, whic.:h B adds w 
l1is y"arly c•·n~umption as the price comet; down, ea\:h 
oonft·r-s a {l't·~h Lt:uefit, \\"hile leariug the Lt:nefits already 
couft"l'rW by the others as gt'tit as erer. Thus we 
sl,oulJ C{•ll•truct fur ~4, B, C, etc., severally, CUl'Vtii of 
qttautitp.lldctot.al-utility of the \\'lf.kr, on •hich we 
cuulJ ~ the tot;J Ltucfit d.t:ri,·cJ frum &ny given 
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quantity of the water by each individual measured in 
terms of the marginal utility to him of the unit of gold. 
And regarding the total utility as a function of the 
quantity possessed, we shall, of course, find that each 
consumer goes on possessing himself of more till the 
first derived function (rate at which more is adding to 
his satisfaction) coincides with the price at which he can 
purchase the water. 

In like manner we may, if we choose, add up all the 
utilities of the successive quarts to A, B, C, etc., 
measured in "gold," as they accrue (neglecting the fact 
that they are not subjectively but only objectively 
commensurate .with each other), and may make a. curve 
showing the grand total of the utility to the community 
of the whole quantity of water consumed. And this 
curve would of course continue to rise (though at a 
decreasing rate) as long as any one who had anything to 
give in exchange wanted. a quart more of the water than 
he had. 

Thus we have seen that as the issue ·increases the 
utility of a quart at the margin to each individual and 
to the whole community continuously falls on the relative 
scale, the exchange. value of course (recorded in the 
price) steadily accompanying it; while at the sam~ time 
each extra quart confers a fresh advantage on the 
community without in any way interfering with or 
lessening the advantages already conferred; that is to 
say, the total advantage to the community increases as 
the issue increases, whereas the marginal usefulness con
stantly decreases. The maximum total utility wouhl 
be realised when the issue became free, anJ every one 
was allowed as much of the water as he wanted, and 
then the marginal utility would sink to nothing, that iii 
to say, no one would attach any value to more than he 
already had. This is in precise accordance with the 
results already obtained with reference to a single in
dividual The total effect is at its maximum whtn the 
marginal effectiveness is zero. 
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But now returning to the owner of the spring, we 
note that his attention is fixed neither upon the total 
uor the marginal utility of the water, but on the total 
price he receiYes, and we note that that price is re
presented in the diagram by a rectangle, the base of 
which is x, or the quantity sold measured in the unit 
agreed upon, and the height y, the price or rate per unit 
(determined by its marginal usefulness) at which when 
issued in that quantity the commodity sells. The area, 
therefore, is xy. And this brings us to the important 
principle involved in what is known as the" law of indif
ference." By this law the owner finds himself obliged to 
sell all his wares at the price which the l~ast urgetdly needrd 
will ft>tch, for he cannot as a rule make a separate bargain 
with each customer for each unit, making each pay as 
much for each successive unit as that unit is worth to him; 
sill(·e, unless he sold the same quantity at the same price 
to all his customers, those whom he charged high would 
dt·al with those whom he charged low, instead of directly 
with him. "There cannot be two prices for the same 
;trtidc in the same market." Thus we see again, and 
l'l't' with evrr increasing distinctness, that the exchange 
\'alue of a commodity is rt•gulated by its marginal 
utility, a11J is indepewlent of the service whit:h that 
J•ld'tirular specimen hal'pens to render to the particular 
ithliviJual who pur~Lases it. 

TlHts (if we bca.r in ruiud the purely relati,·e and 
therdore sorially equiroral nature of our standard of 
utility) we may now generaliiitl the conduaions we 
re;tdu·d in tlu~ tir:-;t insta11ce with exdusi,·e reference w 
the inJi,·illual. from the colle..:tire as frum the indi
nhtalill•ittt of view tlte mar!!'iual utility of a conunodity 
i~> 11 futtrti .. u of tlte I{Uautay uf it po.s&sbt'd or com
ILall\lt.l. If tLe quatttity dJan;:es, the ('{)lllllltllial mar
t:·!I;Ll util.ty llllll tla:rdure tLe u:Lhallet'·\'<ilUe changrs 
"j:J, it; tunl tLi8 li.lt{•~t'ther irwpectil'e of the nature 
of. the tau""·~ "Lilh t•rwure the <:hange in qmntity. 
\\ l" titer 1t i~ tl.il.t uat Ule l•l'ul'iJeil so wu~h 1..11J liO 
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more, or that some one who has power to control the 
supply chooses, for whatever reason, to issue just so 
much and no more, or that producers think it worth 
while to produce so much and no more-all this, though 
of the utmost consequence in determining whether and 
how the supply can be further changed~ is absolutely im
material in t~e primary determination of the marginal 
utility, and therefore of the exchange-value, so long as 
just so much and no more is issued. This amount is 
the variable, and, given a relation between the variable 
and the function (i.e. given the curve), then, when the 
variable is determined, no matter how, why, or by 

·whom, the function is thereby determined also (compare 
p. 62~ . 

Exchange value, then, is relative marginal value-in-use, 
and is a functit:m of quantity possessed. 

The "Law of Indifference" i.s of fundamental importance 
in economics. Its full significance and bearing cannot be 
grasped till the whole field of economics has been traversed; 
but we may derive both amusement and instruction, at the 
stage we have now .reached, from the consideration of the 
various attempts which are made to evade it, and from the light 
which a reference to it throws upon the real nature of many 
familiar transactions. 

In the first place, then, sale by auction i.s often an attempt 
to escape the law of indifference. The auctioneer has, say, 
ten pictures by a certain master whose work does not often 
come into the marke~ and his skill consists in getting the 
man who i.s most keen for a specimen to give his full price 
for the first sold. Then he has to let the second go cheaper, 
because the keenest bidder is no longer competing; but he 
tries to make the next man give his outside price ; and so on. 
The bidders, on the other hand, if cool enough, try to form a 
rough estimate of the marginal utility of the pictures, that is 
to say, of the price which the tenth man will giYe for a 
picture when the nine keenest bidders are di,po~l or, and 
they know that if they steadily refuse to go above this point 
theru will be one for each of th~m at tLe price. Whtn the 
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things on sale are such as can Le readily got elsewhere, the 
auctioneer is powerless to evade the law of indifference. 

Another instance constantly occurs in the stock markets, 
A broker wishes to dispose of a large amount of a certain 
8tock1 which is beiug taken, say, at 95, But he knows that 
only a little can be sold at that price, because a few thousands 
would be enough to meet all demands of the urgency repre· 
sented by t.hat figure. In fact, the stock he has to part with 
would sutlice to meet all the wants represented by 93 and 
upwards, and accordingly the law of indifference would com
pel him to part with the first thousand at that rate just as 
mueh as the last if he were to offer all he means to sell 
at once. This, in fac~ will be the selling price of the 
whole when he has completed his operations. But mean
while he endeavours to hold the law of indifference at bay by 
JWoducing only a small part of his stock and doing business 
at 95 till there are no more demands urgent enough to prompt 
an oll'er of more than 94~. He then proceeds cautiously to 
met>t these wants likewise, obtaining in each case the maxi
mum that the other party is willing to give; ancl so on, till, 
if completdy successful, he has let the stock down ~ at a 
tim!! from 9[) to 93. By this time, of course, not only his own 
la~t !Jalch, but all the others that he has sold, are down at 93. 
Th.: law of indifference has been defeated only so far as he id 
l'.VUI'('I'Iled, and not in its general operation on the mar-ket. 

The l(t•ueral }lriuciple involved is illustrared, without 
~t~erial l't!fl'l\'llce to the ca~ cited, in Fig. 20. The law o{ 
iudirt,·rerH·~ dictat~ that if the quantity Oq4 is to be sold, 
tlwu Oq, «N 11 q1 q 2, q~q 8 , q~q 4 must all Le tr<:att:d indith·l'l:!ntly, 
auJ thl'l·duh! wld at ll~t~ price lllwureJ by Op, (::: q4m4~ 
Thib wuulJ 1\'l!liilt! an amount l'l:}'I\'st!JW by the ar;:a' hq

4
• 

l1ut tht> !iot.ller endeavour'!! to rua.k the fact that Oy4 is to Le 
~~<U, a11J l•y i'*ui11g s.:parate imtalments trits w ~~ure the 
E<un·, .• ,,i '" 11.1\·as P<J + s1q1 + ~~']~ + s~q~ + s•q4• OLviously the 
••l11uil • uf t!Jis l•I'IIl'ct>S, uudd tlu: Ulcl8t fanmr·c~.Llt l"'oeiLltl 
fil~:um~llllHt'S, lti tl1t' liot.'\·uriu~ uf tla~ wlwlt' arta Luundtd l·y 
tla~ rllrlt'1 tL~ lilt•~>, 1111d lht lme q,.tll,. 1 wL~r'l' q,. ~tJ.Uds fur the 
h>t c•f tla• kli<"S q, q1, tk.;"~ lf tlu.~ Li"' uf it"llilett<Uetl takdl 

• lf (lp or<(" ili }\0~', i,t. if r is /IJ), tho t!.t llrt& W 4,~t!UD 

111!! l~ /;/J,.IJ. ,-1·1~ ~a, 81). '!i.e lll!Willig of t1ia oytuW 1u4y 
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( 
full effect" the seller is apt to regard the area Pp11m11 as a 
territory to be reclaimed. The public, he thinks, has got it 
without paying for it. If the law of indifference is com
pletely evaded, the public, in its turn, is apt to think that it 
has been cheated to the extent of this area, 

We may now consider some more special cases of attempts / 
to escape the action of the law of indifference. The system 
of" two prices"· in retail dealing is a good instance. It is an 
attempt to isolate two classes of customers and to confine the 
action of the law of indifference to equalising the prices within 
these classes, taken severally. In fact, the principle of "fixed 
prices in retail trade" is strictly involved in the frank accept
ance of the law of indifference ; and all evasions or modifica
tions of that principle are attempts to escape the action of 
the law. The extent to which " double prices" prevail in 
London is perhaps not. generally realised. A differential 
charge of a halfpenny or penny a quart on milk, for instance, 
according to the average status (estimated by house rent) of 

now be explained. The sum of all the rectangular areas is pq+s1'1J 
+s2q2+etc., or qm.Oq+q1171:t.qq1 +q2~.M2+etc., but qm i~ 
f(Oq), q1171:t is /(Oq1), q:am1 is /(Oq:J, etc. Therefore the sum of tho 
areas is 

/( Oq) • Oq + /( Oq1) • qq1 + /( Oq2) • q1qs +etc, 
But Oq=qq1=q1q2=etc. We may call this quantity 11 the increment 
of x," and may write it~. The sum of the rectangular areas will then 
be 

{/( Oq) + /( Oq1) + /( Oq2) +etc.} 6.1:, 
or sum {/(OqJ} ~. orl{/(Oq)} 6.1:. 

When we wish to indicate the limit of any expression into which 
.il:, i.e. an increment of x, enters, a.s the increment becomes smaller 
and smaller, it is usual to say that .il: becomes dx. In tl1e 

limit then 2:{/(0q)}&: becomes J f(Oq)dx, where Jis simply the 
letter s, the abbreviation of " sum." The symbol then means, the 
limit of the sum of the areas of the rectangles as the balll!s become 
smaller and the number of the rectangles grtater. But we have further 
to indicate the limits within which we are to perform this summing of 
the rectangles. If we wished to express the area q1m1'11:!'h the limit.:~ 
would be Oq1 and Oq3' We shouhl wi'h to sum all the rectangl~s 
bounded by fi.O•lJ), i.e. q1m11 and f(Oq.1, i.e. q.m3' Thill w~ shoulu 
indicate thUJ-
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the inhabitant$ of each street or neighbourhood, seems to oo 
common. 

It is elear, too, that when he has established a system of 
dift'erentlal charges, the· tradesman can, if he likes, sell to the 
low-priood customer at a price which would not pay him "'if 
charged all round ; for the small profit he would nuike on each 
transaction would not enable him to meet his standing expenses. 
Having met them, however, from the prolill! of hill high·priced 
businesa, he may now put down any balance of receipta over 
expenses out of pooket on the other husineJlS as p1111l gain. If in 
Fig. 20 the rectangles represent not the actual receipts fo~ the 
respective sales, but the balance of receipll! over expenses out of 
poeket on each several transaction, we may suppose that the 
dealer require& to realioo an IU'BII of 20 in order w meet his 
standing expenlltlll and llll.llql a living. He Cllll do business 
to the extent of Oq4 at the (gross)t rate of profit Op., which gives 
him his area of 20, U. M4; If he did bnsinesa to the ettent 
of Oq. at a uniform (gross) profit of 'Op01 be would only 
BeCUJe an area of 18, U. p,q,., and so could uot earry on bDBi
nesa at all. But if he ca.n keep Oq4 at the profit Op4, and , 

And the area OPm.,q, will be 

fOq, 
~(Oq).tk 

Thl$ means that the rolu" successively assumed by Oq ill the expres
sion, sum (Oq.dx)..., ""peclively, all thOYaluea between Oq1 and 
Oq1, or all the values between 0 and Oq,. Finally, since the succes. 
slve values of Og are the successive valuea of >:, And oinee Oq,l$ the 
last value of "'we are to consider, we may write the ezprosslon for 
OPm,q, , 

· Po(z).tk 

orthoexpnsslonforq1m1m.q.· 

' fi(x).O. 
Qrmt 

remembering the~ in /(z) stands fer all tM 1nccesslve values ol the 
variable, z, whereao inJ: orJ:.., or genemllyj:...ru.,\ z stands 
only lor the hut of the ftlne< of t~e V11riable considerod. · 

• This phrase 1$ uS<ld in anticipation, but is perhaps IUi!icientiy 
clear(seebelow). 

t l.e. surplus of reeeiJ•ts ""'' expenses out of pocket <m tluzt trans· 
action, all standing expense; beingalreadyinclliTCd. 
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l 
then without detriment to the other add 1Mn at a profit 
Opm he secures 20 + 8, i.e, p4q4 + snqn, Nay, it is conceivable 
enough that he could not carry on business at all except on 
the principle of double prices. Suppose, in the case illus
trated by the figure, that he must realise an area of 25 in 
order to go on, It will be found that no rectangle contain
ing so large an area. can be drawn in the curve. The maxi
mum rectangle will be found to correspond to the value of 
nearly 4·5 for x, which will give an area of only a little more 
than 20. If the law of indifference, then, takes full effect, 
our tradesman cannot do business at all ; but if he can deal 
with Oq4 and q4qn separately, he may do very well. · 

In this Clllle the "double price" system is the only possible 
one ; and the high-priced customers are not really paying an 
unnaturally high price. For unl.llss some me pays as high as 
that the ware cannot be brought into the market at all. But 
it would be easy so to modify our supposition as to make the 
tradesman a kind of commercial Robin Hood, forcing up the 
price for one class of customers above the level at which they 
would naturally be able to obtain their goods, and then 
lowering it for others below the paying line. 

The differential charges of railway companies illustrate 
this. A company finds that certain goods Oq must neces
sarily be sent on their line, whereas qq4 may be equally well 
sent by another line. An average surplus of receipts 
over expenses out of pocket represented by an area of four 
units per unit of z will pay the company; i.e. Op4 per 
unit, giving p4q4 or 20 on the carriage of Oq4 would pay. 
On Oq the company puts a charge which will yield gross 
profits at the rate of Op, and thus secure pq = 14. They 
then underbid the other company for the carriage of qq4• Op4 
being the minimum average gross profit that will pay (in 
view of 8tanding expenses), they offer to carry at a gross 
profit of Op11, for their standing expenses are already incurred, 
and they thus secure an extra gross profit of qan ( = 8) which, 
together with the pq ( = 14) they have already secured, gives 
them a total of 22, or 2 more than if they bad run at 
uniform prices. Of the ten extra units of area. which they 
extracted from the consi0rners of Oq, they have given eight to 
the consigners of qq4 in the shape of a deduction from thtl 
legitimate charge. 
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Another interesting case is that of a theatre. Here the 
"two (or more) price" system is disguised by withholding 
from the low-price CW!tomere certain oonveniencea which prac
tically cost nothing, but which serve as a badge of distinction 
and enable the high-price cWltomere to pay for the privilege 
of being separated from the rest without offensively parading 
before them that this separation is in fact the privilege for 
which they are paying 8s. each. The accommodation is 
limited, and the nature of the demand varies according to the 
popularity of the piece. Except under quite exceptional circum
stances custom fixes the charges for stalls and pit, to which we 
will confine ourselves ; and though the manager would rather 
fill hie floor with stalls than with benches, yet he is glad of all 
the half-crowns which do not displAce half.guineas, since his 
expenses out of pocket for each additional pittite are trivial or 
non-existent. Neglecting the difference of space assigned to 
a sitter in a stall and on a bench, let Ull suppoae the whole 
floor to hold 800 seats, 400 of which are made into stall~ 
Representing a hundred theatre-goem by a unit on z, and the 
rate of 1& a head, or .£ij a 100 by the unit on y, and so 
making each unit of area represent £5 receipts, we may 
read the two curves a and a! in Fig. 21 thus. There is a 
nightly supply of four hundred theatre-goem who value the 
entertainment, accompanied by the dignity and comfort of a 
stall at not less than 10& 6d. a seat (rate of £52: lOs. per 
hundred seata) There are also five hundred more who value 
i~ with the discomforts of the pit, at 2s. 6d. a seat (rate of 
£12: 10& per hundred~ There is not accommodation for ill 
the latter, since there are but four hundred pit seats, and 
custom prevents the manager from filling his"pit at a little 
over 3s. a place as he might"do. So he lets his customere fight 
it out at the door and tilkes in four hundred at 2s. 6d. each 
(area p'O:~ His takings are (10·5 x 4 + 2·5 x 4) times .£5 = 
£260, since each unit of area represents £5. The areas 
are pa and p'li. The former pa is as great as the mar
ginal utility of the article offered admits of, but the latter 
p'a' is limited horizontally by the space available and verti
cally by custom. 

As the public gets tired of the play the curves a and a' arc 
replaced by b and b', The manager might fill his stalls by 
going down to 8s., and might almost fill his pit at 2s. But 
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custom forbids this. His prices are fixed and his issue of tickets 
fixes itself. He has 200 stalls. and 300 places in the pit 
taken every night. Area= pb + p'b'. Receipts (10·5 x 2 + 2·5 
x 3) times £5 = £142: lOs. 

When the manager puts on a new piece the curves c 
and c' replace b and b'; and finding that be can issue six 
hundred stall tickets per· night at 1 Os. 6d., the manager 
pushes his stalls back and cuts down the pit to two 
hundred places, for which six or seven hundred theatre-goers 
fight; several hundred more, who would gladly have 
paid 2s. 6d. each for places, retreating when they find 
that they must wait a few hours and fight with wild 
beasts for ten minutes in addition to paying their half
crowns. When the two hundred successful competitors find 
that the manager has not sacrificed £80 a night for the 
sake of keeping the four hundred seats they consider due to 
them and their order, they try to convince him that a pittite 
and peace therewith is better than a stalled ox and contention 
with it. It would be interesting to know in what terms they 
would state their case ; but" evidently the merely commercial 
principles of "business" do not command their loyal assent. 
The areaspc+p'c' are (10·5 x 6+2·5 x 2) times £5==£340. 

The case of ''reduced terms" at boarding schools is very 
like the cases of the railway and the theatre. The reader 
may work it out in detail. As long as the school is not full, 
the "reduced" pupils do something towards helping things 
along, if they pay anything more than they actually eat and 
break. At the same time it would be impossible to meet the 
standing expenses and carry on the school if the terms were 
reduced all round. If pupils are taken at reduced terms 
when their' places could be :fille'd by paying ones, then the 
master is sacrificing the full amount of the reduction. 

These instances, which might be increased almost 
indefinitely, will serve to illustrate the importance of the law 
of indifference and the attempts to esc:Jpe its action. 

Having now a sufficiently clear and precise conception 
of the marginal utilities of various commodities to the 
tommunity, we may take up again from the general 
!JOint of view the investi;;ation which we have already 
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lntered upon (on p. 58) with reference to the individual, 
and may inquire what principles will regulate the direc· 
tion takPn in an industrial community by the labour 
(and other efforts or sacrifices, if there are any others) 
needful to production. 

~trictly speaking, this does not come within the 
scope of our present inquiry. We have already seen 
tlmt the exchange value of an article is a function of the 
quantity possessed, completely independent of the way 
in which that quantity comes to be possessed; and 
any inquiries as to the circumstances that determine, in 
particular cases, the actual quantity produced and there
fore possessed, fall into the domain of the "theory of 
production " or "making'! rather than into that of the 
"theory of value!' or "worth." But the two subjects 
hll.re been so much confounded, and the connection 
between them is in t·eality so intimate and so important, 
that even an elementary treatment of the subject of 
"value" would be incomplete unless it included an 
examination of the simplest case of connection between 
ralue and what is called cost of productio11 The con
sideration of any case except the simplest would be out 
of pl~~.Ce here. 

8uppose .A can command the efforts and sacrifices 
neded w pNduce either U or V, and suppose the pro
duction of either will require the same application o( 

these produrtire agents per unit produced. OL,iuusly 
A, if he approll.(:ht's his problem ft·om the purely mercan
tile side, has sim)!ly w &\k, "\rhich of the two, when 
J•rudueeJ, will be •·orth most in • gold' to the CODllllU· 

uity t" i.f., ht~ must inquire whi~:h of tl1e two has the 
l!i~ht•st rc1atire nuirginll.! utility, or stands highest on the 
l't>lati 1 e ileal e. 8ul'!'O-'El a unit v Las, at the margin, 
t wire tbt' rdative utility of the unit r; A will thtn 
th•\'(1((' Lim;.. If w tlu~ proJul'tiuu of r, {(tf by so duitJg 
Le will nt•att a tLit1~ hriu!! t'o\ict< tht> exdla.t1ge n.lue, 
ailld wia tl~t·refuh! ul.tain twice as ruurh in t'Xrhange, u 
if he l<Jt!k t!.t' otllt:'f C:UU!''K'. He \\'ill thertfure I•rwuce 
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u simply because, when produced, it will exchange fJr 
more "gold " than v. A will not be alone in this pre
ference. Other producers, whose productive forces are 
freely disposable, will likewise produce U in preference 
to V, and the result will be a continual increase in the 
quantity of U. Now we have seen that an increased 
quantity of U llleans a decreased marginal usefulness of 
U measured in "gold," so that the production of U in 
greater and greater quantities means the gradual declen-, 
sion on the relative scale of its unitary marginal utility, 
and its gradual approximation to that of V, which will 
cause the exchange values of u and v to become more 
and more nearly equal But as long as the marginal 
utility of u stands at all above that of v on the relative 
scale, the producers will still devote themselves by pre
ference to the production of U, and consequently its 
marginal usefulness will continue to fall on the 
scale until at last it comes down to that of V. Then 
the marginal utilities and exchange values of u and v 
will be equal, and as the expenditure of productive 
forces necessary to make them is by hypothesis equal 
also, there will be no reason why producers should 
prefer the one to. the other. There will now be equili
brium, and if more of either is produced, then more of 
both will be produced in such proportions as to preserve 
the equilibrium now established. In fact the diagram 
(Fig. 14, p. 60) by which we illustrated the principle upon 
which a wise man would distribute his own personal 
labour between two methods of directly supplying his 
own wants, will apply without modification to the 
principles upon which purely mercantile considerations 
tend to distribute the productive forces in a mercantile 
society. But though the diagram i<~ the same there is a 
momentous difference in its signification, for in the one 
case it represents a genuine balancing of desire against 
desire in one· and the same mind or "subject," where 
the several desires have a real common measure; in the 
other case it represents a mere mechanical and external 
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'equivalence in the desires gratified arrived at by 
measuring each of them in the corresponding desires for 
"gold'' existing respectively in dijf'erent "suldects." 

It only remains to generalise our conclusions. No 
new principle is introduced by supposing an indefinite 
number of alternatives, instead of only two, to lie bt-fore 
the wielders of productive forces. There will always be 
a tendency to turn all freely disposable productive forces 
towards those branches of production in which the 
smallest sum of labour and other necessaries will pro
duce a given utility; that is to say, to the production of 
those commodities which have the highest marginal 
utility in proportion to the labour, etc., required to pro
duce them ; and this rush of productiYe forces into these 
particular channels will increase the amount of the 
J'espective commodities, and so reduce their marginal 
usefulness till units of them are no longer of more value 
at the margin than units of other things that can be 
made by the same expenditure of productive forces. 
There will then no longer be any special reason for 
furtlwr increasing the supply of them. 

The 1woductive forces of the community then, like 
tlte labour of a self-sufficing industrial unit; will rend to 
distribut.e themselves in such a way that a given sum of 
productive force will vroduce equal utilities at the 
llllll'~in (rneaiiured exwrnally by equivalents in "gold") 
wherever applied. 

To makt~ this still clea..rer, we may tak11 a single cai:ie 
in deUiil, and supposing general equilibrium to exist 
a1n1:mg~t tlu! industries, may ask what will regulate the 
e~kllt to which a newly devdoped industry will be 
wkt·u up f Hut as a preliminary to this inquiry we 
mu~t ddiue ruure dut~ely our idea of a general equi
b brium ~tmuu;:st the iudu~>tries. On p. 7 3 I!IJ.'J we estah
b!tt'l! the JWiu~:il•le that if comrnoJities A lllld B are 
fr·t~·ly HCLlllt~l'l!, 11.ud cornrnodities B and C ll.fe fredy 
ndlllll;,:t·d sl1>0, thrn the unitary mlil"e-iual utilities, and 
titus tLe Uthauge values of a and e, m:.y be expre~ 
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each in te~s of the other, even though it should happen 
that no owners of A want 0, and no owners of 0 want A, 
and in consequence there is no direct exchange between 
them. In like manner the principle of the distribution 
of efforts and sacrifices just established enables us to 
select a single industry as a standard and bring all the 
others into comparison with it. It will be convenient, 
as we took gold for our standard commodity, so to take 
gold-digging as our standard industry; and as we have 
writt~n "gold " as a short expression for " gold and all the 
commodities in the circle of exchange, expressed in terms 
of gold," so we may write "gold-digging" as a short ex
pression for "gold-digging and all the industries open to 
producers, in equilibrium with gold-digging," and we 
shall mean by one industry being in equilil;>rium with 
another that the conditions are such that a unit of 
effort-and -sacrifice applied at the margin of either 
industry will produce an equivalent utility... If, then, 
a sufficient number of persons have a practical option 
between gold-digging (a) and cattle-breeding ({3), this 
will establish equilibrium between these two occupations 
a and {3, in accordance with the principle just laid 
down ; and if a sufficient number of other persons to 
whom gold-digging is impossible have a practical option 
between cattle-breeding ({3) and corn-growing ('y), then 
that will establish equilibrium between f3 and 'I· But 
since there will always be equilibrium between a and f3 
as long as sufficient persons have the option between 
them, and since that equilibrium will be restored, when
ever dist!Jibed, by the forces that first established it, it 
follows that if there is equilibrium between f3 and y 

• To speak of the "n1a.rgin " of an industry again invol vea an 
anticipation of matters 11ot dealt with in thill volume, but I tru~t it 
will create no confusion. It must be taken here simp! y to mt:an " a 
nnit of productive force added to those alrea•ly employ~d in a ctrtaic 
industry,'' and the a.ssnmption is that all units are employed a.t the 
same ad van~. the dilfmnre in the utility of their yidds being d11e 
simply to the decreasing marginal utility of the same unit of the com 
modity aa the quantity of the eommodity progressively increase11. 
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tf1ere will be equilibrium between a. and y also. We 
may therefore conveniently select a or gold-digging as 
the industry uf general reference, and may say that a 
man will prefer y or corn-growing to "gold-digging" as 
long as the yield is higher in the former industry, 
although as a matter of fact it is not the yield in gold
digging hut the yield in cattle-breeding (itself equi
librated with gold-digging) with which he directly com
pares his results in corn growing. Industries in equili· 
brium with the same are in equilibrium with each 
other. 

We assume, then, that there is a point of equilibrium 
about which all the industries, librated with each other 
directly and indirectly, oscillate ; and, neglecting the 
oscillations, we use the yield to a given application of 
productive forces in gold-digging as tho representative 
of the equivalent yidd in all the other industries in 
equililwium with it. 

Now we irnagine a new industry to be proposed, and 
produeers who command freely disposable efforts and 
saeritic-e.i to turn their attention t() it. Their option is 
between the new industry and "gold-digging," in the 
u.wudtld sense just explained. We are justified in 
a.ssuming, fur the sake of siml'licity, that the whole sum 
of the productive forcei under consideration would not 
sen~ibly affect the marginal usefulness of" gold" (in the 
extended Stn~e, oLscrre) if ap}•lit·d to "guld-Ji;.'ging ;" 
tl1at is to say, we a;;sume thlit in no case will the new 
iuJu~t.ry Jraw t() itsdf so great a \'olume of dl'ort-and
&&crifire as to ~tarre the otlier industries of tl1e \\·orld, 
~kt·n t•ollcrtivd,r,aud make thr general "'&litufthe things 
tlll'y yid~IJ~t•rn·J'tiLly more hen. Thcrcfure, in examin
itJ~t tLe altt·n ... tirr uf "guld-Ji!!(!ing," we a&-urne that tlu1 
~hule rulunu! uf lawur and utl.er ft"'-tUi~ites uf prOtluc
tiun, t•r d:lurl·llllld ~linitire, \\hiLh is in lfUe~tiun might 
loe •!•!•li~:d to "guld.Ji~~ir.g" .-itbout redul'ing the mllt'
~iu:J U!it·fulr1el>i uf "guld, » or tuigl1t l!Cl "itLdl·li\\'D from 
it "ithuut irlcrt-:.~irlg th:,t mdulneN>. Tl,e yit!J iu 

I 
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"gold" of any quantity of bbour and other requ..isitJ, 
then, would be exactly proportional to that quantity. 

Fixing on any arbitrary unit of effort-and-sacrifice 
(say 100,000 foot-ton:;), and taking as our standard unit 
of utility the gold that it would produce (say 30 ounces), 
we may represent the "gold" yield of any giYen amount 
of labour and ·other requisites by the aid of a straight ' 
line, drawn parallel to the abscissa at a distance of unity 
from it (Fig. 22). Thus if Oq effort and sacrifice were 
devoted to "gold-di&,<'ing,'' the area Gq would represent 
the exchange value of the rnult. :Xow let the upper 
cur¥e on the figure be the curve of quantity-and-mar
ginal-usefulness of the new product, the unit of quantity 
being that amount which the unit of labour and other 
requisites (100,000 foot-tons) will produce. And here 
we must make a simplification which ·would be Yiolent 
if we were studying the theory of production, but which 
is perfectly legitimate for our present purpose. We 
must suppose, namely, that however much or little of 
the new product is secured !t is always got under the 
same conditions, so that the yield per unit effort-and· 
sacrifice is the same at eYery stage of the process. But 
though the quantity produced by a unit of producti\·e 
force is always the same its marginal U&fulnesa and 
exchange value will of course descend, a.ccoflling to the 
universal law, as the total quantity of the ware increase& 
In the first instance, then, the commercial mind h~\.8 
simply to a.:;k, "Are. there persons to whom such an 
amount of thi:; article as I can produce by applying the 
unit of productiYe force will be worth more than the 
'gold' I could produce by the same application of fl)rce 1" 
In other word.s," Will the unit of productive force applied 
to th.i:; inJu.my proJuce more than the unit of utility I" 
rnder the conditioru represented in the figure the 
aruwer will be a decisive affirmative, and tlle producer 
will turn hi.s disposable forcts of proJuction into the new 
ch3.DDel But as soon as he dues so the most importunate 
d·:mandJ fvr the new article will be sat:AfiOO, and if any 
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fruth~r production is carried on it must be to meet a 
demand of decreasing importunacy, i.e. the marginal 
utility of the article is decreaiiing, and the ex[h:m~e 
Ya!ue of the yield of the unit of productive force in 
the new industry is falling. Production will cot~tiuue, 
however, as long a.s 'there is any adrantage in the n~:w 
industry orer gold-production, i.e. till the yidd of unit 
productire ft)rce in the new industry has sunk to unit 
utility. · 

Thus, if Oq1 effort and sacrifice is de,·oted to the 
new industr~·, the marginal usefulne:;s of the product \rill 
toe meaiiun:d lJy qJ1, and the exchange nlue of the 
whole output by the rectangle bounded by the dotted 
llne and qJl' etc. This is much more than Gq1 the 
alt('rnatire "gold" yield to the same productive force. 
l~ut tbere is still au advantage in deroting productive 
forces to tlte new industry, since qJ1 is b'Teatd than 
q ,g1, and eren if the present producers are uuaLle to 
1krvw more work to it, or unwilling to do so, kcau.se 
it would diminbh the area of the rectau~le (p. ~G), yet 
there will be otherii anxiuus w get a rdurn to their 
wotk at tbe rate of qJ1 iustta.d. of q1yr OlJ,·iou~ly, 
thn, tl1e IH'W romnh.o,!ity will be produn:J to tLe txteut 
l•f Oq whct·e ~~ = y;J, i.t., the poi11t at \rhi~h the rurre 
cut.t' tLc str;~igl1t liue Gg, which ib the alteruati,,e ''gold'' 
l'lll'l'c. If )ll'uductiuu Le carricJ fartLt:r it will Lt t~LrrieJ 
1111 lit a Jj,.a,ha.lJ.~ge. At 'L• fur iu~Wll.)t-, qJ~. is 1~ 
than ~}," tlu~ot is to say, if the suwly is .;,t:a.Jy Oq.,. 
tlu·n 11 tuttlwr SU}•!•ly will lUe<'t a delillllld tLe im1oor· 
tuhit \' of wlurh is leS:l tl1llll tLat uf the delllauJ fur the 
"l!"lJ, wLi~h the sallie ptv.luctin~ fun~ • uuld yidJ. 
1'1.1~ "ill l•c,!d a tt:tJdt'ltl')" w deitt-It t1t~ lliJlktry, iWJ 
\llil 1\·JUcc tin• qulLlltHY l<.•W al d~ Uq. 

We lu11e a.Uj•}I\Js.t'J our UlllUi uf ~ g._.lJ" &.lid tLl' LttW 
l."utuu.wJlt~· ~>u iic:~n:td that it J"e\iuire~~"'iu;J l!•.(.•lic•UOll.i 
t•f l'~Jurtire &ft'lJCi~:o W litl:'rure tither, lout in priu::tite 
•·e Ut-Ua:;y hUillalA! OUillilloJ.iUd in CUitoUWj U11it£ t1At 
b1we no l't'ftren~ to &ny i'U(h "''tu.ii.Jrncc. Thi1 CJf 
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course does not affect our reasoning. If the unit of F :Is 
such that our unit of labour and other necessaries yields 
a hundred units of F and only one unit of G, then, 
obviously, we shall go on producing F until, but only 
until, the exchange value of a hundred units of l!' (the 
product of unit of labour, etc., in F) becomes equal to the 
exchange value of one unit of G (the product of unit of 1 

labour, etc., in G). Or, generally, if it needs x times as 
much effort and sacrifice to produce one unit A as it 
takes to produce one unit B, then it takes as much to 
produce x units B as to produce one unit A, and there 
will always be an advantage either in producing xb or 
in producing one a, by preference, unless the exchange 
value of both is the same ; that is to say, unless the 
marginal value of a equals x times that of b. Thus, if a co11r 
tains x times as much work as b, then there will not be 
equilibrium until A and B are produced in tuck amounts as 
to make the exchange value of a just x times the exchange 
value of b. 

This, then, is the connection between the exchange 
value of an article (that can be produced freely and in 
indefinite quantities) and the amount of work it con
tains. Here as everywhere the quantity possessed 
determines the marginal utility, and with it the ex· 
change value ; and if the curve is given us we have only 
to look at the quantity-index in order to read the ex
change value of the commodity (see pp. 62, 67). But in 
th& practically and theoretically very important case of 
commodities freely producible in indefinite quantities 
we may now note this further fact as to the principlt> 
by which the position of the quantity.index is in its turn 
fixed-that fluid labour-and-sacrifice tends so to dis· 
tribute itself and so to shift the quantity-indexes as to 
make tM unitary marginal utility of every commodity 
directly prop<R'tional to the aTMunt of u:ork it Cli1liuit~. 

This fact, that the effort-and-sacrifice needed to produce 
two articles is, in a large class of cases (those, namely, in 
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~hich production is free and capable of indefinite extension), 
proportional to the exchange values of the articlee themselves, 
has led to a strange and persistent delusion not only amonget 
the thoughtless and ignorant but amonget many patient and 
earneet thinkers, who have not realised that the exchange 
value of a commodity is a function of the quantity pos
sessed, and may be made to vary indefinitely by regnlating 
that quantity. The delusion to which I refer is that it is the 
amount of effort-and-sacrifice or "labour~ needed to produce 
a commodity which gives tlutt c~mmodity its rolue in excha!l{l~ 
A glance at Fig. 22 will remind the reader of the magnitude 
and scope of the error involved in this idea. The com· 
modity, on our hypothesis, alwayJJ contains the same amount 
of effort-and-sacrifice per unit, whether much or little is pro
duced, but the fact that only the unit of "labour" has been 
put into it tjoee not prevent it. exchange value being more 
than unity all the time till it exist. in the quantity Oq, nor 
does the fact of its containing a full unit of labour keep its 
exchange value up to unity as soon as it exists in excess of 
the quantity Oq. What gives the commodity its value in 
exchange is the quantity in which it exist. and the nature of 
t~e curve connecting quantity and marginal usefulness; and· 
it is no more true and no more sensible to say that the 
quantity of "labour" contained in an article determines its 
value than it would be to say that it is the amount of money 
,which I give for a thing that make1 it meful or beautiful. 
The iact is, of course, precisely the other way. I give so 
much money for the thing because I expect ~find it useful 
or think it beautiful; and the pr<]!lucer l'uts so much 
"labour" into the lllJlking of a thing because when made he 

--- •· to have sucl:t and such an exchange value. Thus 
~is not worth twice Wl much as another because it 

has twice Wl much "labour" in it, but producers have been 
willing to put twice as much "labour" into it because they 
know that when produced it -il) be worth twice as much, 
because it will be twice as "useful" or twice as much 
desired. ' • 

This is so obvious that serious thinkers C<llild not . have 
' fallen into and persisted in the error, and would not be 

perpetually liable to relapse into it, were it not for certain 
considerationa which must now be noticed. 
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In the first place, if we have not fully realised and com-
pletely assimilated the fact that exchange value is a function 
of the quantity possessed, and changes as the quantity-index 
shifts, it seems reasonable to say, " It is all very well to 
say that beca11se people want a twice as much as b they 
will be v:illing to do twice as much to get a as they will to 
get b, but how does it follow that they will be able to get the 
article a by devoting just twice as much labour to it as to 
b ? Surely you· cannot maintain that it always happens that 
the thing people want twice as much needs exactly twice as 
much "labour" to produce as the other 1 And yet yon 
admit yourself that the thing which has twice the exchange 
value always does contain twice the "labour." If it is not 
a chance, then, what is it 1" The answer is obvious, and the 
reader is recommended to write it out for himself as clearly 
and concisely as possible, and then to compare it with the 
following statement : If people want a just twice as much 
as b, and no more, it does not follow that a producer will 
find a just twice as bard to get, but it does follow that if he 
finds a is ·more than twice as hard to get (say x times as bard) 
he will not get it at all, but will devote his productive 
enerbries to making b; Confining ourselves, for the sake 
of simplicity, to these two commodities, we note that other 
producers will, for the like reason, also produce B in prefer
ence to A. The result will be an increased supply of B, 
and, therefore, a decrell.'led intensity of the want of it; 
whereas the want of A remaining the same as it wa.'l, the 
utility of a is now more than twice as great as the (diminished) 
utility of b ; and as soon as the want of b relatively to the 

want of a has sunk to ~ then one a is worth x b's, and as it 

needs just x times the effort-aml-sacrifice to produce a, there 
is now equilibri1llll; aml A ancl B will both be made in such 
quantities as to preserve the equilibrium henceforth ; but the 
proportion of one utility to the other, and the propor
tion of the "labour" contained in one commodity to that 
contained in the other, do not "happen " to coincide ; they 
have been made to coincide by a suitable adjustment of efforts 
so as to secure the maximum satisfaction. 

..Another source of confusion lurks in the ambiguous me 
of the wort! "becal13e "; and behind that in a loose conception 
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or what is implied and what is involved in one thing being 
the " cause 11 of another. 

Thus we sometimes say '' x is true because 'Y is true,'' 
when we mean not that y being true is the cause, but that it 
is the evidence of :t being true. For instance, we might say 
"prime beef is less eskemed by the public than prime 
mutton, because the latter sells at ld. or ~d. mor~ })Cr pound 
than the former." Dy this we should mean to indicate the 
l1igher price given for mutton not as the cause of its being 
more esteemed, but as the eYidence that it is so.* So again, 
''Is the House sitting 1"-"Y es! because the light on the clock· 
tower is shining." This does not mean that the light shining 
causes the House to sit, but that it shows us it is sitting. 

In like manner a man may say, " If I want to know how 
much the exchange value of a exceeds that of~ I shall look 
into the cost of prodt<cing them, and if I find four times as 
much 'labour' put into a, I shall say a is worth four times 
b, because I find that producers have put four times the 
'labour' into it ; " and if he means by this that he knows 
the respective values in exchange of a and bon the evidence 
of the amount of effort-and-sacrifice which he finds producers 
willin~ to put into them respectively, then we have no fault 
t.o find with his economics, though he is using lan~:,ruage 
dan;.;erouBly liaLle to misconception. But if he means that 
it is the ctl'vrt-and-sacrifice, or "labour," contained in them 
whi('h git>el them their value in exchange, he is entir~ly 
wrong. As a matter of fact, the defenders of the erroneous 
theory aomdinu~ make the assertion in the erroneous sense, 
'ictoriou~ly d&·nd it, when presstd., in the true sense, and 
then l't'Uiin a11d &Jll'lY it in the erroneous sense. 

Ar:ain, though it is never true that the quantity o£ 
''l<1hour" coutain..J in an artidt! git•ts it iU value-in-exchange, 
~·d it DUlY Le awl ufkn is true, in a ttl'tain sense, that the 
qm111tity uf "lal10ur '' it oont.Kius is the cau.u of its having 
IIU\b wd suth a ,.~~.lue in tldumge.. But if ever we allow 
ou!);l·h·t'il to Uiie such Lmgull.!!e we must exe1-cise ceastltsa 
\'ir:Janoe to }Jrt:Vent iu Dli~l~:ading our&:l\'es wd others. 

• Such J'')'"Lul,~k.t.l !'llll('tions u the ddlirt to put 011e d~b 011 the 
t.:.;\.le ID J•rdet~'ill" to lll~<>tht:r, lll.lltply k,·ll.u~ it is li.no'l"'l to Le IIIOrt 
up .. U>!I't, dullvt 11!.11 IHll..lJI tht k'<•liCI o[ ti<a illtj,UlTJ. 
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For what does it mean 1 The quantity-index and the cur:e 
fix the value-in-exchange. But the quantity-index may run 
the whole gamut of the curve, and we have seen that what 
determines the direction of its movement and the point at 
which it rests is, .in the case of freely producible articles, 
precisely the quantity of "labour" contained in the article. 
This quantity of "labour'' contained, then, determines the 
amount of the commodity produced, and this again deter
mines the value•in-exchange. In this sense the amount of 
"labour" contained in an article is the cause of its exchange 
value. But this is only in the same sense in which the 
approach of a storm may be called the cause of the storm
signal rising. The approach of the storm causes an intelligent 
agent to pull a string, and the tension on the string causes 
the signal to rise. In this sense the storm is the cause of 
the signal rising. But it would be a woful mistake, which 
might have disastrous consequences, to suppose that there is 
any immediate causal nexus between the brewing of the 
storm and the rising of the ball. .And if our mechanics 
were based on the principle that a certain state of the atmos
phere "gives an upward movement to a storm-signal," the 
science would stand in urgent need of revision. So in our 
case : Relative ease of production makes intelligent agents 
produce largely if they can ; increasing production results in 
falling marginal utilities and exchange-values ; therefore, in a 
certain sense, ease of production causes low marginal utilities 
and exchange -values. But there is no immediate causal 
nexus between ease of production and low exchange-values. 
Exchange values, high and low, are found in things which 
cannot be produced at all ; and if (owing to monopolies, 
artificial or natural) the intelligent agents who observe how 
easily a thing is produced are not in a position to produce it 
abundantly, or have reasons for not doing so, the ease of 
production may coexist with a very high marb~nal utility, 
and consequently with a very high exchange value. In such 
a case the amount of "labour" contained in the article will 
be small out of all proportion to its exchange-value; and the 
quantity produced may be regulated by natural causes that 
have no connection with effort and sacrifice, or by the desire 
on the part of a monopolist to secure the maximum gains. 

Finally, there are certain phenomena, of not rare occur-
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'renee in the industrial world, which really eeem at firat 
sight to give countenance to the idea that the exchange
value of & commodity is determined, not by illl marginal 
desirednel'S, but by the quantity of "labour •it contain~ 
These phenomena are for the most part explained by the 
principle of "discounting,• or treating as present, a state of 
things which is foreseen as certain to be realised in a near 
future. For instance, suppose a new application of science to 
industry, or the rise into favour of a new sport or game, sud
denly createa a demand for special apparatus, and suppose one 
or two manufacturers are at once prepared to meet it. They 
may, and ofren do, take advantage of the urgency of the want 
of those who are keenest for the new apparatus, and sell it at its 
full initial exchange-value, only reducing their price as it be
comes necessary to strike a lower level of desire, and thus 
travelling step by step a.ll down the curveof quantity-and-value
in-exchange till the point of equilibrium if! at last wiched, and 
every one can buy the new apparatua who desires it aa much 
as the "gold • that the same effort-and-sacrifice would produce. 
But it may alao happen that the rnanufacturern who are 
nlrea<ly on the field foresee that otbern will very soon be 
ready to compete with them, and that it will require a com
paratively sma.ll quantity of the new apparatua to bring it 
down to illl point of equilibrium, inasmuch as it cannot, 
in the nature of the case, he very extensively used. They 
feel, therefore, that they have not much to gain by securing 
high prices for the firnt speeimena, and on the other hand, if 
they "discount" or anticipate the fall to the point of equili- · 
brium, and at once offer the apparatus on such terms as will 
secure all the orders, they will prevent illl being worth while 
for any other manufacturers to enter upon the new industry, 
and will secure the whol' ,, ·~· l""manent trade to them-
selvea. ' ....---- ; 

Any intermediate coul'Se between these two may likewise 
be adopted ; '!rut the discounting or anticipation of the fore· 
seen event only disguises and doea not change the nature of 
the forces in action. 

A more complicated case oceure when a· man wants a 
single article made for his special UijC which will be uaeless 
·to any one else. Let us say he wants a machine to do certain 
work and to fit into a certain place in his shop. The im-
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' portance to him of having such a machine is great enough 
to make him willing to give £100 for it sooner than go 
without it. But the "labour" (including the skill of the 
designer) needed to produce it would, if applied to making 
other machines, or generally to 11 gold-digging," only produce 
an article of the exchange-value of £50. "In this case:' it 
will be said, "the marginal utility of the machine is measured 
by £100, yet the manufacturer (if his skill is not a monopoly) 
can only get £5'0 for making it, because it only contains 
labour and other requisites to production represented by that 
sum. Does not this show conclusively that it is the "labour" 
contained in an article, not its final utility, which determines 
its exchange-value 1 '' To judge of the validity of this objec
tion, let us begin by asking exactly what our theory would 
lead us to anticipate, and then let us compare it with the 
alleged facts. We have seen that in equilibrium the marginal 
utility of the unit of a commodity must occupy the same 
place on the relative scales of all those who po8sess it; 
and further, that if ever that marginal utility should be 
higher on A's relative scale than on B's, then (if B possesses 
any of the commodity) the conditions for a mutually profit
able exchange exis4 though on what terms that exchange 
will be made remains, as far as our investigations have taken 
us, indeterminat~ within certain assignable limits. Now if 
we suppose the machine to be actually made we shall have 
this situation : A, on whose relative scale the marginal 
utility of the machine stands at £100 has not got it. B, 
on whose relative scale it stands at zero, possesses it. The 
conditions of a mutually advantageous exchange therefore 
exist. But the terms on which that exchange will take place 
are indeterminate between 0 and £100. When a single 
exchange has been made, on whatever terms, then the 
article will stand at zero on every relative scale except 
that of its possessor, and no further exchange will be 
made. If the machine e-.cists, therefore, its exchange-value 
will be indeterminate between zero and £100. Now if 
we colll!istently carry out our system of graphic representa
tion this position will be reproduced with faultle.."8 accuracy. 
The curve of quantity-posaessed-and-marginal usefulness with 
reference to the community being drawn out, the vertical 
intercept on-the quantity-index indicates the exchange-value 
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• of the commodity. Now in this instance the curve in ques-
tion consists of the rectangle in Fig. 23 (a), where the unit on 
the axis of 1f is £100 machine, and the unit on the axis 
of x is one machine. usefulne!18 of the first machine 
to the community is at the rate of £100 machine, and 
the usefulness of all other machines at rate of 0 per 
machine. Therefore the curve falls abruptly from I to 0 at 
the value z = 1. But the quantity possessed by the com
munity is one machine. Therefore the qUJtntity index is at 

Fig. 23 .. 

the distance urnty from the origin, Fig. 23 (b). What is the 
length of the intercept I Obviously it is indeterminate . be
tween 0 and I. This is exactly in accordance with the facts. 
Supposing the machine actually to exis4 then, our theory 
vindicates il.<ielf entirely. But if the machine does not yet 
exist, what does our theory tell us of the prospect of its being 
made I We have seen that a thing will be made if there is a 
prospect of its exchange-value, when made, being at least a.s 
grest as that of anything else that could be made by the same 
effort-and.sacrifice. Now the exchange-value ·is determine<! 
by the intercept on the quantity-index. Before the machine 
is made that intercept is I ( =£100), but that does not con
cern the maker, for he wants to know what it will be when 
the machine is made, not what it ia before. But. it will l::• 
indeterminate, as we have seen, and therefore there is n 

in making the machine, In order to get the 
made, therefore, the man who wants it ~ust remove 

the indeterminateness of the problem by stipulating in 
advance that he will give not less th~£50 for it. But 
what he is now doing is not getting the machine (which does 
not exist) in exchange for • gold." It is getting control or 
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' direction of a given application of labour, etc. in exchange 
for " gold," and this being so, it is not to be wondered at 
that the price he pays for this "labour" should be propor· 
tionate to the quantity of it he gets. 

This is the general principle of " tenders " for specific 
work. 

We may appropriately close our study of exchange 
value by a few reflections and applications suggested 
by the ordinary expenditure of private income, and 
especially shopping and housekeeping. 

On p. 58 we considered what would be the most 
sensible way of distributing labour amongst the various 
occupations which might claim it on a desert island. 
There labour was the purchasing power, and the question 
was in what proportions it would be best to exchange it 
for the various things it could secure. We were not 
then able to extend the principle to the more familiar 
case of money as a purchasing power, because we had 
not investigated the phenomena of exchange value and 
price. We may now return to the problem under this 
aspect. The principle obviously remains the same. 
Robinson Crusoe, when industrial equilibrium is estab
lished in his island, so distributes his labour that the 
last hour's work devoted to each several task results in 
an equivalent mass or body of satisfaction in every case. 
1£ the last hour devoted to securing A produced less 
satisfaction than the last hour , devoted to securing B, 
Robinson would reduce the former application of labour 
till, his stock of A falling and its marginal usefulness 
rising, the last hour devoted to securing it produced a 
satisfaction as great as it could secure if applied other· 
wise. He would then keep his supply at this level, or 
advance the supply of A and B together in such propor· 
tions as to maintain this relation. If he lets his stock 
of A sink lower he incurs a privation which could be 
removed at the expense of another privation not so 
great ; if he makes it greater be gets a smaller grati
fication at a cost which would have secured a greater 
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dne if applied elsewhere. In equilibrium, then, the last 
hour's work applied to each task produces an equal 
gratification, removes an equal discomfor~ or gratifies 
an equal volume of desire ; which is to say, that Robin
son's supply of all desired things is kept at such a 
level that the unitary marginal utilities of them all 

• are directly proportional to the labour it takes to secure 
them. 

In like manner the householder or housewife must 
aim at making the last penny (shilling, pound, or what
ever, in the particular case, is the m·inimum sensibile ') 
expended on every commodity produce the same gratifi
cation. If this result is not attained then the money 
is not spent to the best advantage. But how is it to be 
attained W Obviously by so regulating the supplies of 
the several commodities that the marginal utilities of a 
pennyworth of each shall be equal. We take it that the 
Ul:'mand of the purchaser in question is so small a part 
of the total demand for each commodity as not sensibly 
to affect the position of its quantity-index on the national 
regi~t.er, and we therefore take the price of each com
modity as being determined, independently of his 
demand, on the principles already laid down. There is 
enough lump sugar available of a given quality to supply 
all people to whom it is worth 3d. a pound. Our house
wife therefore gets lump sugar until the marginal utility 
of one pound is reduced to the level represented by 3d. 
Pl'rhaps this point will be reached when she buys six 
puuuds a week. The difference between six pounds and 
t>I:'Vcn pounds a •·e~:k is not worth threeptnce to her. 
The ditl'crence between five pounds and six is. Souner 
than go without any loaf sugar at all she would l'erl1aps 
1•ay a ~Lilliug a wetk for one pound. That pvun,l 
liollt'Uft·d, a St:cuud pound a \Hit:k would be o11ly \\'orth, 
&a~·, ei~LtptlH:e. Possibly the whole six pounds may 
rrprr~ut a wt.aJ utility tlu1t would be measured Ly 

• /.1 .. tbt ~ma!lest thtfll he e&n "f...,l." The i..mportillce uf tl.ii 
~U.IM>l&llOII ••J Leconlt &J•l"ll!DI p~tly (- p. 1~~). 
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(12d. + 8d. + 5td. + 4d. + 3~d. +3d.) three shillings, orl 
an average of sixpence a pound, but the unitary mar
ginal utility of a pound is represented by threepence. 
Another housekeeper might be willing to give one and 
sixpence a week for a pound of sugar sooner than go 
without altogether, and to give a shilling a week for 
a second pound, but her demand, though more keen, may 
be also more limited than her neighbour's. She gets a 
third pound a week, worth, say, sevenpence to her, and 
a; fourth worth threepence, and there she stops, because 
a fifth pound would be worth less than threepence to 
her, and there is only enough for those who think it 
worth 3d. a pound or more. She has purchased for a 
shilling sugar the total utility of which is represented 
by ( l8d. + 12d. + 7d. +3d.=) 3s. 4d., but the unitary 
marginal utility of a pound is 3d., as in the other case. 

So with all other commodities. Each should be pur
chased in such quantities that the marginal utility of one 
pennyworth of it exactly balances the marginal utility of 
one pennyworth of any of the rest; the absolute mar
ginal utility of the penny itself changing, of course, with 
circumstances of income, family, and so forth, but the 
relative utilities of pennyworths at the margin always 
being kept equal to each other. The clever housekeeper 
has a delicate sense for marginal utilities, and can 
balance them with great nicety. She is always on the 
alert and free from the slavery of tradition. She fol
lows changes of condition closely and quickly, and keeps 
her system of expenditure fluid, so to speak, always 
ready to rise or fall in any one of the innumerable and ever 
shifting, expanding and contracting channels through 
which it is distributed, and so always keeping or 
recovering the same level everywhere. She keeps her 
marginal utilities balanced, and never spends a penny on 
A when it would be more effective if spent on B; and 
combines the maximum of comfort and economy with 
the minimum of "pinching." 

The clumsy housekeeper speuda a great d~al too much 
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uh one commodity and a great deal too little on another. 
She does not realise or follow the constant changes of 
condition fast enough to overtake them, and buys 
according to custom and tradition. Her system of 
expenditure is viscous, and cannot change its levels 
so fast as the channels change their bore. She can 

1 never get her marginal utilities balanced, and there· 
fore, though she drives as hard bargains as any one, 
and always seems to "get her money's worth" in 
the abstract, yet in comfort and pleasure she does 
not make it go as far as her neighbour does, and 
never has "a penny in her pocket to give to a boy,"* a 
ftJ.Ct that she can never clearly understand because she 
ha.s not learned the meaning of the formula, "My co· 
efficient of viscosity is abnormally high." 

It is rather unfurtunate for the admnce of economic 
science that the class of persons who study it do not as a rule 
bcloug to the class in whose daily experience its elementary 
t•riuciples r~ccire the sharpest and most emphatic illustra· 
tious. For example, few studeuts of econoruics are oLligeJ to 
l'eali~>e from day to day that a night's lodging, and a supper, 
}Kl8s~ss utilities that fluctuate with extraol'dinary rapidity ; 
aud the trUJups who, towarJ.s nightfall, in the posse&;ion of 
twop~nce eadt, make a rueh on suppers, and deep out, if the 
thcnuotllctd is at 45 ·, anJ. make a rush ou thtl beds and go 
~nppe!'lcss if it is at 30', have paid little attt:ntion to the 
ermwruic th~ritlS which their expericuce illustrattlS, A.s a 
rule it sooms ea~ier to ttaiu the i11tdlt·d than to cultiYate tht! 
ima,:ination, &lHl whilt it is incl'l:diLly J.itli,ult to lllah the 
\1 dl-to-do hvu~chvldcr l'l:ali..e that there Ill\: }*<•)•le to whom 
the l•rv\..lttu of tl11~ llllll'gi~tlil utilitit::s uf a beJ lil.i.d a buwl of 
~lew is a 1\:ality, on tlac• cuntrar~·, it is quitt ea::y to dell!Oll· 
stl'lll(! th.: gclldal theury of nJue to any huuoth~}•tr who 
l.:.11 l~t:eu ..._.~u~l<,lllcd to keep an eye on tht cm,tb1 tren 
tlt"U~L ~l1e luay llo:\'d l1~t\'t L.11d lillY tcOlJvlllic tni11iug. Fur 
t. e j:l~t pt'lidit:.li.l ditli~.:ulty in the way of ;;ai11i.ng acctpt..ince 
f,,r t1.e U'llt tlu:·ot·y is tl1r llllJil'l:""ion on tLe Joal't of ill but 

• 1':,. ,t,..,..~;,-.: of "hich Wllo6 l.w.tu•ct..d ty &II o!J. Y orkJJ.rt WO.U.Ii.ll 

'' t.bt irt>li:.,..t trW u.,·,.i~t•t to j~<ll't~rty &~.~d J~pc.-!idtnca. 
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the very poor or the very careful that it is contradicted bf 
experience. In truth our theory demands that no want 
should be completely satisfied as long as the commodity that 
satisfies it costs anything at all ; for in equilibrium the 
unitary marginal utilities are all to be proportional to the 
prices, and if any want is completely satisfied then the 
unitary marginal utility of the corresponding commodity 
must be zero, and this cannot be proportional to the price 
unless that is zero too. .Again, since all the unitary mar· 
ginal utilities are kept proportional to the prices, it follows 
that though none of them can reach zero while the correspond
ing commodity has any price, they must all approach zero 
together. Now all this, it is said, is contrary to experience. 
In the first place, we all of us have as much bread and meat 
and potatoes as we want, though they all cost something ; 
and in the next place, whereas the marginal utility of' these 
things has actually reached zero, the marginal utility of pic
tures, horses, and turtle soup has not even approached it, for 
we should like much more than we get of them all. 

We have only to run this objection down in order to see 
how completely our theory can justify itself ; but we must 
begin by reminding ourselves-first, that real commodities 
are not infinitely divisible, and that we are obliged to choose 
between buying a definite quantity more or no more at all ; 
and second, that our mental and bodily organs are only cap
able of discerning ceriain definite intervals. There may be 
two tones, not in absolute unison, which no human ear could 
distinguish; two degrees of heat, not absolutely identical, which 
the most highly trained expert could not arrange in their 
order of intensity. With this proviso as to the minimum 
venale* and the minimum sensilrile, let us examine the supposed 
case in detail · .A gentleman has as much bread but not as 
much turtle 110up as he would like. This is bad husbandry, for 
he ought to stop short of the complete gratification of his desire 
for bread at the point represented by a usefulness of sixteen
pence a quartern (for we assume that he takes the best quality), 
and the surplus which he now wastefully expends on reducing 

• The reply, "We don't make up ba'poths," which dampe the 
purchasing ardour of the youth of Northern England, ie comtantly 
made by nature and by man to the economist who trie~ to apply the 
tloctrine of continuity to the case of individnllJ. 
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~t usefulneM w absolute zero might hne been ttpent on 
turtle soup. But let llll eee how this would work. We mllllt 
not allow him to adopt the royal precept of eating cake when 
hi' has no bread, but must suppose him lmt4 fi.U w eave on 
his consumption of bl'l:ad in order w increru;e his expendi
ture on turtle and on nothing eke.. ProbaLly he ll.lready 
resemlJles Fal~talf in incurring rdatively small ch.a.!):,-res on 
a•'count of bi'I:ad-roy his bill is 3d. a day. He has as much 
a.• he wants, and tht"refore the mal',::inal utility is lero, but the 
rurl'e dcstt~l<Ll rapidlr, and if we l'l:duce his allowance l'Y 
one-t1ixth, and his toast at bl'l:akfast, his Nil at dinner and 
lunch, and his thin Lmd-and-butter at kA, or with his whit.e
hait, are all of tht:m a little less than he wants, he will find 
that the marginal utility of Lmd has risen far above h. 4d. 
a quartt'rn, and is more like a shilling an ounce. Taking 
the u11it of x as 1 ounce, and the unit of ' a.s ld., it is a 
dcli.:aw operation to arrest the curve for some value be
twllt'n r=2!,y"'l2,and :=3,y;;0. But lt:tus sup~ 
our houS~:h~lde.r equal w it. He finds that : = 2f gives 
y "" 1, and &e~Xlrdingly determines w dock hiru.self of -fr 
of l1is SUJ'J'ly and save !d. a day on bread. But now 
'ltit:oe.~~ another ditticultv. Htl wants alwavs to have his bMd 
ffl.'..,h, and the tJ. \\:orth he savez; ~y is not suitable 
f,Jf his cunsumption to-momw. The whole madllnery 
uf the· Lakin~ tllhle and of his est&Lliiliu.u::nt is too 

rvu;:h to f,,Uuw his ni~ di.scriru.ination. Ita utmost dc:lica.ey 
ca.uuut gt·t ~~·oud discerning between 2~d. and 3J., and he 
tlud~ tluu to be sure of not lttting the llllli',::iu.al utility of 
l•l\'lii! J,,.-u to z.:ro he mu~t genel"'.Jly kec:p it up imm~ly 
11l•ore ld. fod: OUllet:. Sup~ this difticulty &lso O\'d'com~ 
Tlu:.n our ttunolllist S&\''-"1 tJ. a day on Lfe.IIJ or 6d. in twtnty· 
f"ur da~·a. In one YtlU and 139 days he b.&ll61r~ envu~h to 
j!,·t IUl titra}'iut of turtle SI.)Ut>, "Lidt \if it did not reduct ita 
w~~.t,:iwJ ut..ltty kluw 10:.. tid.) fully eum1~ him for 
k~ J,.-. u{ Lh!llJ-but not fur th~ ll.ldlt.J Wto&l' l!id tar l!id the 
Ull!•li'.......Wtllt"Nl in thr kM"anta' kl.l 1rL.iJt h.afe I<:COill}J&ciai 

l.a tiue dl>td•utiun of his m~i llllCtllt!H the ot·J~"ti of 
b a J·I "'"w.e. Tla ill in f.c't owy iii tl ... Lun~.tivn of the prin
rlJ :c l.d dullll vu lJ. H5 . 

• u a n:le., hvwc-\'tof1 it i.e l·y no mttl.Di true t1&t n all 
l.l\'e &i wuJ! Lh-..1, 111t41, IU!d Jo.•tat..d u n YaiJ.t. Omit· 

lrO. 
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ting all consideration of the great numbers who are habituallY' 
hungry, and confining our attention to the comfortable classes 
who always have enough to eat in a general way, we shall 
nevertheless find that the bread-bill is very carefully watched, 
and that a sensible fall in the price of bread would im
mediately cause a sensible increase in the amount taken. 
For instance, if bread were much cheaper, or if the house
keeping allowanc~ were much raised, many a crust would be 
allowed to rest in peace which now reappears in the "resur
rection pudding," familiar rather than dear to the schoolboy, 
who has given it its name ; but also known in villadom, 
where his sister uncomplainingly swallows it without vili
fying it by theological epithets. 

The assertion which for a moment seems to be true of 
bread, though it is no~ is obviously false when made con
cerning milk, meat, potatoes, etc. The people who have "as 
much as they want" of these things are few ; and if in most 
cases a more or less inflexible tradition in our expenditure 
prevents us from quite realising that we save out of potatoes 
to spend on literature or fashion, it is none the less true that 
we do so. Indeed, there are probably many houses in which 
sixpence a week is consciously saved out of bread, milk, 
cheese, etc., for the daily paper during the session, when its 
marginal utility is relatively high, to be restored to material 
purposes when Parliament adjourns. 

Before leaving the subject of domestic expenditure, I 
would again emphasise the important part which tradition 
and viscosity play in it. This is so great that sometimes a 
loss of fortune, which makes it absolutely necessary to break 
up the established system and begin 11oaain with the results of 
past experience, but free from enslaving tradition, has been 
found to result in a positive increase of material comfort and 
enjoyment. 

One of the benefits of accurate account-keeping consists in 
the help it is found to give in keeping the digtribution of 
funds fluid, and preventing an undue sum being spent on any 
one thing without the administrator realising what he is 
doing. 

A few miscellaneous notes may be adJed, in con· 
elusion, on points for which no suitable place has betn 
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•found in the course of our investigation. but which can
not be passed over altogether. 

The reader may have observed a frequent oscillation 
between the conceptions of" so much a year, a month, a day, 
etc.," and jj so much " absolutely. If a man has one watch, 
he will want a second watch less. But we cannot say that 
if he has one loaf of bread he will want a second loaf less. 
We can only say if he hBB one loaf of bread a. week (or a day, 
or some other period) he will want a second less. Our 
curves then do not always mean the same thing. Gener
ally the length on the abscissa indicates the breadth of a 
stream of supply which must be regarded as continuously 
flowing, for most of our wants are of such a nature as to 
destroy the things that supply them and to need a perpetual 
renewal of the stores pro,,ided to meet them. And in the 
Mme way the area of the curve of quantity-and-marginal
Ukfulness or the height of the curve of quantity-and-total· 
utility does not indicate an absolute snm of gratification or 
relief from pain, but a rate of enjoyment or relief per week, 
month, year, etc. Thus, strictly ~pt>.aking, the value of y in 
one of our quantity-and-marginal-usefulness curves measurea 
the rnte at which increments in the rate of tupply are increas
ing the tau of tmjoym.ent; but we may, when there is no 
dangt~r of ruiscon~ption, cancel the two last " raks » against 
ell.dl other, &nd speak of the rate at which increments in the 
~t~pply in~ the grat(k<ltiml; for the gratification (area) 
and the supply (base), though ratee absolutdy, are not raks 
\rith rtfcM!ee to tii.Ch other, but the ratio of the increase of 
the one w the increase of the other is a rate 11'ith refer
cue~ to the qu&ntitidl theruat:lw& 

W.t! mlll>t ~cru~r, tht:n, that, as a matt.«:r of fact, it is 
gen~:l'lllly ~· of &UJ•ply and eunsumption, not absolute 
quantitit'i ~.of •hich •·e are s}!i:Wng; &nd et>peciilly 
when •·e are eunsidd'ing the eunditions of the rua.intenance 
(.,f t'<.!uiliLrium. It •ill repay Ill> w look into this conception 
nwl'!! dcaly tb.&n n Wl\'e hitherw done; &nd u the prob
h·w k.ooll.tdl et~wdy rowpltx, unleti~i we ooufine oursd.ves 
to the aiulJ•lt'Sl cue&, •·e •ill suppui~! only two pel'IIOna, A 
and B, to tx~nlil.itu!Al the wruruunay, a.ud only two &rticldl, 

·· V a.ud W, to~ ruade a.ud uda.ngl'<! by tht:m, V ~ing Dade 
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exclusively by A, and W exclusively by B. Let the curves one 
Fig. 24 represent A's and B's curves of quantity-and-marginal
'utility of V and W; and let A consume V at the rate of q"' per 
,day (or month or other unit of time) and W at the rate of q11w1 

while B consumes V at the rate of qb., and W at the rate of 
qb.,. And let the position of the amount indices in the figure 
represent a position of equilibrium. Let us first inquire how l 

. many of the data in the figures are arbitrary, and then ask 
what inferences we can draw as to the conditions for main
taining equilibrium and the effects of failure to comply with 

• those conditions. 
Since the quantities q •• , q.w, etc. represent rates of con

sumption, it is evident that if equilibrium is to be preserved 
the rate of production must exactly balance them. Now the 
total rate of consumption, and therefore of production, of V 

· is q •• + qbv, and that of W is q.w + qbwl calling these respec
tively q. and qw, we have 

(i) q., + qbv = q., 
(ii) 2aw + qbw = qw' 

If we call the ratio of the marginal utility of w to that of 
11 on A's relative scaler, then we shall know, by the general 
law, that in equilibrium the respective marginal utilities 
must bear the same ratio on the relative scale af B; and if A's 
curve of quantity-and-marginal-usefulness in V bey= !fl. (x), 
and if y= !f.(x), y= 11,(x), y = ap0(x) be the other three curves 
then we shall have 

('") (' ) 1/l.(g ... ) _ ,/lb(qbw) _ r 
lll lV t/J,(q.,) - ¢l,(qbt) - 1 

where 1/l.(q .. ) etc. are the vertical intercepts on the figures, 
and where each of the ratios indicated is the ratio of the 
marginal utility of w to that of von the relative scale. And, 
finally, since B gets all his V by giving W in exchange for 
it, getting r units v in exchange for one unit w, and since the 
rate at which he gets it is, on the hypothesis of equilibrium, 
the rate at which he consumes it (qbv), and the rate at which 
he gives W is the rate at which A consumes it (q • ., ), we have 

(v) g._.=rq •• , 

and we suppose, throughout, that the consumption and pro-



Fig. 24. 
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• duction go on continuously, that is to say, not by jerks, 10 

that the conditions esta.Llished are never disturbed. 
Here, then, we have eleven quantitie~~, 

q.., q .. , 9 • ., 9 ... , 9b"' 9b, ~.(q.,.), ~.(tf. .. ), 1,brq .. ), ~b(qbw), r, 

and we have five relations between them. It fullows that 
we may arLitrarily fix any six of the eleven quantities. Our 
tire ~lations will then determine the other five. 

Thus, if in the figures we assume that the four curves are 
known, that is equi,·alent to assuming that ~ (q •• ), etc. are 
~iven in terms of 9.~, etc., which reduces the number of 01oll" 

unknown quantities to seven, between which we have five 
~lations. We may therefore arbitrarily fil: two of them. 
Say q,"" 13, 9 .. = 7. We shall then hare 

(i) 9av + 9b• = 13, 
(ii) qbw + 9 ... = 7, 

(
"') (' ) l{,(q •• ) l{blqbtr) m n· -- ·=-- =r, 

.PM .. ) /fb(~b,) 
(v) 9~w = rq • ., 

"hidt. if the meaning of <P.(x) etc. be known, as we hare 
~<UJ•IIOtll:d, gires us five equations by which to determine fire 
unknown qua.utities. If ¢. (.r) etc. were interpreted in ae
t•ul\lante with the formulre of the curres in the figure, these 
t"~l'la.tiuns woulJ. yidd the answers 

q •• = 5, 
9 ... =4, 
qb<::ol'l, 
q"::o3, 

r="' 
1 do nut give the furmuk, &l!d Wulk out the calculation, 

sill'l-e su'h artitit:ial p~.cwun tcll~ to withdraw the attention 
hutu tht l\:41 im)~Urtllllt·e of the J4,"'l'llllln.unic mt:thud, whi~h 
t~.•u•i•lli in the: li~ht it thruws un tlu: naru.re of l'~s, nut 
in ll.l,l l""''"t'f it U&.ll. bare of ilic:Vretil:ally &Uticipatiug oon
cMc: illdll~tri..ll•ht-liunk.na. 

~''"' ~UJ I''~ .f ~ ..... ,;, fllr wy l't'ason, to l)!'(Juc-t at the 
r .• k of 13, Alld lu:llldvrth ouly pl\Jucdi 11.t th~ hk uf l 0. 
Tl.c t'\lt:.iLkiutu will then k Ji~turLt-d aud ruust k ~t...b
U>Lt«i llllJcr tht W&llt,.-.:d touJ.itiul.l&. We t.kll have the 
UJ.Ii.c he t"<{UIItlllllli [ruw •hid. W dcl.d'lltiDe tht Uii.triLUtiull 
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of V and W, and the equilibrium exchange value betweed 
them except that (i) will be replaced by 

llav + qbv = 10. 

If we wrote out rp.(q_.), etc., i~ terms of q"' etc., accord
ing to the formulre of the curves, we might obtain definite 
answers giving the values of q.,, etc., and r for equilibrium 
'under the new conditions; but without doing so we can 
determine by inspection the general character of the change 
which will take place. . 

If A continues, as before, to consume W at the rate of 4, 
giving V for it at the rate of 81 he will only be able to con
sume V at the rate of 2 himself, and the marginal utility of 
v will rise to more than half that of w. He will therefore 
find that he is buying his last increments of W at too high 
a price, and will contract his expenditure on it, i.e., the quan. 
tity index of q.w will move in the direction indicated by the 
arrow-head. But again, if A continues to consume Vat the full 
present rate of 5, he will only be able to use it for purchasing 
W at the rate of (the remaining) 5, instead of 8 as now, and he 
will therefore get less than q .,.. The marginal utility of w 
will therefore be more than twice that of v, and A will find 
that he is enjoying his last increments of V at too great a 
sacrifice of W. He will therefore consume less V, and the 
quantity index will move in the direction indicated by the 
arrow-head, i.e., A will consume less V and less W, and the 
unitary marginal values of both of them will rise. 

But since we have seen that A gives less V to B (and 
receives less W from him), it follows that B, who cannot 
produce V himself, must consume it at a slower rate than 
before. This is again indicated by· the direction of the 
arrow-head on the quantity-index of qbY. Lastly, since A 
now receives less W than before there is more left forB, who 
now consumes it at an increased rate ; as is again indicated 
by the arrow-head of the quantity-index of qbr _ 

Now since B's quantity-indexes are moving in opposite 
directions, and the one is registering a higher and the other 
a lower marginal usefulness, it follows that the new value of 
r will be lower than the old one. A's quantity-indexes, then, 
must move in such a way that the length intercepted on that 
of q.., shall increase more than the length intercepted on that 
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1 
of q .,. Whether this will i.llvol\'e the furmer index actually 
moving farther than the latter depends on the character of 
the curves. 

The net result ill that though the rate of exchange has 
altered in favour of A., yet he loses part of hill enjoyment of 
V and of W alike, while B loses some of his enjoyment of V, 
but is partly (not "·holly) compensated by an increased en
joymtnt of W. 

If we begin by representing the marginal usefulness of V 
and Was being not only relati,·ely but absolutely equal for 
A. and B, then the deterioration in A.'s position relatinly to 
B'e after the change will be indicated by the final usefulness 
of holh articles coming to rest at a higher value for him than 
for B. 

The only assumption made in the foregoing argument is 
that all the curves decline as they recede from the origin. 

It should be noted-first, that we have inr~tigated the 
conditions with which the new equilibrium must comr•ly 
when reached, aUti the general character of the forces that 
willll'ad towards it, but not the precise quantitative relations 
of the actual stt'ps by which it will be reached; and second, 
that sinc.e the equations (iii) and (iv) involve quadratiei> (if 
UIJt t>quations of yet higher order), it nmst be ltft unde
krmin~d iu this ~tiJSe whether or not there C&l theoreti
Ci4lly Le two or more points of equiliLrium. 

The inr~tigation of the same J!Nblem with any number 
of pruduoers an.d articlt:S is similar in character. But if n 
discuss the conditione and motiY~ that dt:terwine the wounts 
of ~ach colllmodity produoed by A., B, ete. wpectivdy, n shall 
Le tJ~>'paB~>illg on the theory of pruduction or "nW.:ing." 

~o11r, if v;e turn tiulll the prvLl~m of ratdi of collJSum}!tion 
a11J &tkmpt w dt&l •·ith qu.~.mtitiu ~-d, in the strict 
it'I.LM'1 without ~fl·reD.llt to the Wt:li.fing don or ~n~wal of 
the ~torts, •e sluill tind tl1e }!rvLl~m f.hkrt> the fvllo•ing 
f,•rlll. lilltll .·t'i stud of 'T' an. imp.:ri:ibl.le utid~ •·hirh 
t..,th he &~>d B dt~~; giwu li's StiJt'k vf W, a ~imil..r 
IU!Jde; 1U1J girt·n .fs llllJ B'ii Clll'Vd uf y_t1.llltity-IWJ-J..tl.lil. 

t::n.J-Jl'iii'-.J4l'l!l! furY &lid W .. hkc:; on •kt l•rllici}•lrt> &lid 
tn • lu.t rativ • tll A &lid B ad.L~t: Jlill1.li of tlu:ir stocks I 
Tl,~ J•Nlldu &J•JII"&.ni to Le the lili.llit u Lclv~, Lut on cl(M.;;;'r 
i4~l'~-'Uv&lll i.t. tvlllld tl.....t r<.tl.llr.Livn (\';dud l.lut hvlJ; for •·e 
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cannot be sure that V and W will be exchanged at a. uniform1 

rate up to a certain point, and then not exchanged any more. 
Therefore we cannot say 

for in the case of rates of production, of exchange, and of con
sumption, every tentative step is reversible at the next moment. 
By the flow of the commodities the conditions assumed as 
data are being perpetually renewed ; and if either of the 
exchangers finds that he can do better than he has done as 
yet, he can try again with his next batch with exactly the same 
advantages as originally, since at every moment he starts fresh 
with his new product; and if the stream of this new product 
flows into channels regulated in any other way than that 
demanded by the conditions of equilibrium we have investi. 
gated, then ever renewed forces will ceaselessly tend with 
unimpaired vigour to bring it into conformity with those 
conditions, so long as the curves and the quantities produced 
remain constant. But when the stocks are absolute, and 
cannot be replaced, then every partial or tentative exchange 
alters the conditions, and is so far irreversible ; nor is there 
any recuperative principle at work to restore the former con· 
ditions. The problem, therefore, is indeterminate, since we 
have not enough equations to find our unknown quantities 
by. The limits within which it is indeterminate cannot be 
examined in an elementary treatise. The student will find 
them discussed in F. Y, Edgeworth's Mathematical bychics 
(London, 1881). 

This problem of absolute quantities possessed is not only 
of much greater difficulty but also of much less importance 
than the problem of rates of consumption. For when we 
are considering the economic aspect of such a manufacture 
as that of watches, for instance, though the wares are, rela
tively speaking, permanent, and we do not talk of the " rate 
of a man's consumption" of watches, as we do in the case of 
bread-{)r umbrellas,-yet the manufacturer has to consider the 
rate of consumption of watches per annum, etc., regarded as a 
stream, not the absolute demand for them considered as a vol
ume. Hence the cases are very few in which we have to deal 
with absolute quantities possessed, from the point of view of 
the community and of exchange values. But this does not 
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• abeolve 11.1 from ~ neceasity of inestigating the ptQblem 
with reference to the individual, for he poase118eS some things 
and COIISllmes othm, and has to make equatio11.1 not only 
between poMeSSiOil and poiSession, and again between eon· 
eumpti011 and ooneumption, but also between poosession ana 
consumption. That ia lo B&y, he mllfll aek not only, " Do 1 
prefer to poSSillll a book of Darwin's or a Waterbury watch 1'' 
and, "Do I prefer having Jlah for dinner or having a cigar 
with my coffee I" but he must also ask, • Do I .prefer to 
~ a valuable picture or ro COMillle eo much a year in 
places at the opm 1" or, in earlier life, " Is it worth while 
to give np C<mlllming ieee till I have saved enough to Jl"88<f8 
a !wife I" But theee ptQblems generally resolve themselves 
into the othera The picture ia regarded 1111 yielding a 
revenue of enjoyment, eo to apeak, and eo ita posse88ion 
becomes a rate oi couaumpliOil com:p~r&ble with another rate 
of ooneumption ; &lld the abstinence from Ieee Is of definite 
durati011 and the total enjoyment eaerifieed is !lfJiim&ted and 
balanced agaillflt the rota.! enjoyment anticipated from the 
poeeessi011 of the bife. If, however, the enjoyment of the 
knife Is regarded ae a permanent revenue (subject lo ri&ka oi 
loes) it becomee difficult to analyue the procesl of balancing 
which goee on in the boy's mind, for he seems to be com· 
paring a ~~~,.. of eacriflce and a !!Naill oi enjoymen~ and 
the stream is to Jlow for an indefinite period. Mathe• 
ically the problam must be regarded as the summing oi a 
eonvergent l!el'ies ; but if we 81'11 to keep within the 
limita of &II element&f1 l.rellt.iee, we can only flill back 
upon the fact tba~ however he mives at i~ the boy 

'·,~ Wll!lts• ~ bife enough to make him incur the privatione 
''<' saving up" fo~ the necessary period. He is ba.lancing 

:·, ~ • and whether or not we can get behind them and 
ju.etitJ their volumee or weights i; ia clear tha~ ae a matter 
of fact, he can and does equate them. 

This will eerve ae a wholesome reminder that we have 
throughout been dea.lieg with the ba.lancing of diMs of 
eqnal. weight or volume. I have spoken indilferently of 
"gratification," 11 relief," "enjoyment," "privation," and 81 \ 

forth, but since it is only with the llli'lllllltd volume$ of !ill thee 
that we have to do the only things ree.lly oompBI'IId· 81'11 th 
derires founded on those estimatee. And so roo the " aens 
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of duty," "love," "integrity," and other spiritual motives all( 
:irupire desires which may be greater or less than others, but 
are certainly commensurate with them. This though~ when 
pursued to its co~quences, so far from degrading life, will 
help us to clear our minds of a great deal of cant, and to 
substitute true sentiment for empty sentimentality. When 
inclined to say, " I have a great affection for him, and woulcl 
do anything I CQuld for him, but I cannot give money for I 
have not got it," we shall do well to translate the idea into 
the terms, "My marginal desire to help him is great, but 
relatively to my marginal desire for potatoes, hansom cabs, 
boob, and everything on which I spend my money, it is not 
high enough to establish an 1 effective' demand for gratifica
tion." It may be perfectly right that it should be so; but 
then it is not because " affection cannot be estimated in 
potatoes ;" it is because the gratification of this particular 
affection, beyond the point to which it is now satisfied, is 
(perhaps rightly) esteemed by us a.s not worth the potatD!!s 
it would cost. Rightly looked upon, this sense of the 
unity and continuity of life, by heightening our feelings of 
responsibility in dealing with material thin,os, and showing 
that they are subjectively commensurable with immaterial 
thin,os, will not lower our e$timate of affection, but will 
increase our respect for potatoes and for the now no longer 
" dismal " science that teaches us to understand them in their 
social, and therefore human and spiritual~ significance. 



SUMMARY 01!' IMPORTANT DEFINlTIONS 
.. AND PROPOSITIONS CONTAINED 

· IN THIS BOOK. 

lA~ ~:~:~,.~~~.:-.:.::~; :rh~hr:::(: 
1
'
6fi. The total ot!lity-ltinJI !rom tho OOIIS1UllptiOD or poeaeo. 

aiou of any oommodity is a function of the qiiiUitity of the oommo
ditf ccusumed or po18e61ed (pp. 6·8), 

~Th~::=u!'t~ o~J'::J:l ;:..:;.=:. 
~~r.~•:rJ:::::.~ ~~ =Pf ~om height, 
after which It wonld deolino ; 111d ill anyCI88ollt would IN to n.ch 
a maximum height (pp. 16-19~ 

V. If auoh a curve were dran, it would be poaoible to derive tiom 

~==::~~co:d':"!:::J:eJ:!~O: 
menta of it~~ to the utility derived !rom ita ccnaumptlou or 
po!lllll88ion i and the height of this derived Cllrve at anr point would 
be the dilferential coefficient of the height of the origioal eorve at 
the 11mo point (pp. 19-39). 
. VI. Tho dift'orential ccefl!c!ent of the totaleft'ect or valne·lu·nae 
of a eommodity is ill lll&rgillal eft'eetlm61111 or d!g!w of final 
utility ; u a rile lll8lJdual Offectinnl!lll is at lbl mlllmum when 
total etrect ill ~em, llllil muginal efllletivoneu is zero when total 
etrootisatit.lmaxilllum(pp. 89-Cl), 

VII. For lllllll mmmont.l of commodity marginalliftd. nr1et, 
ill the Umil, ullllll'l!inal elfeotinueu (pp. 41-46~ · 

VIII. In praotic:illife we oftener consider marginal efl'scbo than 
totaletreet.rpJ!- f&.fS~ • 

IX. In CODIIdering marginal efl'ecta we com~ and ll!diiCII to a 
commoDinOIIDN, hetoi'Of!"lleonedesireland ..ttsfactiou (pp. C8·fi2~ 
, X. A. unit of utili%, to wh!Jih economic curves lD&1 be il:rallll, lot 

~"J': .!f£ ~ we mi ht read tho parliJ or disparity of 
worth of rta.ted lneremenbl of ~t!'erent commodities, the proper dis
tribution of lihour between two or more objeell, and all other 
phenomena depending on rati01 of oquivalonee beiweelt dilftrODt 
oommoditiea (pp. 65-(11~ 

XII. In praotlce the coma tbem1elvoa will be in • eonsbont 

:-~ :a"th~\=ti~u~ th: !;e:"~r:;~:: ~ 
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exhaust the possible causes of change in marginal effectiveness (p/, 
61-67). 

XIII. The absolute intensities of two desires existing in two 
different "subjects" cannot be compared with each other ; but the 
ratio of .A's desire for u to .A's desire for w may be compared with 
the ratio of B's desire for u or for . ., to B's desire for w (pp. 68-71). 

XIV. Thus, though there can be no real subjective common 
measure between the desires of different subjects, yet we may have 
a conventional, objective, standard unit of desire by reference to 
"!hich the desir~ of different subjects may be reduced to an objec· 
tm common measure (pp. 73-77). 
, XV. In a catallactic community there cannot be equilibrium as 
long as any two individuals, .A and B, possessing stocks of the same 
two commodities U and W respectively, desire or esteem u and w 
(at the margin) with unlike relative intensity (pp. 71-73). 

XVI. The function of exchange is to bring about a state of 
equilibrium in which no such divergencies exist in the relative in· 
tensity with which diverse possessors of commodities severally 
desire or esteem (small) units of them at the margin (pp. 80-82). 

XVII. The relative intensity of desire for a unit of any given 
commodity on the part of one who does not possess a stock of it, 
ma:t fall indefinitely below that with which one or more of its pos
sessors desire it at the margin without disturbing equilibrium (pp. 
82-86). 

XVIII. Hence in every catallactic community there is a general 
relative scale of marginal utilities on which all the commodities in 
the circle of exchange are registered ; and if any member of the 
community constructs for himself a relative scale of the mar~nal 
utilities, to him, of all the articles he possesses, this scale will (on 
the hypothesis of frictionless equilibrium) coincide absolutely, as 
far as it goes, with the corresponding selection of entries on the 
general scale ; whereas, if he inserts on his relative scale any article 
he does not possess, the entry will rank somewhere below (and may 
rank anywhere below) the yosition that would be assigned to it in 
conformity with the genera scale. 

And this general relative scale is a table of e:riftange values. 
Thns the exchange value of a small nnit of commodity is, in the 

limit, measured by the differential coefficient of the total utility, to 
any one member of the community, of the quantity of the commo· 
dity he possesses ; and this measure necessarily yields the same re
sult whatever member of the community be selected (pp. 71-86). 

XIX. As a rule exchange value is at its maximum when value-ill· 
nse is zero, and exchange value is zero when value-in-nse is at its 
maximum (pp. 79, 80, 93-102). 

XX. If we can indefinitely increase or decrease our supplies of two 
commodities, then we may indefinitely change the ratio between 
the marrrinal effects tons, of their respective units (pp. 108-124). 

XXI." Labour? mo~ey, or other purchasing pow~r, ~ecures the 
maximum of satiSfaction to the purchaser when so distnbuted that 
equal outlays secure equal satisfactions to whichever of the altei'Jla· 
tive margins they are apr•lied (pp. 124-130~ 
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